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During the period of August 21 to August 
31 st, residents of Naples, Idaho experienced 
an onslaught of some 500 law enforce- 
ments agents covering the range of the (FBI) 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, (ATF) Alco- 
hol, Tobacco and Fireanns, U.S. Marshals, 
local Sheriffs, and the National Guard. 

This massive show of force was not 
against some large, invading army, but 
against Randy Weaver and his family, who 
were holed-up in their mountain top cabin at 
Ruby Creek in a stand-off lasting many 
days. 

When all was said and done, a U.S. 
Marshal was shot and killed, Weaver’s 12 
year old son was shot in the back and killed, 
Randy Weaver’s wife was shot in the head 
and killed, and visiting family friend Kevin 
Hams, age 24, was severely injured by 
gunshot. 

All of this because federal agents were 
snooping and surveilling the Weaverprop- 
erty, without wartants or without an- 
nouncing their presence, and proceeded 
to shoot the barking family dog in an effoort 
to conceal their presence. Weaver, wanted 
on the venl questionable several--year-old 

charge of allegedly selling a shotgun which to surrender peaceably thanks to the inter- 
was l/4” too short, became caught in the vention and compassion of Bo Grit% See the 
crossfire of what would become a major September 1 issue of THE PHOENIX LIB- 
incident. This fabricated charge only be- ERATOR for more of the amazing details 
came activated upon Weaver’s refusal tofall on the Standoff In Idaho. 
into another trap, that of serving as an Randy Weaver, incarcerated in a Boise 
informant against a local white-sup&nacist prison, phoned the offices of THE PHOE- 
organization that he had nothing todo with NIX LIBERATOR on 10/S. Under advice 
In subsequent media smears, Weaver has of counsel the conversation was some- 
been accused of being actively involved in what limited, as the call was carefully 
the white supremacist movement, which is monitored. 
absolutely false. Randy wished to express his deep and 

In reality, thisentire matter has a deeper heart-felt gratitude to all PHOENIX LIB- 
motivationincomprehensiveandpotentially ERATORreaders who have so kindly writ- 
volatile irnowZedge thatformer GreenBeret ten to him while in jail. He explained 
Special Forces member Randy Weaver has that he has not been allowed to physi- 
of OL(~ government’s we22-conceaZed tally have envelopes and stamps, which 
Asian drug business. are placed into a “small property” sec- 

Through the dating and valiant efforts of tion. Some discussion with prison per- 
Presidential candidate Colonel James “Bo” sonnel was about to take place in an 
G&z, the most decorated former Green Be- effort to resolve this stamp issue, as 
ret Special Forces Commander, also quite Randy is currently over 100 letters be- 
knowledgeable about our gwemme nt’s hind in responding. The letters he has 
massiue clandestine dmg businesses received are so kind that Randy feels 
throughout the wo~Zc& and its come- compelled to respond to each. He is 
tionwithoutPOWs, Harriswasallowedto currently receiving lo-25 letters daily, 
surrender and receive badly needed emer- most of which are from LIBERATOR read- 
gency medical treatment. Randy Weaver ers. It should also be noted that books 
and his three children werejinally allowed and LIBERATORS which were mailed to 
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Randy were allowed through. 
Randy mentioned that Kevin 

Harris,his friend and fellow patriot, also 
incarcerated at the Boise prison for the 
murder of U.S. Marshal Degan, has now 
started receiving correspondence, which 
is very helpful. Harris has been under- 
standably despondent and letters from 
outside are greatly appreciated. 

Please see WEAVER, page 34 

“THE PHOENLX LIRERA TOR Is Not Published By And Has No Afiiliation With 
America West Airlines, inc.” ‘ 
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The Ultimate firld Order 
Zionist Domination Plan 

(Editor’s note: We begin here where we ism. But it is not conclusive that the USSR First, it is obvious that Israel would 
leftoffattheendofwriting9/27/92# 1 on is to remain in the camp of the jeopardizethepositionofsome two-thirds 
page 25 of last week’s LIBERATOR. This is “unrighteous”. The world planners me of the Jews of the world if she sided with the 
the third and final “installment”, in the opportunists and now they are building Communists against us, for these two- 
sense that the writings on this shocting Red Chinainto amighty war machine, with thirds reside in America.* 
subject have spanned three consecutive LIB- know-how and equipment largely from the 

l The eminent Jewish writer and leader 
ERATORS. ThrougL a new source of mate- Soviet Union. It is my guess that the in England, Dr. Cecil Wroth, told a B’nai 
n’al, Commander Hatonn is reintroducing master strategists plan to hurl Red China B’rith audience in Kansas City in WY, 
the issue of the Zionist P&m for World against both the USA and the USSR thus 1952 (as quoted in a Kansas City newspa- 
Domination, This plan is as sick and sa- once more forcing us into a wartime mar- per, the exact date of which does not ap- 
tanic as they get, yet in spite of how long it riage with a Communist country. In a 
has been around, far too many Americans desperate atomic struggle no man would 

pear on my clipping), “You have now in the 
United States a good two thirds of all Jews 

remain oblivious to its existence and daily dare criticize our ally, Soviet Communism in the world.” We do not know for sure how 
operation in our world. On page 15 of the or Jewish Zionism or our own government many Jews there are; the Jewish leaders 

LIBERATOR of two weeks ago, prefatory to heads. We would quickly merge into a historically refuse to publish reliable 
beginning this subject, Commander Hatonn coalition Communist-type dictatorship with counts. Answering the question “Why is it 
outlayed Acblic Law 102-14, passed by the Soviet Union, a world government, all forbidden to count Jews, one by one, even 
our crooked Congress in March of 1991. but unrighteous China. for a holy purpose,” the California Jewish 
That law covered the related aminof’ matter But to be on the side of the “righ- Voice, Feb. 15, 1957, gave the answer: 
of a legislated Zionist religious domination teous” we must embrace the Zionist god “This restriction is found in the Talmud 
over America-slipped in under the guise of with law and Ujustice” administered from (BabilYoma 22b) where it is written that 
a so-called EducationBill. It’s waypast time Jerusalem. The atomic war with anti-God it is forbidden to count Jews even for a 
to w&e up and face what’s behind the China might well take care of all who mitzvah.” 
ruination of this once great land ofAmerica.) opposed such developments. In such an The New York l%nes (owned by the 

alignment the USSR might be “reformed” professional Jew, Sulzberger) in 1948 did 
g/28/92 #2 HATONN from its anti-God position and induced to dare to estimate (not necessarily counting 

accept the god in Jerusalem. The world “one by one”, perhaps!) the Jewish popu- 
May we please begin right awaywith the would be Socialist and there would be no lation of the world, putting the figure at 

continuation of the subject in point: The further debate about Socialism or Commu- between 15,700,OOO and 18,600,OOO. SO if 
Ultimate World Order as pictured in The nism, but only mention of pro-God and America has two-thirds of the total, we 
Jewish Utopia. anti-God, pro-Jewish and anti-Jewish must house about 1 l,OOO,OOO or 

In continuation of the subject regarding catnps-the righteousvs. the unrighteous! 12,000,OOO [H: Sure does seem to me 
“Armageddon” let us move right in to [H: If you can’t see that this has already that if some 6 million or 6-l/2 million 

come to be, albeit the labels may appear were murdered in the holocaust that the 
WHO WILL WIN? ever so “slightly” different and less numbers are somehow inappropriate. I 

obvious, then you are in critical cir- repeat-there were not 6 million Jews in 
QUOTING: cumstance. These things are already the German area to be kiLled in any 

According to the Utopian plan, the come to pass.] holocaust of any kind!] Europe did not 
anti-God Communist forces will have to be The role of any particular nation as have six million Jews to lose during the 
destroyed, after they have served their of now must necessarily be a matter of war, as there were not that many Jews in 
purpose. For the Zionists want all the conjecture on our part but the above plan all Europe; millions had left before the war 
world to worship agod, their-god. They who would satis@ the Utopian requirements. started. Hitler could not have killed them. 
have made Communism so monstrous evi- For several years we have been hear- It seems obvious that they came mostly to 
dently expect to be our St. George, and the ing the question: Will Israel be neutral in America. 
more monstrous the dragon the more glory the next war? If not, which side will she [H: Thank you, Mr. “Author”, for 
to the Zionist knight-in-armor who cuts off join? [H: It is most important right now repeating what I just said. This is the 
its many heads, saving mankind (for such that you realize it is out of Israel that the one biggest fact which disproves the 
as remains of mankind). Socialism, Social- wars, themselves, are planned and Jewish holocaust story and WHY the 
ist governmental monopoly power, will not caused, orchestrated and arranged so Zionists make LAWS against question- 
be one of the dragon heads to be cut off, but that someone else does their fighting ing or publicly speaking in “revisionist” 
anti-religion will be. and dying for them! Even to the franc- terms regarding their lies.] pnd foot- 

It would surely seem that America is ing. YOU pay the bill-through the note.] 
to be on the “righteous” side since our banksters-to pay for the wars, making Second, if the Zionists did not get 
policies, like Britian’s, support Zionism it possible to hold the war and then some ofthe Israelis slaughtered in the war, 
while the Communists shadow-box Zion- impossible for you to recover.] and did not maneuver to have Israel sacked 
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and perhaps burned, or atomized, they with their respective cities and local envi- should have the authority to give orders. 
would lose the trump card which has drawn rons and terrain and seasoned for han- Finally, the local government advocates 
so many crocodile tears from us stupid dling people under excitement. won. Congress for once wrote into the bill 
Anglo-Saxons and got so many of our sons The only way on earth to have effi- the American way. 
killed on Jewish-mapped battlefields. Is- cient “civil defense” in a.war emergency is But no matter what the law says; 
rael will have to take part, and on the side to have the responsibility where it already every head of the Federal Civil Defense 
of the West-or rather, fighting beside those rests, under the American form of govem- Agency has been a left wing “liberal” inter- 
Western nations who are to be duped and ment-with the local city governments and nationalist, fawning on the famous Jewish 
used. the people themselves. Let the police chief leaders. And the legal counsel is a Jew who 

Finally, Mr. Higger himself says Is- hand pick, train, equip and organize a has publicly called for the powers of dicta- 
rael is to participate: citizens’ auxiliary and you will have genu- torship over the people in case of war. And 

“...Israel, and the other righteous ine civil defense. The police chief and the machine has set up a chain of com- 
nations, will combat the combined forces of mayor naturally will work out plans for mand, down to the state, county and city, 
the wicked, unrighteous nations... n cooperating with the county law enforce- of political appointees of “liberal” interna- 

From Prof. Higger’s book, it seems ment authorities, the county with adjoin- tionalist leanings, or else oblivious to the 
that our own country and allies (no doubt ing counties, and all will work with the world revolution in which we are caught. 
Britain and France) are to be among the armed forces, to save their own lives and Neither these lower appointees nor the 
righteous! This is splendid news, the first children. The authority must remain at American people in general realize that the 
news of victory, even before the war starts! home. American system, and the Federal Consti- 

But are we to be victorious? Not in tution, prohibit the Federal government 
the sense that any of us or our children HOW TO CAPTURE AMERICANS from coming into our state and our city to 
and grandchildren can profit by a vic- police us, under any circumstances, even 
tory. For it is Zion that is to conquer all. James Forrestal, the patriot Secre- in war, unless and until asked to do so by 
Or such is the plan: tary of Defense, worked out exactly such a the legislature, or if it is not in session, by 

“Assembled for QIL attack: upon plan and, in the fall of 1948, asked police the Governor. pH: You should be in total 
the righteous nortions fn Pcdestine near chiefs and sheriffs throughout the country panic at this point in realizing that you 
&msaZem, the unrighteous z&Z2 suffeer to organize such auxiliaries. Forrestal was now have KGB-trained sheriffs to police 
a cnrshing defeat, andZion I&Z thence- also, at that time, trying to keep Truman you and ready to enforce martiallaw and 
forth rvmmin the centerof the Kingdom from building up the state of Israel in the UN troops (so it isn’t your own sons) to 
OfGod? strategic and oil-laden Middle East. The enforce all regulations in any circum- 

In the next world holocaust there Marxist propaganda machine, headed by stanc’ prepared to respond when 
may well be no victor, not even Israel. the Jewish smear agent, Walter Winchell, the chaos is ignited.] 
Certainly, if they succeed, you and I, as and the Anti-Defamation League mouth- This mighty wall has been our de- 
defenders of American traditions and indi- piece, Drew Pearson, went into action fense for nearly 200 years. It has protected 
vidual freedom, will be on the liquidation against Forrestal. Rarely in our history us from a government which otherwise 
list. We need not even expose Zionist has such a furious and lying attack been would have become a dictatorship long 
activities to get into ‘The Jewish Black centered on any public official. By Decem- ago. Freedom can be had only by leaving 
Book”*. All we have to do is defend our ber, 1948, I predicted in a article (as any all police powers entirely to the local com- 
race, our traditions, our religion and our observer could have predicted) that munity. But we have to man this wall of 
freedom. Mr. Higger made that clear; and Forrestal would soon be driven out of of- freedom or it will be beaten down. And if 
the Zionists attack, vilify and ridicule all fice. He was out by March, and, as the the people do not even know it is there, if 
Americans who become prominent in the reader doubtless recalls, was hounded to they do not even have an inkling of the 
fight for Americanism. near insanity and either jumped out or was meaning of local government, and human 

l The Jewish BZack Book Committee was thrown out the window of the Naval hospi- freedom, how are we to expect them to man 
listed as a Communist front in the 1947 tal (where he had been held virtually in- the Great Wall of Freedom? 
Un-American Activities Committee Report. communicado, denied even the right to see (H: Now, I believe, you can see how 
Its national head was the late Communist- a priest). dated this book really is. You have 
friend,AlbertEinstein. TheBLACXBGOX The surest sign that the inventors of passed all requirements of downfall to 
is apparently a list of Americans who the Federal (as opposed to local) civil de-. the point of being totally under regula- 
dare to defend their country and its fense machine were not concerned with tions of FEW4 at this very moment. At 
traditions. [End footnote.] providing genuine civil defense, to save the end of this dissertation I shall give 

How will they and their “righteous” lives, families and cities, and to preserve you a rundown ofwho is this author. The 
agents, the “liberals”, manage to suppress the local order of things, is seen in the volume in use is undated and bears no 
or liquidate such opponents in this coun- nature of the organization they induced publishing information. This is for the 
try? the President to set up: a Federal bureau of protection of my scribe. I dedicate 

Many ways may be quickly devel- political appointees to run the entire civil. these writings in point to this man who 
oped under the hysteria of war, an atomic defense, from coast to coast, the moment braved the gauntlet to bring you truth 
war. One way already is clear, and for this, the bombs started falling, or the moment a decades past only to be tagged and 
machinery already is set up and ready: It is region should be “threatened with inva- battered by the opposition. Most of 
the Federal Civil Defense Administration, a sion”. 

The hodgepodge of political appoin- 
these patriots of the past will never be 

Jewish invention. We will need “civil de- again recognized, but I shall do that 
fense”, and lots of it, if war strikes. But no tees, even if they were seasoned field gen- which I can to see to it that as many as 
possible combination of political appoin- erals, could not get the job done. Only the possible are not passed in vain for there 
tees could conduct efficient emergency local police could and can do it. The was no way to fulfill their missions in 
operations in case of bombing, fires, and backers of the plan were unexpectedly whole for the nations’ peoples could not 
general hysteria. The only force capable of challenged by a few far-sighted fighting awaken and see and hear.] 
coping with such an emergency is the local police chiefs, sheriffs and perhaps some The gifted gentlemen who plan thl- 
police in their own cities. They are familiar mayors. ,.They -fought for weeks-over -who take-over must know all this. They mus: 
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know that as soon as their planted agents 
sound the alarm, over radio and television 
stations owned or dominated by promi- 
nent Zionists, the people will take orders 
from these voices, and the local police will 
be squelched. For 25 New Deal years our 
people have been conditioned to take or- 
ders from Washington. fH: Make that 
‘over half a century’ now.] 

Thus, no matter what the law says, 
the revolutionaries who advise and guide 
the liberal political appointees will have the 
upper hand and give the orders, from the 
first alarm. They will have to use the local 
police, but they will quickly replace any 
police chief or mayor who tries to exercise 
his constitutional duty to his people. They 
will shut down the schools, churches, li- 
braries and courts, because their whole 
aim is to destroy local government and 
state government-the rock which so long 
has made Communist-Zionist take over 
impossible. And the political figure-head 
arriving in each community will get his 
orders as to whom to liquidate from the 
local secret agent of the Anti-Defamation 
League of B’nai B’rith. This Zionist ma- 
chine, by its own bulletin, has agents in 
2,000 American cities. 

All Americans who recognize the revo- 
lution for what it is, and who dare to protest 
the destruction of local government and 
the imposition of a Federal police dictator- 
ship-these ‘unrighteous” citizenswilljust 
disappear in the smoke and the hysteria. 

You will not be able to write, wire or 
phone your Congressman, for the Federal 
Civil Defense Agency will control the mail 
and the telegraph and telephone systems. 

HOW CAN WE DEFEND OURSELVES? 

The only defense you and I will have 
is to educate our neighbors now, while we 
have a chance to reach them with the facts. 

Under such a situation it may be 
worth a great deal in the struggle to regain 
freedom, for the citizenry to realize that the 
defenders of constitutional government will 
be legally correct; while the oppressive 
government which usurps the rights of 
local and state government will be in the 
position of the revolutionary. Under such 
circumstances the Constitution seems 
clearly to authorize the people to make war 
on the usurpers. Article II of the Amend- 
ments says: 

“A well regulated militia, being nec- 
essary to the security of a free state, the 
right of the people to keep and bear arms 
shall not be inftinged.” 

And Section I of Article XIV of the 
Amendments says: 

“...nor shall any state deprive any 
person of life, liberty orproperty without due 
process of law.” 

Other Articles also specifically pro- 
vide protection for citizens who defend 

their constitutional government. 
The reader who is unaware of the 

viciousness and determination of the revo- 
lutionaries may refuse to believe that any 
group in such a powerful position in our 
country has any such designs. But they 
have already had 12 or more dry runs in as 
many American cities, using the equally 
revolutionary invention, the ,Military Gov- 
ernment forces-which always are headed 
by leftist revolutionaries or*liberal” dupes. 
In 1951 these units seized nine cities in 
California, seized the mayor and police 
chief, posted proclamations of absolute 
dictatorship over the populace-and in the 
name of the United Nations Forces Military 
Government. 

[H: Not simply to cause panic and 
hysteria but to inform you that you are 
witnessing it happening again ALL OVER 
YOUR NATION. FEMA has taken control 
and Federal troops have been intro- 
duced from Los Angeles to Florida- 
however, what may fry your nertres to a 
crisp: THE BLACK UNIFORMED DOOR 
TO DOOR CONFISCATORS IN EAST LAN- 
SING, MICHIGAN (AND SEVERAL OTHER 
PLACES) WEAR INDENTIFICATION EM- 
BLEMS IDENTIFYING THEM AS UNITED 
NATIONS-FEMA-AND/OR MILITARY 
GOVERNMENTTASKFORCES. INMICHI- 
GAN, THE ID IS MGTF.] 

So complete are the plans for seizure of 
power that they were leaked to the public 
via a magazine in- 1955 [37 years ago!] The 
July 1, 1955, issue of U.S. News Ba World 
Report reported the plan which would an- 
nihilate the Constitution of the United 
States and possibly end for all time the 
individual freedom we have known: 

“A military dictatorship, swift and com- 
plete, will take hold at the very moment of 
any big atomic attack on American cities. 

“This is the word from top ofFcia1 soutzes 
in Washington following ‘Operation Alert’, 
the civil defense exercise just ended. 

“The old idea of ‘standby controls’, which 
has been worrying some business men, no 
longer has any place in official planning. 

“Instead, the President iuill simply take 

“In bombed out areas, martial law will 
bring strict discipline, enforced at gunpoint 
by whatever armed forces are available. 
The Federal Civil Defense Act will come into 
full effect, empowering authorities to requi- 
sitionproperty, including private homes and 
automobiles. In these areas people will be 
subject to draftfor whateverlaboris needed. 

aI.ividual rights and privileges will dis- 
appear for the time being. Habeas corpus, 
which protects a citizen against impn’son- 
ment without due process of law, will be 
suspended. So will freedom of speech.. 
Under notional martial law, so the thinking 
goes, there will be no time for haggling over 
Federal authority, no time for people or 
business to balk at doing what they are told. 

“Once the dust begins to clear Congress 
will be asked to ratify the emergency mea- 
sures ordered by the President.* 

Thus, the end of the golden age of 
human freedom; the wiping out of the 
glorious Republic with its written limita- 
tions on government and its constitutional 
guarantees against highhanded, arrogant 
officialdom. 

And what a perfect blueprint for con- 
quest by the gifted Zionist planners (who 
inspired this Federal “civil defense* trap 
and whose fingerprints are all over it). 
Julius Caesar, the internationalist, who 
was always an underling of the Jewish 
financial and political leaders (and always 
heavily indebted to them for personal 
“loans”) thus destroyed the great Roman 
republic (after centuries of racial homog- 
enization had reduced the people to a state 
of degeneracy). 

We are still talking about milestones 
on the road to the Zionist’s Utopia. We 
have not yet reached the milestone of A- 
day, which is suppression of freedom in- 
side our country, but we have reached a 
milestone on the road to racial and spiri- 
tual degeneracy; otherwise no President 
would permit a clique to draw up a blue- 
print for crowning him a Caesar; no Presi- 
dent would dare think in such terms. If we 
had not reached amilestone down the road 
toward the take-over, Congress and the 

cotiml-af business, banks, goods, prices, people would blast out of office any Presi- 
wages, just about everything-and wary dent who dared to put his stamp of ap- 
about legal authority later. proval on a blueprint to wipe out the Re- 

*Martial law will be clamped on the en- public and end, perhaps for all time, hu- 
tire country. This will be the President’sjirst man freedom. [H: Sorry, chelas, but that 
official act after bombs start falling. With milestone has come and is here! Re- 
that act the President will assume almost member, again, that this plan is to be in 
unlimited powers. Dictatorship from Wash- working perfection with depopulation 
ington, orfrom the President’s nearby hide- almost complete BY YEAR 20001] 
away, will be backed by military forces... Our people and even our Senators 

“Business will be blanketed by regula- and Representatives seem no longer to 
tions already written and ready for understand that the Constitution never 
issue. . . . Workers will be ordered not to strike, gives Congress or the President any special 
or change jobs without petmission.. Cen- powers over the states and the people, 
sorship un’ll be imposed at once... Factories regardless of the emergency. Even martial 
will be told what toproduce... Farmers.. . . may law does not give the President the right to 
find their livestock, land and crops comman- suspend courts and the process of justice, 
deered for milita y use.. . or the right to invade a state and take over 
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police powers (except by request of the 
state legislature or the Governor). Con- 
gress never has the right to grant the 
President any special wartime or other 
emergency powers. This innovation of our 
lifetime is simply ausurpation, an outright 
violation of the Constitution. The frighten- 
ing aspect of it is thatthe people permitted 
it with little protest during the Second 
World War, and now raise hardly a voice 
against the “civil defense,, blueprint for 
dictatorship. The people do not seem to 
realize that no such-power is necessary or 
even advantageous: that the people, given 
leadership and information, will always 
respond and, under their local government 
and leadership, will -accomplish more than 
under compulsion and Federal“planning. 

Another milestone revealed in The 
Jewish Utopiawhich gives usageneral clue 
as to the Zionist timetable: 

The advent of the new era will thus 
be preceded by the ‘travail’ of the Messianic 
time, namely, great distress, foreign inva- 
sions, confusions and moral decline. Ac- 
cording to another tradition, the three gen- 
erationspreceding the Messianicperiod will 
possess abundance of silver and gold, and 
other luxuries. Hence, the people will lead 
an immoral and ungodly life.” 

Has our level of prosperity and easy 
living now so completely killed any public 
conscience, the courage to resist tyranny 
and subversion, that the time is ripe? 
Before the First World War the farmers and 
small town neighbors would have taken 
clubs and cleaned out the stinking mess in 
Washington, and would have made short 
work of the Communists and Zionists, the 
Anti-Defamation League, the NAACP, etc. 

I remember those men and their 
courage in the early part of this century. 
We are now a generation of cowards and 
money grabbers. 

The milestones show that the revo- 
lutionaries expect to bring on the crisis 
very soon. 

salu. 

g/28/92 #3 HATONN 

INTERRUI=I’ION ON ROSS PEROT 

Many interruptions have occurred since 
we began the various writings of today. 

I wish to finish this document so please 
understand, readers, that it is after 8:00 
P.M. and we are weary. 

We will take up the happenings and 
strategies that are under way with Perot 
and the politicians but let it be not over- 
looked that the entire thing is a study in 
media interest. I think if you pay attention 
to that which we have given attention, you 
can see how things are shaking out. Will 
Perot run? It doesn’t matter in the least but 
it is nice to hear the voices of the people 
being raised above the roar of the media 

chantings and blackouts. You will note nist countries by the people and now they 
that Perot does NOT get ‘blackout” treat- are challenged even in the stupid, kindly, 
ment and THAT MEANS THAT IN SOME tolerant and timid West where the Zionist 
CAPACITY HE IS ONE OF “THEM,,. With curtain of secrecy cannot be kept down 
the undercover activities and meetings with much longer. 
Baker, etc., it certainly appears that this. No matter who incited the Hungar- 
group does not want Clinton to win this ian Revolution of 1956, the fact that thou- 
election. You had best not want that either sands of Hungarians, including many or 
because with a PAC-bought Congress, you most of the younger generation who were 
don’t have a prayer in you-know-where of supposed to have become indoctrinated 
pulling out of this pit. There is so much with Communism, were willing to fight to 
more than meets the eye that we simply the death for their freedom told the tale: 
can’t do it justice here tonight. I have The Communist monster cannot destroy 
probably said far too much as we have the love of freedom; even in the slave state 
moved along because I want YOU to see ofHungary, afteryearsof Communist brow- 
what is happening-not just have an ob- beating, men will die for freedom. 
server make observations. An article in the August 18, 1957, 

Is Perot tellingyou-the-people the truth? Los Angeles JZxaminer quotes Chiang Kai- 
Indeed, but you have to remember he is an shek as reporting rebellion throughout 
advanced guard guest at places like Camp Communist held China-this after the Reds 
David and where all the ‘good old boys,, go have killed an estimated 15,000,OOO of the 
to meet and scheme and play. He- has community and provincial leaders, the best 
anteed money every time the request has blood of every community, The leader of 
been pushed-from POW backing to any- Free China, who has fought the Reds, 
thing requested of him. Bush is an old ideologically and militarily, since 1927, 
friend and, yet, Brent Scowcroft has his and who is no gullible optimist, made the 
admiration and total respect (in Perot’s blunt prediction that “the general collapse 
own words) so you have a real can ofworms of the entire Soviet empire and interna- 
here. Obviously the Bilderbergers want tional Communism,, is underway-one of 
Clinton in the seat and right now Bush is the most heartening statements published 
NOT running the U.S. already. Therefore in this generation. 
you may find that the most secure way to However, the Generalissimo un- 
go to buy time and not have the entire doubtedly based his prediction on the as- 
nation collapse is to somehow insure that sumption that men and women both in 
Bush makes it-that is, of course, the and outside the captive countries would 
Republicans or an outsider who can be keep on struggling and fighting the mon- 
controlled, because the man in the slot ster and he warned that, if the men in the 
makes no difference. Kremlin see their empire crumbling, they 

From here on in you are going to be may risk an atomic war in the hope of 
surprised at just WHO seems to be coming saving it. 
to the rescue because the top Zionists may It is well known that the Red ern- 
have overplayed their hands a bit too pire has been on theverge of bankruptcy 
heavily. or internal collapse several times in its 

The bombardment against you is in full- history and might well have been over- 
blast ahead and nothing is changed in the thrown or failed but for the intervention 
overall “PLAN”. of the United States.. Repeatedly we have 

rushed food for millions of discontented, 
So, back to quoting: hungry rebels, or made loans to the Com- 

munist government of Moscow, or insti- 
CAN THE ZIONISTS TRIUMPH? tuted some hands-off policy such as Dean 

Acheson’s policy of “containment,,. The 
There remains the big question: Can policy of the Roosevelt-Truman- 

they win? Eisenhower internationalists has been 
After reviewing the steady progress to do nothing which would seriously harm 

the Jewish nationalists have made for ten- the Communist governments. This has 
turies, in revolution after revolution, and given them time to grow and consolidate 
the appalling power they have today as their gains. [H: I guess you can see that 
they near the climaxof their amazing 2500- by no mention of subsequent Presidents 
year struggle fordomination, it might sound since Eisenhower, you have really 
ridiculous to say flatly “NO,,. Any answer “dated” this Journal This can only 
is obviously no more than an opinion, or a bode ill for you-the-people for you can 
blind faith. My answer is, and always has see what has happened. There is no 
been, “No,,. Ijust do not believe the selfish, lessening of Communism or Zionism- 
scheming, bloody, utterly unmoral Zionist there is only a lip-service sly and clever 
cult can destroy the whole world and bring move to hide facts and caIl the hornet/ 
the smoking remnants under its control. scorpion by another label to further 

I believe they have gone too far al- confuse your thinking. Look at the 
ready. They are challenged in the Commu- impact since Eisenhower-my, you have 

1. L ” -... L . 
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had to go through Nixon, Ford, Carter, [H: Hold your breath-is the above humane way to deal with mass treason. 
Reagan and Bush-and I may even have true? I thought you would catch the They must be resettled preferably on a 
left out one or two--BUT WITI AL& errors. Perhaps it appeared that way at suitable island where they cm m&e their 
THERE WAS ALWAYS HENRY KISSINGER the time of the writing--but in your own living by the work of their hands (since 
PULLING THE STRINGS ALONG WITH A country the evangelical movement has that is what their utopian leaders want), 
ROCKEFELLER.] become totally Zionist and works for the but whence they cannot subvert our people 

All the Red empire has needed was fulfiient of the Zionists’ prophecies and country, and whence they cannot es- 
time-time to train mechanics, build facto- in the form of this; PLAN-hook, line and cape. 
ries, build a war machine, build super sinker. Your own evangelist uChris- In this time of discouragement for 
weapons with our laboratory secrets. Now tians” have pulled down your nation patriotic citizens, when even our own gov- 
the Soviets have the weapons with into a Zionist movement.] ernment often is used against us and 
which-not to defeat us, perhaps, but to An Anti-Defamation League survey against the interests of our country, we 
precipitate Armageddon, and, in com- early in 1957 estimated that 75 percent of should bear in mind the example of an 
mitting suicide, kill millions of Ameri- the Christian press had turned “anti- earlier patriot of another country, who 
cans and wipe out our cities. Semitic”. [H: I am almost ready to not went through darker days but won a his- 

The all-important job for us just print the rest of this gentleman’s writ- totic victory. The little green-eyed Isabella 
now is to bring about the downfaIl, the ing for if you are not paying close atten- came to the throne when she was 20, in a 
disintegration, of the Red empirebefore tion you may indeed think that I give Spain that had suffered such complete 
the Zionists can use it to bring about the you this as current fact. NO, his conclu- degradation under seven centuries of Jew- 
Armageddon which they must have. If sions may have been seemingly as pre- ish machinations and Moorish invasions 
we rob them of the war in the Middle sented in 1958 but NOT IN 1992. So far, that she had to run time a& again for her 
East and the war emergency here at in 1992, thezionists havebrought about life. The “new Christians”, the hundreds 
home, we will tear up their timetable every last thing they set out to do and ofthousa.ndsof Jewswhohadgone into the 
and set them back perhaps a hundred herein is where “hindsight” is so much Catholic church two or three generations 
years, giving us time to organize our better than guessing about that which earlier (in a political and commer&l ma- 
defenses. [H: Do not be foolish to mis- may or may not come to be. The only neuver and for protection against repris- 
read this for what you have “witnessed” reason I shall continue to quote is out of als) had practically captured the church in 
is not a tearing down of the actual respect and honor for the incredibly that country and were subverting it from 
empire but a reshuffling of the players insightful work of this writer in laying within. (Their predecessors in France and 
which is always a prime mark of the out the planning.] Spain had inspired a movement called the 
beast in operation. The point missed in We will have to have just one victory Albigenses, which taught the gullible gen- 
this man’s writings is the supremacy of at the polls, electing a President with both tiles to believe that the body was evil, so the 
the Russian cosmic crews and craft-he courage and understanding, to snap off the holy leaders should commit suicide; but 
knew not of such a thing at the time of head of the Zionist snake and keep it from which movement, at the same time, gave 
his writings.] again coupling up with the body, at least in the masses such license that they sank in 

At the same time, we should outlaw our time. The guilt of the Zionist schemers complete moral abandon.) 
and destroy the Zionist cells here at home. must make them extremely uneasy with Isabella had a New England con- 
w: Well, you certainly have NOT done every reversal, big or little. They are obvi- science and a patriotic zeal; she fought 
this-in fact, they have grown steadily ously guilty of disloyalty to the United back. For 20 years she fought-not all 
more and more powerful even to making States Constitution; they obviously have Jews, but the guilty Jews-and their allies, 
their “religion” the public law of the their own world tribal government and now the Moors. After a lifetime of struggle she 
land.] also a political and geographical state, and succeeded in breaking the Moorish resis- 

One thing we need to understand their loyalty is to that tribal government tance in a decisive battle at Granada (in 
immediately: the Jewish planners are not and state. Obviously, they are trying to 1492) and a little later expelled most of the 
infallible. Time and again their plans have bring about the disintegration of our coun- Moors and Jews from Spain. 
misfired, in ancient, medieval and modern try and its subordination to a world regime w: The next is the final entry by this 
maneuvers. They expected to capture Eu- under their influence. [H: Obviously THAT author and is weII worth heeding.] 
rope through Communism and then all the president has not yet come along, has 
world, quickly after the First World War. he? Will it happen this year? CAN it IT’S UP TO US 
They expected to annihilate the Germans happen this year? How much do YOU 
or completely break their fighting spirit by hear about Bo Gritz from the national Our political leaders are not going to 
the Second World War. They planned to population? Could it happen? Yes, but save us unless and until the people de- 
take over our country immediately after it surely doesn’t look like it will be mand salvation. It is up to us. We must 
that war in the hysteria of an abysmal through ballots in 1992. And if you organize for self defense. A single organi- 
financial depression. They evidently ex- don’t do it in 1992-when?] zation of white citizens, each required to 
petted something big to result from their This is treason. study the racial history of his people fi- 
1956 invasion of Egypt, but instead they And the recognized punishment for nanced by some of our many rich men, and 
not only had to back out, but their ea- treason in all well ordered countries inspiring a similar race-pride organization 
gerness for blood unexpectedly, almost throughout history has been death. [H: among the Negroes, with friendly coopera- 
incredibly, drove hundreds of thousands But what have you today? YOU have tion between the two groups, could ulti- 
of Christian laymen and ministers (those death to those who speak out against mately win the victory. Nature is strongly 
who had not been hardened pro-Commu- the treasonists. Doesn’t look too good, in our favor; neither the Negroes nor the 
nists but only deceived, and well meaning does it?] Whites generally want “integration”; SW- 
“liberals”) away from them. All over The willful, inner leaders of the Zion- eral million Negroes in recent years have 
America the Christian press turned on the ist world state must be punished and the signed petitions urging Congress to appro- 
Jewish militarists. Israel no longer was the hundreds of thousands of their followers priate money to help them settle in a coun- 
sacred fulfillment of scriptural prophecy to who have had an inkling of what they were try of their own in Africa, and a bill is now 
these ministers. up to, must be banished-as the most before Congress to help them. 
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The enemy-holds the whip .only be- 
cause of his skillful use of fear propaganda 
above our cowardice and ignorance. His 
hold on our presidential nominating con- 
ventions and on governments and peoples 
is precarious. Once we wake up and 
acknowledge that it is un-Christian to soften 
and subvert our own race, that in so doing 
we are betraying our children into slavery, 
once we begin speaking up against the 
fraudulent Zionist missionary of “brother- 
hood,, and begin defending the future free- 
dom of our own children, we will suddenly 
shake off the spell of the voodoo priests. 
Once we begin talking straight to our elected 
officials and giving them the necessary 
moral support, they will outlaw the Zion- 
ists as well as the Communists, and the 
black-magic revolution will vanish like a 
bad dream. 

Let us be warned by the insane out- 
burst of Mr. Higger when he said (p.- 19) the 
motto will be: 

“Righteous Unite! Better destruction 
of the world than a wicked world!” 

Better destruction ofthe whole world 
if the Zionists cannot make us all conform 
to their requirements! 

The Israelis now sre making atomic 
fission mat@als in their own secret, 
guarded plant: and Jewish revolutionar: 
ies in America (famous Jewish radicals) 
have great influence over, if not out- 
right control of uour own” titomic weap- 
ons and, .unless there has been a recent 
change, a Communist Jew is head of the 
atomic projects in the USSR. Bombs can 
be placed strategically in our industrial 
cities and exploded at A-day by radar. 
Atomic dusts are so poisonous that a 
small organization could poison the 
nation’s water supply (as Ana Pauker 
said the Communists would do when the 
time came). 

There are radical Jews high and 
low in our bacteriological warfare labo- 
ratories; they can spread strange dis- 
ease among us while covertly vaccinat- 
ing the Urighteous” among their own 
people. There is strong suspicion that 
they are already liquidating the fore- 
most of our anti-Marxist leaders by in- 
visible death, possibly inducing cancer 
in a Senator’s bloodstream by atomic 
radiation planted in a chair cushion or 
upholstery. 

Unless the American people re- 
capture their government and smash 
the Zionist machine the insane elements 
in that machine may wipe out mankind. 

Every man, sooner or later, has 
got to answer to his children and his 
country. How will you answer? 

[H: Moreover-every man, woman and 
child, sooner or later, will also ANSWER 
TO GOD! HOW WILL YOU ANSWER?] 

*** 

[H: Now,.before changingthe subject, 

I have here a bit about the author which 
is written in conjunction with this infor- 
mation. I think, again, that it is best if 
I simply ask that what is written be 
accurately repeated. You have to undet- 
stand that this is some 30-odd years 
old.] 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

Robert H. Williams, a native of West 
Texas, son of a Baptist minister, is a lec- 
turer, news analyst and authority on sub- 
versive movements. He is a contributor to 
Encyclopedia Britannica’s “Ten Event- 
ful Years”, author of several booklets on 
Communism, Zionism and Americanism, 
and is publisher of the monthly newsletter 
Williams Intelligence Summary. 

In 1942 the author, as S-2, head of 
the Intelligence staff section, for Basic (or 
Replacement) Training Center No. 4 of the 
(then) Army Air Force’s Counter Intelli- 
gence investigative staffs in the AAF. Later 
he became executive officer for the Intelli- 
gence and Public Relations section, Head- 
quarters Miami Beach Schools (com- 
manded by-Brig. General Ralph H. Wooten), 
with the title The Intelligence Officer. In 
this assignment he trained and directed 
the combined and expanded Intelligence 
section over the various Miami Beach Air 
installations. 

For more than a year thereafter (in 
194&1944) he was a Combat Intelligence 
Officer (with secondary Counter Intelli- 
gence duties) in the Second Air Force, 
helping train bombardment crews. In Au- 
gust, 1944, he again was assigned to 
Counter Intelligence (detection and preven- 
tion of sabotage, subversion, etc.) as his 
primary duty, becoming the Counter Intel- 
ligence Officer for the 3 14th Bombardment 
Wing (of B-29s), and remained in that 
assignment to the end of his active duty, 
August, 1945, serving with the bomber 
wing on Guam, under command of Brig. 
General (now General) Thomas S. Power. 

After the war, he was transferred to 
Military Intelligence Reserve, from which 
he was honorably discharged in Decem- 
ber, 1950. As an Intelligence officer his 
efficiency rating was never lower than Ex- 
cellent; for 12 consecutive months it was 
Superior. On departure from Guam for the 
United States he was commended by Gen- 
eral Power “for your performance of duty 
as a member of the Wing Intelligence Sec- 
tion, particularly as Wing Counter Intelli- 
gence Officer. You have demonstrated 
ability and a devotion to duty which have 
served as a model to other members of the 
command .’ 

COMMUNISTS ATTACK AUTIIOR 

Unable to deny the author’s care- 
fully docupeptecl, c&rge,s qt. Fpby$r$ye 

activities, the Communists and the Anti- 
Defamation League of B’nai B’rith circu- 
lated stories that “Williams is not and 
never was a member of Military Intelligence 
Reserve,, -though for two or three years 
after these fables began to appear in ADL 
and Communist publications Williams was 
a Major in Military Intelligence Reserve. 
When he became over-age in grade and 
applied for a one-year extension in the 
Active Reserve, the Anti-Defamation 
League put intense pressure on G-2 at 
Washington to drop him, but after a four- 
month investigation of Major Williams and 
his publications, his file was marked “NO 
ADVERSE INFORMATION,, and G-2 
granted his requested extension, in the 
coveted classification of Counter Intelli- 
gence Specialist. 

When President Truman designated 
Mrs. Anna.M. Rosenberg as Assistant Sec- 
retary of Defense in charge of personnel 
(giving her almost absolute power to fill key 
positions with revolutionaries), Williams 
published a factual, documented expose of 
Mrs. Rosenberg’s Red record. On the day 
(Dec. 2 1, 1950) the Senate confirmed Mrs. 
Rosenberg’s appointment Williams was 
discharged. 

Later a high ranking officer of the 
Adjutant General’s Department told Wil- 
liams that the Jewish revolutionary, the 
late David K. Niles, one of Truman’s aides, 
had ordered the discharge via Mrs. 
Rosenberg. Presumably it was her first 
official act. The discharge was honorable; 
no charges ever were filed against Wil- 
liams; it was issued under Para. 6a (11) SR 
140- 175-1, a paragraph under which an 
officer can be discharged (honorably) with- 
out so much as notifying him. The only 
answer Congressman John Phillips ever 
was able to get from the George C. Marshall- 
Anna Rosenberg Department of Defense as 
to why the author was discharged was that 
wide publicity given to certain statements 
contained in his booklet Know Pour En- 
emy and his newsletter impaired the 
author’s future usefulness in Intelli- 
gence. Obviously, this referred to the 
fact that the author had dared to expose 
the Zionist revolutionary machine, in- 
cluding certain Jewish generals and of- 
ficials who were pro-Communist or of 
doubtful loyalty. 

Williams’ home town daily paper, 
the Santa Ana Register, classified this as 
one more of the political discharges for 
which the Truman administration had be- 
come notorious. 

Williams’ publication continued to 
grow in influence and circulation despite 
propaganda attacks and the pro-Commu- 
nists made a still more extravagant effort to 
discredit the author. While the weak Con- 
gressman Harold Velde was chairman of 
the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities the Anti-Defamptlon I++ap-F Ff i t 
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B’nai B’rith and‘ the American Jewish -A FIFTEENTH CENTURY “PROTOCOL” 
Committee planted on the committee, as 
its chief legal counsel, their friend, a radi- 
cal leftwinger, Robert.Kunzig, and through 
him these two subversive organizations, 
which attack all anti-Communists, ar- 
ranged and held a secret meeting with 
Velde in which Velde agreed to use their 
“finger men” and their so-called files. 

Late in December, 1954, after Re- 
publicans lost the election and Velde was 
through as chairman and to be succeeded 
by the fighting American Congressman 
Francis Walter, and Kunzig knew he was to 
be fired immediately-he got up a pam- 
phlet which he called Report on Neo-Fas- 
cists and Hate Groups (using the very ter- 
minology of the Communist and Zionist 
smear agents in his title) attacking more 
than a score of anti-Communists but not a 
single Communist individual or organiza- 
tion. 

In this so-called report, Kunzig re- 
peated the fables of the Communists and 
Zionists about Williams: 

“Williams advertises himself as a 
member of Army Intelligence during World 
WarII Thedeceptionis evidentfromthefact 
that Williams’ Intelligence duty comprised 
less than a year as an administrative officer 
for the Intelligence section of a bomber wing. 
In the position, he would have received no 
Intelligence information dealing with the 
Communist conspiracy. His assignment to 
Military Intelligence was merely in the Re- 
serves, from which commission he was re- 
lieved by official action of the Army, effec- 
tive December 21, 1950. n 

When the new chairman of the House 
Un-American Activities Committee, Francis 
Walter, read about this so-called report in 
the papers he angrily and publicly de- 
nounced it, said he had never heard of it 
before and that the Committee had no 
knowledge of it, and added: “this sort of 
thing is going to stop.” 

He got rid of Kunzig and in June, 
1955, a four-man sub-committee of the 
Un-American Activities Committee, hold- 
ing hearings in Los Angeles, convened a 
special executive session to hear Williams 
and correct the falsifications of his record 
of service in Army intelligence. 

With the appearance of Williams’ 
latest booklet, The Ultimate World Or- 
der, revealing (probably for the first 
time in history) the actual Zionist plans 
for domination, the author expects re- 
newed attacks by the alien cults to keep 
the people from heeding his warning. 
[End “Author” section.] 

*** 

Thank you. Now, I shall just ask for a bit 
of reminding information: 

The principles and morality of these 
latter-day P&ocols are as old as the tribe. 
Here is one from the Fifteenth Century 
which Jews can hardly pronounce as a 
forgery, seeing that it is taken from a 
Rothschild journal. 

QUOTING: 

The Revue des etudes Juives, financed 
by James Rothschild, published in 1889 
two documentswhich showed how true the 
Protocols are in saying that the Learned 
Elders of Zion have been carrying on their 
plan for centuries. On January 13,1489, 
Chemor, Jewish Rabbi ofArles in Provence, 
wrote to the Grand Sanhedrin, which had 
its seat in Constantinople, for advice, as 
the people of Arles were threatening the 
synagogues. What should the Jews do? 
This was the reply: 

“Dear beloved brethren in Moses, 
we have received your letter in which you 
tell us of the anxieties and misfortunes 
which you are enduring. We are pierced by 
as great pain to hear it as yourselves. 

“The advice of the Grand Satraps 
and Rabbis is the following: 

1. As for what you say that the King of 
France obliges you to become Chris- 
tian: do it, since you cannot do other- 

’ wise, but let the law of Moses be kept in 
your hearts. 
2. As for what you say about the 
command to despoil you of your goods: 
(the law was that on becoming con- 
verted Jews gave up their possessions); 
“make your sons merchants, that little 
by little they may despoil the Christians 
of theirs. 
3. As for what you say about their 
making attempts on your lives: make 
your sons doctors and apothecaries, 
that they may take away Christians’ 
lives. 
4. As for what you say of their destroy- 
ing your synagogues: make your sons 
canons and clerics in order that they 
may destroy their churches. 
5. As for the many other vexations you 
complain of: arrange that your sons 
become advocates and lawyers, and see 
that they always mix themselves up 
with the affairs of State, in order that by 
puttingChristiansunderyouryokeyou 
may dominate the world and be avenged 
on them. 
6. Do not swerve from this order that we 
give you, because you will find by expe- 
rience that, humiliated as you are, you 
will reach the actuality of power. 
“SignedV.S.S.V.F.F.,PrinceoftheJews, 
2 1 st Caslue (November), 1489. 
In the year 1844, on the eve of the 
Jewish Revolution of 1848, Benjamin 
Disraeli, whose real name was Israel, 
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and who was a ‘damped”, or baptized 
Jew, published his novel, Coningsby, in 
which occurs this ominous passage: 
‘The world is governed by very differ- 

ent personages from what is imagined 
by those who are not behind the scenes.” 

And he went on to show that these 
personages were all Jews. 

[END OF QUOTING.] 

*** 
So, you might say that “this was in 

1844 and 1889 and could have nothing to 
do with any current events”-Oh? Please, 
read on: 

THE FATAL DISCOURSE OF 
RABBI REICHHORN 

In its issue of 10 March, 1921 (No. 2 14) 
Lo Vieille France gives the version of a 
funeral oration which was published in Lu 
Russie Juive. It is perfectly clear that the 
funeral oration and the Protocols of the 
Elders of Zion come from one and the same 
mint. Both are prophetic; and the power 
which made the prophecies has been able 
to bring about their fulfillment. This ora- 
tion is so important that we again print it 
herein. There can no longer be any doubt 
as to whose is the power which is disturb- 
ing the world, creating World Unrest, and 
at the same time reaping all the profits. 
Jewry is enslaving all Christian peoples of 
the earth as well as all God-loving peoples 
of other doctrines. There IS a Zionist 
World Plot and it now stands finally and 
completely unmasked. 

1. Every hundred years, We, the Sages 
of Israel, have been accustomed to meet 
in Sanhedrin in order to examine our 
progress towards the domination of the 
world which Jehovah has promised us, 
and our conquests over the enemy- 
Christianity. 
2. This year, united over the tomb of our 
reverend Simeon-ben-Ihuda, we can 
state with pride that the past century 
has brought us very near to our goal, 
and that this goal will be very soon 
attained. 
3. Gold always has been and always will 
be the irresistible power. Handled by 
expert hands it will always be the most 
useful lever for those who possess it, 
and the object of envy for those who do 
not. With gold we can buy the most 
rebellious consciences, can f= the rate 
of all values, the current price of all 
products, can subsidize all State loans, 
and thereafter hold the states at our 
mercy. 
4. Already the principal banks, the 
exchanges of the entire world, the 
credits of all the governments, are in 
our hands. 
5. The other great power is THE PRESS. 
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By repeating without cessation certain 
ideas, the Press succeeds in the end in 
having them accepted as actualities. 
The Theatre renders us analogous ser- 
vices. Everywhere the Press and the 
Theatre obey our orders. 
6. By the ceaseless praise of DEMO- 
CRATIC RULE we shall divide the Chris- 
tians into political parties, we shall de- 
stroy the unity of their nations, we shall 
sow discord everywhere. Reduced to 
impotence, they will bow before the 
LAW OF OUR BANK, always united, 
and always devoted to our Cause. 
7. We shall force the Christian into wars 
by exploiting their pride and their stu- 
pidity. They will massacre each other, 
and clear the ground for us to put our 
own people into. 
8. The possession of the land has al- 
ways brought influence and power. In 
the name of social Justice and Equality 
we shall parcel out the great estates; we 
shall give the fragments to the peasants 
who covet them with all their powers, 
and who will soon be in debt to us by the 
expense of cultivating them. Our capi- 
tal will make us their masters. We in 

.our turn shall become the great propri- 
etors, and the possession of the land 
will assure the power to us. 
9. Let us try to replace the circulation 
of gold with paper money; our chest will 
absorb the gold, and we shall regulate 
the value of the paper which will make 
us masters of all the positions. 
10. We count among us plenty of ora- 
tors capable of feigning enthusiasm and 
of persuading mobs. We shall spread 
them among the people to announce 
changes which should secure the hap- 
piness of the human race. By gold and 
by flattery we shall gain the proletariat 
which will charge itself with annihilat- 
ing Christiuncapitalism. We shall prom- 
ise workmen salaries ofwhich they have 
never dared dream, but we shall also 
raise the price of necessities so that our 
pn$ts will be greater still.. 
11. In this manner we shall prepare 
Revolutions which The Christiuns will 
make themselves and of which we shall 
reap the fruit. 
12. By our mockeries and our attacks 
upon them we shall make their priests 
ridiculous then odious, and their reli- 
gion as ridiculous and as odious as 
their clergy. Then we shall be masters 
of their souls. For our pious attachment 
to our own religion, to our own worship, 
will prove the superiority of our religion 
and the superiority of our souls.. 
13. We have already established our 
own men in all important positions. We 
must endeavor to provide the Goyim 
with lawyers and doctors; the lawyers 
are au curant with all interests; doctors, 
once in the house, become confessors 
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and directors of consciences. 
14. But above all let us monopolize 
Education. By this means we spread 
ideas that are use&l to us, and shape 
the children’s brains as suits us. 
15. If one of our people should unhap- 
pily fall into the hands ofjustice amongst 
the Christians, we must rush to help him; 
find as many witnesses as he needs to 
save him from hisjudges, untilwe become 
judges ourselves. 
16. The Monarchs of the Christian world, 
swollen with ambition and vanity, sur- 
round themselves with luxury and with 
numerous armies. We shallfurnish them 
withal1 the money their-folly demands, and 
so shall keep them in leash. 
17. Let us take cam not to hinder the 
marriage of our men with Christian girls, 
for through them we shall get our foot into 
the most closely locked circles. If our 
daughters marry Goyim they will be no 
less useful, for the children of a Jewish 
mother are ours. Let us foster the idea of 
free love, that we may destroy among 
Christian women attachment to the prin- 
ciples and practices of their religion. 
18. For ages past the sons of Israel, de- 
spised and persecuted, have been work- 
ing to open up a path to power. They are 
hitting the mark. They control the eclo- 
rwmic life of the accutsed Christians; their 
influence preponderates over politics and 
over manners. 
19. At the wished for hour, fured in ad- 

vance, we shall let loose the Revolution, 
which by ruining all classes of Christian- 
ity will definitely enslave the Christians to 
US. Thus, will be accomplished the prom- 
ise of God made to His People. 
[END OF QUOTING.] 

*** 

Let us simply leave this here for I know not 
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how to get through to you if you refuse to 
accept this information from the very ones 
who have laid the PLANS for ultimate world 
control and depopulation of the masses. 

Do I hate these ones? NO-I respect 
them as I would any deadly viper. I respect 
them and they are my enemy-these would 
be enslavers of a world filled with my 
Father’s creations. 

I am of God of Holy Lighted Source and 
unto THAT Source is all my allegiance. I 
shall give no “quarter” unto this enemy 
come upon and taking that which is of God. 
He denounces and destroys that which is 
goodly and tramples all in his path of greed 
and corruption. HE IS MY ENEMY AND SO 
SHALLITBE FULLY KNOWN AND RECOG- 
NIZED. So, will I take my phasers and 
swords and cut him to shreds? Oh no, not 
so is the way of God but HE SHALL BE 
SMITTENANDBROUGHTDOWNINTOTHE 
PITS FOR THAT WHICH HE HAS DONE 
AND COMMITTED UPON THE PERFEC- 
TIONS OF THE FATHER’S MANSIONS. 
WOE BE UNTO HIM WHO CHOOSES THE 
WAY OF THE SERPENT! 

And so is the time of choosing upon the 
peoples and upon all the lands for the time 
of the Lord is at hand, readers, for the PLAN 
of the enemy is come upon its final phases 
geared to the turning of the century and 
millennium. The trumpets sound the wam- 
ing. Will YOU hear? 

God blesses you weary travelers upon 
HIS path. Thine day within the LIGHT is 
nigh. We have come to collect you of OURS 
home into security-if ye will but heed the 
call. 

Salu and Amen 

Write-in Votes For Bo Critz Are 
Accepted In Many States . 

PLEASE VOTE 

Today’s Watchits 
g/29/92 #l HATONN 

INTRODUCTION 

(Editor’s note: The following material also 
happens to be the Introduction to the latest 
PHOENIX JOURNAL going to press right 
now, number 55, culled MARCHING TO 
ZION, THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER.) 

BLACK HELICOPTERS IN NEVADA 

Word comes directly from Las Vegas, 
Nevada: Black unmarked helicopters have 
been landing and stopping traffic for 
“checking” on all highways to and from 
LasVegasaswellasother”random”check- 

points about the state. There are no expla- 
nations given, the helicopters land and 
block the freeway or highway and the agents 
making contact wear dark uniforms and 
black face shield. 

ARIZONA BORDERS BLOCKED 

Unmarked military commands are now 
blocking certain highways and freeways 
entering and exiting Arizona borders ana 
stopping traffic. Cameras and film ar.f: 
being confiscated-without explanation lz ;I? 
at gunpoint if refusal to cooperate is o?. 
fered. 

These things are taking place a/3’ 
around the United States and otI-e- 
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American nations-but I will not offer 
such information until we have informa- 
tion from a contact. &we will not give. 
advantage to the enemy, I will continue 
to protect my crew-therefore, if you 
have information to share-please do so 
for YOU may save your own neck and 
that of your brother. 

MICHIGAN MGTF EXERCISES 

Take note that the insignias on the 
black uniforms utilized by the military- 
type invaders of homes for the purpose of 
confiscation of property, in Michigan (East 
Lansing) are MGTF (This stands for: Mili- 
tary Government Task Forces. This is one 
of several insignias to watch for. This was 
in use in the late 40s and 50s. In fact, in 
195 1 these units seized nine cities in Cali- 
fornia, seized the mayor and police chief, 
posted proclamations of absolute dictator- 
ship over the populaceand in the name of 
the United Nations Military Government 
Forces. These same “exercises” have been 
run through ever sinctz+usually at times 
of riots or ‘scares”, either real or imag- 
ined. You still have this kind of control in 
Los Angeles ever since the riots as do you 
in Florida in Homestead area. These are 
simply EXAMPLES for there are many major 
cities across your nation which are under 
these ‘exercise” cL training” operations 
which also have UN troops in place. 

This (MGTF) was then ‘branched” off 
into another operation called Federal Civil 
Defense Agency and on and on until these 
were joined under one command under 
integrated ‘emergency” Executive Orders 
and labeled FEMA. So, in the episodes 
going on at present around your nation(s) 
you will find ALL of these various labels 
utilized-this is for confusion factor. If and 
when they come to your door I suggest you 
give them whatever they ask for to the best 
of your ability-they mean business and 
America is NOT longer ‘free” with 
‘rights”-all of the Americas now operate 
under the Charter of the United Nations 
with military operations headed by a Rus- 
sian military command. 

DEADLY INOCULATIONS 

Note that along with demand vaccina- 
tions and inoculations of ALL children by 
age two there is today the beginning of the 
end-in Canada. In British Columbia TO- 
DAY begins a mass inoculation of the 
population’s children (through university 
age) ‘and then on into the older ages- 
AGAINST HEPATITIS-B. Chelas, this is 
exactly the way AIDS was introduced in 
mass inoculation for Hepatitis B into the 
Homosexual community in New York City. 
HIV was given WITH the Hepatitis serum 
and from there you know the story! This is 
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Canada, and is “expected to be made the 
law of the land in every province as well as 

lessons you will be duped again and again 

in the United States”, 
and that, dear ones, is your own privilege+ 

information statement. 
goes the public your right of passage in God’s gift of free 

choices. The most often asked about in 
this category is Ramtha. Why would I need 

WHY WOULD A HOSTOF GOD comment on one, Ramtha? If you cannot 
WRITE ON THESE SUBJECTS? discern, why would you believe whatever I 

tell you? I will say that impact on his 
This is without a doubt the most asked 

question. It is assumed that God and Man 
validity comes through the human speak- 
ers and is WHY we have no “organization” 

are separate individuals and one has noth- as such. The impact of human experience 
ing to do with the other. The fact is that destroys Truth as quickly as possible and 
unless you understand what has hap- ones fall into the trap of human desires. 
pened to you there is no way to undo that J.Z. is in the throes of divorce for her mate 
which has come upon you. is not only bisexual in experience (I say 

WITH THESE PERPETRATORS OF “experience” because that term means 
EARTH DESTRUCTION AND THEIR ULTI- NOTHING in spiritualreality) and has AIDS 
MATE PLANS FOR CONQUEST OF ALL as well as infecting countless other indi- 
PHYSICAL PROPERTY, HUMAN AND viduals. This kind of action is NOT OF 
OTHERWISE,THE FACT MUST BE FACED: GOD, is not sanctioned by God nor shall it 
THIS AS THE ULTIMTE ElvElldpOFGOD. ever be, no matter how many “vote-in the 
You are head to head with the anti-Christ 
of prophecy and you had the story WRONG! 

behavior as being acceptable”. LOVE and 
ACTION IN PHYSICAL EXPRESSION are 

Yourenemy-who would have yourvery NOT THE SAME THING! LOVE in Truth is 
soul and remove every vestige of spiritual always RESPONSIBLE IN ACTION. 
heritage from you-is in control of your 
physical planet. 

I would also suggest that ones stop 
THAT MAKES THESE interpreting for another what I mean or do 

ONES MY ABSOLUTE ENEMY. THIS not mean in the writings. If the message is 
MEANS THAT THESE ONES ARE THE EN- for YOU, you will get it! I chuckle in loving 
EMY OF ALL GODLY PEOPLE ON THE amusement at onein Nevada, M.A.,whose 
FACE AND WITHIN THE PHYSICAL EX- friend took exception to what I said about 
PRESSION OF ‘EARTH”. a representative to Earth who claims to be 

I am constantly warned, begged and THE contact for E.T.s and Hosts. The 
advised to stop mentioning these contro- ‘insult” came into M.A.‘s attention be- 
versial subjects lest we find it difficult to cause I had referred td”aredhaired woman 
convince ‘others” of our presence as who drives around in a Cadillac”. I did 
‘Hosts” of God sent forth in preparation refer to such a person as being as poor a 
for the final scenes ofthe ‘play”. I care not representative to you the people as any 
of the controversy-Truth will stand into darkenergy aboard your planet. She drives 
infinity and I bring you nothing save Truth. around in a Cadillac with a ‘spaceship” 
You are people of the lie and subjects of the atop it, she dyes her hair flame orange, 
“liar”, the Prince of Deceit. If you like not wears rainbow satin robes and looks like a 
that which we bring forth I can only sug- nit-wit from out of spook-land. THIS IS 
gest that you not partake-but I would also NOT WHAT YOUR COSMIC BROTHERS 
assure you that we bring TRUTH and you ARE ABOUT AND THIS IS A DAN- 
will move through the physical conse- GEROUSLY FALSE PERSON IN EVERY 
quences of your own failures to heed the RESPECTANDYETSHEISTOTALLY~TH- 
warnings of we the messengers. God will OUT UNDERSTANDING OF HER OWN 
not scoop you out of anything as the liars PREDICAMENT. This is NOT M.A. in Ne- 
have told you it will be. They may believe vada! For you who love clues and myster- 
it themselves, but they LIE and things will ies: her initials are R.N.! SHE represents 
NOT be as the books and false teachers NOTHING from any Command out here 
have presented it unto you. There is final- and only embarrasses herself with the 
ization of the Ultimate Plan for total control stupid antics. This is typical of the Adver- 
of your world, in full operation, by year sary at work. Any species who can have 
200~so, you are in the final days. ability to reach your planet are not going to 

run around like childish idiots for any who 
OTHER “SPEAKERS” 

I am also bombarded with inquiries 
about this speaker or that speaker. I have 
no comment on ‘other” speakers. Are they 
“valid”? I am asked. Oh indeed, I must 
answer-but ALMOST all are from the dark 
side of the Plan. I have no wish to comment 
for if you are a student of mine, you KNOW 
how to discern Truth and Godly messen- 

can reach your inner spaces are -VERY 
TECHNICAL AND KNOWLEDGEABLE IN- 
DEED-and don’t look like monsters and 
do not discredit CREATOR by such insults 
to his Creations. 

By the way, to you who feel I am stern 
and ungiving spiritually in my discipline: 
You hold the enlightenment of mankind on 
your shoulders and within your hands, 
speakers and writers. -If you give false 

now a requirement in British Columbia, gers. If you do not bother to learn your information you are as fully a toolof the evil 
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adversary as if you deliberately destroyed THE CHAOS AND LIES THRUST UPON lence in perception in The UZtimte World 
soul growth of-another. If you work with YOU-NO FURTHER DISTORTION IS AL- Order as pictured in The Jewish Utopia. 
me you shall be kept to total perfection in LOWED. Dharma may have her opinion- The &wish Utopia is THE authentic and 
your receiving and scribing-THAT requires “on her own time”. Further, we need not complete plan of the Zionists for world 
discipline and forfeiture of uopinionn ex- dozens of speakers-for that becomes sim- domination. It gives succinct instructions 
cept in your own experience-BUT NEVER ply more confusing, so do not put your- and explanation of the ultimate “new so- 
WHILE PRESENTING DIRECTLY AS DIC- selves through pain and sorrow if your cial order” which the Zionists plan to uti- 
TATED BY HIGHER ENERGY OF GOD’S mission changes. Each has a mission and lize step by step (and have done so) to 
COMMAND. Further, ifyou are clearwithin, purpose and ALL will not write, nor all will establish after they have used Commu- 
you will fully agree in your own expression not print, nor ALL will not farm -some nism, Democracy and aThird World War to 
with all of God’s laws. This does not mean must make pencils if the word is to be gain their ends. I can only hope your 
you will act like a pious idiot for appear- written. brethren will SEE AND HEAR. 
-antes to the multitudes-IT MEANS YOU Know that we treasure EVERY commu- 
ARE ‘CLEAR” AND A TOTALLY OPEN nication-EVERY ONE. We utilize as much 
CONDUIT FOR TRUTH. information as you share as we can do so 

It is not unusual to *receive”-ALL for this, ultimately, will be the way you 

This volume shall be labelled: 

MUST LEARN TO ACCEPT THE INPUT OF come into understanding-from your own 
HIGHER GUIDESAND THERE WILL COME level of presentation by the unfoldment of 
THE DAY WHEN IT IS SO. Be careful in Truth already presented upon your place 
your perceptions that it is fun and games and overlooked or hidden from your senses. 
and some sacrosanct and superior posi- In matters of the world operations I use 
tion of some sort to “be a receiver”. It is not nothing save that which is already avail- 
and is a pain in the you-know-where, dan- able if only you knew where to get it-AND 
gerous, and God always sends messages of WOULD DO SO. YOU won’t so we compile 
depth inmeaning, responses tothat which it into that which we hope you will find 
you are requesting in information and in- valid and cause you to go forth and re- 
structions on how to make it through this search. 
manifest journey. To babble that which The information utilized regarding the 
others babble in sanctimonious verbiage is Ultimate Plan herein has been ‘available 
but useless garbage for you will find the since the late 1950s and yet almost no one 
garbage building and-as with junk food has even seen it and most who studied it 
addiction-becomes the diet and poisons “then” are now gone. This is WHY the 
the intelligence and thinking mind with “plan” works so well-three generations of 
*it’s OK to this or that.” No, it is NOT OK information input and you change a spe- 
to do that which is against God’s in- ties. Suppress the Truth for three genera- 
structions or the Laws of Creation. It is tions and the Truth is lost until the chang- 
*allowed” for that is the testing of God- ing of a great cycle as NOW. 
WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH YOUR GIFTED The concept is simple: If you know the 
“CHOICES”? These ARE the lessons of plan of your enemy you can block that 
physical journey in free-will experience. operation from completion as he desires it. 

MARCHING TO ZION 
THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER 

With the passage of PUBLIC 
LAW 102-14, March 20, 1991, 
you made it LAW that you will 
have a national religion and it 
will be based on the Zionist 
Talmud and “Jewish” Torah. 
This is in direct violation of the 
Constitution of the United 
States. But it was passed by 
voice vote and made PUBLIC 
LAW on March 20,199l-and 
hardly any of you noticed. This 
is the anti-Chn’st-God in his 
march to Zion! 

[END OF JOURNAL INTRODUCTION.] 
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CHINA TWO - STEP 

You think you may not have problems 
By the way, all you ones who read the If you know not what is about you-you with China? Do you also, perhaps think, 

messages and claim receivership. If you have no opportunity to change anything- that Mr. Clark didn’t REALLY do anything 
are in fact, receiving-why would you think you are simply dupes and pawns to be in China? Oops! Bush just vetoed a bill 
that I would reprimand you in Dharma’s utilized. approved by Congress that places condi- 
writings? If I reprimand Dharma-I repri- I may not awaken you ALL but if I only tions on renewal of China’s most-favored- 
mand HER-not through YOU. You ones reach ONE, I wilI have served my mission nation trade status, mying it would hurt 
must be sure of your connections and to with honor for if that ONE truly heeds and sonthem China and Hong Kong. Con- 
whom you are connected-for I promise hears-HE WILL DO HIS RESPONSIBLE gress has tried to force conditions on 
you-once connected to God’s higher Com- WORK AND REACH OUT UNTIL HE IS ChinasimeJune1989-BUTNOTVERY 
mand-YOU KNOW! Moreover you DO HEARD AND ONTHROUGHTHE MASSES. HARD. But in it all, chelas, the leopard 
NOT NEED ANOTHER’S ‘OPINION” AS TO I FIND FAR MORE THAN ONE SO WE ARE wants to “appear to change its spots”. 
SUCH AS ‘REPRIMANDS”. Those ‘feel- IN GOOD SHAPE IF YOU TWIDDLE NOT. Stay alert. i 
ings” of insult and hurt come directly from SALU, 
the little dark fellow at your ear nagging Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn. ROAD BLOCKS AND . 
you to be hurt and turn from God into the CONFISCATIONS 
comfort of the ‘promising” adversary. DEDICATION : 
CONSCIENCE is that voice of GOD and *How is youi government military get- 
never is brought forth with ‘hurt” or This volume is dedicated with great ting away with* road blocks and confisca- 
“pair-?--only loving sharing and growth. I respect, honor and appreciation to many tion of cameras, etc.? Easy, when they stop 
detest the term ‘reprimand” for it con- who have presented like information .but travellers they simply tell them they are 
notes harshness and superior “control’ of especially toctwo whose work is most ex- entering an %xercise/training area” and 
“my way”. Discipline is something which pressive and insightful for the .time frame security is mandatory. They then deter- 
arises in self in response to needs as exf in which the information was offered. mine if any pictures, etc. ,-have been taken 
pressed by the teacher’s experience and To Bill Slack, P.O. Box 1140,.Mayer, or information recorded regarding the block 
higher knowledge. GOD’S MESSAGES Arizona 86333 I offer appreciation for the and/or any caravans or troop movements. 
NEED NO TAMPERING FROM MAN NOR superb information in the discussion of If so, then all equipment is taken because 
SHALL IT BE ALLOWED. OUR MISSION AT PUBLIC LAW 102-14 of March. 20, 199 1. of a’reality training program” wherein the 
THIS MOMENT ISTO BRINGTRUTH FROM And to Robert H. Williams for his excel- ‘game plan” is to also act as if you were in 
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‘real war” and national security is at stake. with that which flows to the best of your Does he know that he is a tool? Of course, 
In instances where ones have been fol- ability because you are needed. Get through because the whole “gang” have sequential 
lowed, the encounter.is quite different and it as best you can so that- you will be secret mailboxes where all the information 
niceness is not part of the game. Remem- available (and FREE) to function after- is sorted and fabricated-in Phoenix, Ari- 
ber, the point is to leave you wondering ward. The Elite don’t want to flush you all zona, although none live there. In other 
about what is happening and give you-the- down at once so there will be need for words, you don’t get what you see. That in 
people a massive show of power and force. functioning people able to operate. Re- itself is OK except that the “group” has 
The media blackout is being tested as well member that the Adversary does not want 
for absolutely NOTHING is coming across 

done a major “rip-off deal” and lie to you 
to be caught at his evil game and you won’t 

the airwaves on Television, network radio 
constantly. The ringleader of the ‘organi- 

be told the truth and so the facade will go aation” is Larry Abraham, Does this make 
OR PRESS. If ones insist on investigation on for some time-as long as you can be the work, say, of Gary Allen and Abraham 
it is dusted off as”usua.l” summer training fooled. The point is to do this all in a neat regarding the “Conspiracy” wrong? No 
exercises. and tidy package without uprising from indeed-it was one of the best I have seen. 

you the people--except where planned I probably wouldn’t rise to the “bait” 
“UFO” ACTIVITY chaos and mass rioting is a part of the quite as quickly if these ones were not 

plan. It will be a good opportunity to pushingthepowergameagainst my people. 
I believe that many of you readers will confiscate all weapons and other desired Don IVIcAlvany and Lindsey Williams are 

have witnessed very large UFO activity items so I tell my people, KEEP YOUR now refusing to “appear” on the same 
(“unidentified flying things”) in MANY ar- NOSES AND PROPERTY CLEAN-WE ARE speaking platform with George and Desiree 
eas which are brushed off as easily. A large NOT AT WAR! God does not win by WAR Green. And this is at “survival” meetings. 
disc with everything visible including the AS YOU RECOGNIZE IT. Why? Because they demand that Desire6 
air exercise are brushed aside as: “We STOP SPEAKING ABOUT THE LAWS OF 
haven’t had any other reports and don’t KISSINGER ASSOCIATES GOD AS PRESENTED FOR IT “CON- 
know anything about it,” or “Well, yes, it FLICTS WITH THE FUNDAMENTAL PRE- 
was reported but it was a test craft, a I believe you can see what happens SENTATIONS THEY MAKE ABOUT RELI- 
balloon or a holographic light projection when you get Mr. Kissinger and his associ- GION.” This is from the Horse’s mouth, 
system being tested for a motion picture to ates ‘managing” a nation or a movement. chelas. In other words, lie about God and 
be filmed.” You are dealing with an enemy Eyewitness accounts now corroborate re- Christ and go along with the doctrines as 
you don’t recognize. Mr. Bush covered ports that-at least 3,000 known Muslim presented by the Zionist Talmudists 
everything a week or so ago when he pub- men, women and children were massacred *Judeo/Christian” tradition or they will 
licly announced that UN troops and units at Serb-run detention camps near the not be seen in the same company. Tells you 
would participate in “training exercises” Bosnian town of Breko. This does not absolutely EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO 
across your nation-as a “cheaper” way to account for other places, this is only the KNOW ABOUT THOSE SPEAKERS. The 
go than shipping your own troops else- one location. Greens have refused to capitulate and there- 
where since YOU have the best facilities, I cannot believe that so many of you for& we shall have to wait and see what 
having empty bases sitting around with know so little about this man, Kissinger, comes of it. You see, the evil representative 
nothing to do. that seems to have dirty hands in every WILL NOT STAY IN THE PRESENCE OF 

event in your entire world. He was a Soviet CHRIST-GOD. 
OCTOBER SURPRISES? Agent, chelasi and has arranged a Zionist- How can you know? Because if what 

run purge of the globe. Desirei, for instance, repeats from Sananda 
A MASSIVELY WIDESPREAD ‘SHOW Do you really think Perot will or can (Christ) would be false-that truth would 

AND TELL” IS PLANNED FOR FAIRLY change very much? You had better read, present itself instantly in the presence of 
EARLY IN OCTOBER AS ALL REPORTS again, his political platform. Raising taxes these speakers on fundamental hogwash. 
CONTINUE TO FLOW. The “insider* re- and getting people to ‘sacrifice” is “redun- So, the ONLY recourse they have IS TO 
ports still say on or about the 12th. The dam-speak”. If there are no jobs then a REFUSE HER TO SPEAK AT ALL. THEY 
‘exercises” are even called “October Sur- 50% or 100% tax isn’t going to do much is KNOW THAT WHEN THE PEOPLE HEAR 
pI-iSe”. Most of the real ‘dirty work” is it? You just have more flack being pushed THE TRUTH THEY WILL KNOW IT TO BE 
planned for the Western areas but there into the air so you can’t think or see. TRUTH AND THEY SHALL HAVE BEEN 
are also some real “beauties” in the work- UNCOVERED IN THEIR FALSE TEACH- 
ings for New York, Chicago and Washing- SPEAKERS AND ECONOMIC INGS. 
ton. I cannot say much other than keep ADVISERS By the way, you who would taunt George 
your heads down, be prepared to dive for a bit about what he has seen and done-1 
cover, be prepared to be without elec- Yes indeed, I am about ready to release think you might now need to know-the 
tricity and services and for gosh sakes some information along the lines of Zionist first craft he saw was a shuttle ship and it 
KEEP YOUR BUNGIES HOOKED ON workers in your midst which will undoubt- was MINE! THERE ARE NO ACCIDENTS! I 
YOUR CUPBOARDS-ESPECIALLY edly bring nasty repercussions. Almost think that even George will enjoy ‘finally” 
ALONG THE NEW FAULT LINES AND the whole lot of *financial advisers” are an knowing that bit of information for it has 
THE SAN ANDREAS. organized Zionist group (working mostly been a doubly hard road for him to walk 

under the facade of “Fundamentalist” during these past months, in my service. 
WATCHIT: MONEY CHANGERS “Born Again” Christians) who follow the Desire6 just attaches to the hand of THE 

Zionist party line to the letter. Hoodwinked MAN and hangs on-going forth to con- 
Youwillthen havebeenset-upforthe public? Oh my, yes and indeed, you shall front the crowds with news they do not 

later-in-the month (as presented TO me) recognize most of the names, One name I w-ant to hear-blessings are wrapped about 
plan for currency (and/or total)collapse shall list as involved to his eyes is one that them both for only the ‘daring” shall pre- 
of the financial structure. Can it hap- I fully recommend and have recommended vail. 
pen? YES! Will it happen? I DON’T many times for his research reporting of There will be a follow-up book to back 
KNOW! things and events, i.e., South Africa situa- up what we say, and ever so much more as 

What do you do? You stay alert and go tions, specifically. This is Don McAlvany. soon as we have time to go over other \ 
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portions of it for accuracy. I do not uautho- 
rize” books or expect ALL information to be 
accurate when I recommend a book-but I 
do prefer to have no glaring errors for your 
further confusion. I remind you, the book 
on the ‘300”, as example, is a good book 
for purposes of integrated information for 
handy reference and confirmation for you. 
In fact we are looking into how feasible it 
would be to print that book in less expen- 
sive form so more of you can afford to have 
it available1 Truth can and does flow as 
readily from the Adversary as from God’s 
servants. There has to be a LOT of truth in 
the Adversary’s work to cause you to be- 
lieve the lies he always inserts. Part of the 
problem is that ‘researchers”, however, 
cannot often find the “whole” truth-espe- 
cially when the full intent is to never be 
uncovered. We do what we can with that 
which is available for your “proof’ and do 
it from a level of earth presentation that 
you can see and touch. What I plan to do 
is simply reprint in total a chapter out of 
the book in point and when the remainder 
is ready for publication I will inform you so 
you can have it on order. Each subject we 
take up will come closer and closer “to 
home” so the game gets rougher and meaner 
but, ah, so much more valuable to your 
needs. 

PROPHECIES AND SEERS 

I would like to suggest that we begin to 
give you a ‘fun” column to go, along with 
the superb work of Nora’s research, in the 
LIBERATOR [see later in this issue for more 
Nos?radamus translations]. Then, I am 
asking-‘that both Nora and D.E.J.E. who 
receives (from my co-worker) the solu- 
tions to Nostradamus’ quatrains, to put 
them into suitable form for publication 
later. 

DIE.J.E. shares with us to some ex- 
tent and is willing to do more if we feel it 
appropriate-I not only feel it ‘appropri- 
aten, I feel the time is come wherein it is 
mandatory for your insight. There have 
been so many stupid and idiotic inter- 
prehtions of this insightful seer’s work 
that it is time to set it to straight. 

ALL IS HOOKED TO 
ONE WORLD ORDER 

As a bit of interest fodder: There are 
ones visiting America West from Guate- 
mala. The important point is that they 
brought out their ‘banknotes” (money) to 
compare’with the U.S. new bills with the 
“same” threads running through the notes. 
But, the interesting thing to note, chela,‘is 

-that at the lower left hand corner of the 
_ note, it clearly reads: “Canadian Bank 
Note” in very tiny print. Oh indeed, the 
whole of the globe is sucked in and all but 
drowned alread& ) -. 

*> -4;; ,. 
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Some’Thoughts For I 
Potential Visitors 

g/30/92 #2 HATONN 

VISITOR, MR. M. 

I do not wish to make this identification 
public, please. However, I do need to give 
an explanation to this person who has 
come to “visit” us. 

I do not wish him to feel rudely treated 
or not ‘accepted” in any way and, there- 
fore, I will give explanation. 

In the past we shared open meetings if 
ones wished to share in information and 
discussion and, later, business opportu- 
nity as projects are reality. We have no 
organization as such and it becomes awk- 

We have had so much flack from ones 
lately who insist on treating this “place” as 

ward and embarrassing to seemingly ap- 

some kind of communal or ‘church cult” 
type of “group”. 

pear rude to visitors. The “paper” is no 

We are none of those 
thing-ur work simply happens to be in 

different than to go and visit the staff or 

this place. 

Editor at the local Tehachapi News office 
but for some reason travellers come and 
wish to stay, live and be included in this 
non-existent ‘group”. 

Ones say that they are “called here” to 
participate in the uworF. That is fine for 
-I have nothing to say about where anyone 
is or lives. However, I assure you that Fam 
not calling ones at random to come here for 
it is both dangerous, difficult and not of my 
doing. When ‘I” call you, you will KNOW 
you have been called and there will not be 
‘I don’t know, but I felt I am called to be 
here (or there or somewhere).” Yes, you 
must hear and feel your “own” call but I 
must remind all of you that what you are 
doing is making it appear we have a “group” 
of some kind here and WE DO NOT. Fur- 
ther, ones do now have meditation ses- 
sions of which I am not involved nor is my 
speaker. If we are invited in we will treat 
the invitation as any other gracious invita- 
tion for sharing. I ask that all in such 
gatherings understand that the teachings 
are based on uTrut.h” and not a ‘Hatonn* 
-“thing”. When the,world settles down and 
withdraws its iron claws from our flesh we 
can consider again sharing for the simple 
love of one another and sharing of a Divine 
Plan unfolding. 

Now, to the point under discussion. We 
have one who, I understand, makes lec- 

tures and seminars about the country, and 
he has come to this place to ‘meetn my 
scribe, etc. That is fine, except the material 
which he teaches seems to be that of 
Germain’s work and the JOURNALS called 
the PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES. 
Therefore, I cannot even suggest that he 
contact Dharma BECAUSE THE COURT 
OF LAW HAS FORBIDDEN MY PEOPLE TO 
EVEN “SPEAK” ON THE SUBJECT OF 
THOSE JOURNALS WHICH ARE BANNED. 
THEY MAY NOT PUBLICLY SPEAK OF 
THEM, RECOMMEND THEM, ADVERTISE 
THEM, SELL THEM OR DO ANYTHING 
ELSE WITH THEM UNTIL THE CASE IS 
SETTLED-WHICH NOW APPEARS TO BE 
SOMETIME NOT PRIOR TO MID 1993. 

I suggest that until things are settled in 
those areas of publications that there will 
be nothing going on here or anywhere 
regarding associations, jobs, or anything 
of the sort. At this time, yes, some “projects” 
are in progress but they include “build- 
ing”, Law, and there are no funds floating 
around to do more than the basic “get 
started” work. Those are projects of sepa- 
rate business which are attended as any 
good business and all are still under uper- 
mitting” timeframe. 

If there is any discussion regarding the 
series of books in point, it will have to be 
done with Tehachapi Distributing for they 
are the only ones who have ANYTHING to 
do with those JOURNALS. 

My people have been accused of unfair 
practices and holding seminars using work 
of the University of Science and Philoso- 
phy. NO-none of these people do. How- 
ever, Mr. M. has come into naming as one 
who does so. I have nothing to say regard- 
ing that matter-it is not a part of the 
Phoenix “anything”. I fully give permis- 
sion for my part, and on behalf of Germain, 
to utilize anything we have presented but 
we do not sanction nor not sanction 
anyone’s use of it. 

There is implication that we somehow 
have a ‘hookup” and ‘joint venture” of 
some sort and there are “watchers” in our 
midst to see just what we will do in every 
instance. I have to ask that Dh&ma and 
E.J. decline any connection with this visi- 
tor under almost all circumstances. The 
court calls it “guilt by association”-( some- 
how it never comes out ‘innocence” by 
association.) There may be some involve- 
ment with America West but they are now 
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in Nevada with the entire publishing busi- 
ness and in total separation from the LIB- 
ERATOR, so I have nothing more to offer in 
the matter. 

I appreciate Leon’s gracious attention 
to these visitors but we are at a loss as to 
exactly what to do with them or about 
them. My request is that ones do not ajust 
come” here for it is hard at best to bring 
this kind of information public. We are 
honored and pleased that ones are finding 
TRUTH and pathway through the work and 
recognize THE WORD. I understand fully, 
the need and desire but at this time we 
have nothing to offer and so little with 
which to “help” ones who come. Jobs are 
nonexistent, for all practical purposes, in 
this place, as is becoming true all over the 
nation-but this is a small, and sometimes 
vicious, little town and our ones are under 
constant and unrelenting attack. We tried 
to be open and sharing and ones in our own 
midst cut our throats-mostly without the 
slightest notion that they did so. There- 
fore, we have to be less than as sharing as 
we were. We have nothing to hide but we 
must now act as all or any other business 
establishment in the town. We hope this 
will be temporary for we had so many grand 
and close friends who came to support and 
share and offer help in the mailing of the 
paper and volunteer assistance. It is hard 
now, confining and sad that ones would do 
this to a loving group of people who simply 
wished to be together and share ideas and 
friendship. But such, dear ones, is how the 
world has become. 

If you have been among the ones who 
joined with us and are feeling you are 
somehow now ‘left out”, no, you are not! It 
is simply that we had to attend our busi- 
ness and first cause of mission for if we 
‘acted” like a church or cult then we would 
always be treated as same. We seem to be 
accused of having ‘followers”, etc. Why? 
I would hope that God would gain “follow- 
ers” from our work-but I ask for no “fol- 
lower$ for Dharma or America West any 
more than for Eustace Mullins and his 
publisher. THE ONE IN POINT TO FOL- 
LOW IS CHRISTED GOD OF LIGHT-we 
are but the messengers! Yes indeed, THIS 
IS THE WORD, and many will be needed to 
do the work as we move on-but you must 
see the place for what it IS and not that 
which you might WISHTO SEE. Thankyou 
and please be in understanding that we are 
under constraints and wisdom is the best 
mode of action. 

If inquiries are regarding publications 
or possibility of service in some connection 
with the JOURNALS, then I can only sug- 
gest a visit with Greens at America West in 
Nevada.. (Be advised, however, that they 
are under the same Court Order as are 
Ekkers.) Please further understand that 
we are working as fast as humanly capable 
at the writing itself and we cannot have 

I. 

time for our people to consider other tasks 
or thrust ofjobs: We appreciate every piece 
of correspondence, all information shared 
and all comments and suggestions-it is 
simply that we are limited by those placed 
upon you of the human experience and 
physical restraint. 

We do keep Dharma quite isoiated for 
security reasons-the enemy constantly 
tries to kill her and the battering and 
badgering is constant. But, mainly, the 
amount of work is unthinkable and the 
quantity of output incredible and this is 
what is the largest cause of isolation-she 
is at work-there is no time off for good 
behavior, bad behavior or a Sunday stroll. 
However, information has to be gotten out 
timely or it is of little value. The time is at 
hand and we must attend the grain in its 
proper time-the chaff can later be re- 
moved. We do not have a Ramtha’s J.2 
Knight operation of any sort or similarity 
here and never shall it be otherwise. 

Loc.al News 
g/30/92 W2 HATONa 

THE JEWISH UTOPIA 

As the work dealing with The Jewish 
Utopia has gone forth I am now receiving 
angry and hostile threats and statements 
that if we are going to use such #garbage” 
then the least we could do is simply give you 
EXACTLY what is in %-Jewish Utopia and 
not some man’s ‘lies” about, it. OK, I guess 
you thought I would not have access to the 
work? Dear me, do you think my crew is that 
neglectful?‘That book was sent to us a couple 
of years ago, but we needed to give you 
background and then we needed to give you 
the booklet of information called The ultimcrte 
World order (outlaying the work called ?%e 
Jew&h L&&z) prior to the other. At this point 
I am not at liberty to even dictate the material 
for we ‘h*a.ve-already been threatened with 
another lawsuit to go along with the one from 
the .Univiersity of Science and Philosophy, 
metaphysical New Age spoiler6 of Walter 
Russell’s priceless work. 

I don’t ‘care in. the least for it is excellent 
exercise and advertising for our own TRUTH 
but it is hard on and time consuming for my 
people’. So; for now, you will have to do your 
own work. The book did go far enough to get 
into “small book” cover and with some re- 
search you can get acopy, I think. There is so 
little information in thebookas toresource as 
to be useless. We are having legal checking 
into copyright authentication as the state- 
ment onlyreads.“C%pyright, 1932” by Michael 
Higger%nd “Printed by The Lord Baltimore 
Press, Baltimore, MD, U.S.A.” 

Truth, as such, is not actually 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

copyrightable but, you see, we have a di- 
lemit is TRUTH of the PLAN as pm- 
sented but the terminology and word defini- 
tions as presented are absolutely false. This 
means that as Mr. Higgers, for instance, uses 
the term ‘%ghteous”, it does not mean what 
is said in the dictionary-he uses it only to 
apply to those who follow ‘“The Plan” of the 
Tuld/ Tomhexactly. All others in the world 
are unot righteous”. That means that Chris- 
tians, Moslems, etc., are NOT’RIGHTEOUS” 
IN ANY RESPECT WHATSOEVER AND ARE 
THEREFORE MARKED TO “PERISH” (AND 
THAT DOES MEAN DEATH). 

The work is dedicated to: THE HEBREW 
UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM, SYMBOL OF 
THE JEWISH UTOPIA. So, I believe that you 
will recognize that it is authentic in every way 
except that the words are %xled” to mean 
opposite of that which appears. It is specifi- 
cally written to update the Zionists’ “Proto- 
cols” into modem and useable form for ac- 
tions today. 
* It is valid and authentic but I will not 
repesent it here until such time as I legally 
clear it. In the meanwhile, ifyou feel the need 
not to wait-please get your own copy for 
verification. 

NEW WORLD ORDER IN EUROPE 

You ask for more information on what is 
happening in Europe with the New World 
Order. You can look around yourself and 
nation and see such similarities in what is 
happening to you as to be a rerun of history. 
The similarities are totally disturbing be- 
tween present-day America and the phase 
entered by the former Soviet Union nearly 
three-quarters of a century ago. 

Iwilllatersharewithyouastoryexcerpted 
from a work by Ivor Benson and was done 
exclusively for spotlgti so I give honor and 
respect to both entities and ask that you 
support that paper. There is much “wrong” 
with it but as with all documents-there is so 
muchgoodinitthatyoucannotgetanywhere 
else. Or ifyou am content with that which we 
bring you, fine. , 

ilYE PHOENIX LIBERATOR ’ 
. 

They have advantage over the LIBERATOR 
for we do not accept advertising as such. I say 
“we” loosely for I have great input to the 
paper but management is left to the Editors 
and Managers of the, business itself. If it 
appears we run advertising please realize 
thatDr.Youngapprovesthe”advertisements” 
only on the basis of “information” and not for 
“paymene. This keeps the information clean 
and clear of economic- bias but it is a great 
disadvantage in that expenses are mammoth 
without a way to offset cost&through out- 
side advertising. I hope that you who have 
asked to advertise or ‘joint venture” will be in 
understanding. We have, for instance, an 
offer to promotejointlyapmduct called Sri- * 
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This is a superb pure Ceylon black tea prod- RITY OF OURWORKIN GE’ITINGTHE WORD portion of the agreement by making certain 
uct, but we do not use such product adver- UNTO THE PEOPLE. We have been over- that all thingsare done timely, appropriately, 
tisement methods for gain. If we recommend whelmed with your willingness and desire to accurately and legally. You are offered 
a product or item (or book) it is because it is cooperate, help, support and do anything help to get security, privacy and sheltering 
valid and necessary information to accom- requested to keep these various “things” in during a very, very difficult time in Iinan- 
parry the writings published. We try to share separation from the “messengers” and the cial ‘history”-we are not going to help 
those things which I feel express the circum- physicalexpression. In thiswaywecan serve you evade anything-taxes or otherwise! 
stances most fully and accurately. Please and share until such time as we are required Several of our team attend every available 
keep uppermost in mind that we are an by law to stop and, ifwe abide by the laws, we Nevada Corporation Seminar, as well as 
integrator of information and a “sorter” of should not ever be required to stop for even other educational management training 
truth from fiction. We do not “tell fortunes” the enemy needs a network for information classes, to keep absolutely current and 
or ‘read minds”-at least not as you might and you will know thatwhich is ours and that knowledgeable in management by use of 
expect-allowing that we DO have that capa- which is “theirs”. Corporations and other entities offering 
bility and use it as our mode of communica- shelter and good business practices. All 
tion. We, too, only represent a topical news- THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE FOR can be accomplished within the laws of the 
paper and therefore wish to always give credit RESEARCH AND EDUCATION land and, moreover, within the laws of 
for information resource. God. If you wish to play sneaky semi- or 

It is the same principle in working that is non-legal games-please go elsewhere for 
LIFE CRYSTALS with the Institute wherein you can place help. It is, however, a foolish person who 

funds against gold reserves, etc., for protec- offers to be an “agent” in a questionable 
I .will say that, as we realize there is no tion of your funds while also allowing for use transaction. 

resource foi certain recommended items, a of borrowed funds against that gold cdllat- 
good example of which is “Life Crystals” and eral. We are not in the ‘gold business” in any 
which are underattackwith intent to remove, way whatsoever. We are not selling any kind 
totally, from the public access, we shall effort of “securities” nor are we “banking”. We 
to make the substance available to you. That offer a service helpful to both you and us for 
means that I will have to give you a write-up our thrust is to get forth the Word of Truth 
on the substance but it does not mean that as rapidly as possible and give information 
“I” or my scribe has anything to do with the and make ready a passage of the “remnant” 
product. We do have willing ones who will according to the way things unfold in your 
take their precious time to serve you readers world. 
with things such as this and tapes, etc., but NEVADA CORPORATIONS 
these are NOT our thrust and I can only ask BUSINESS 
that you be gentle with any errors, etc., for 
this is not other than a service to you. We are We are not in the %corporating” busi- 
not in the medical, legal or any of those types ness-in any state other than Nevadeand 
of businesses in any way and you must fully “we” aren’t in that business either. However, 
understand that. We simply will effort to Cort Christie has set up a full corporation for 
make available to you that which I write theverypurposeofofferingthat setice toyou 
about and which you probably will not have readers and keep you informed and current 
easy access to elsewhere. with your corporation needs. It is a service to 

you who wish to participate-but he is not 
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE FOR “just anybody’s” agent-the service is struc- 

WATER PURIFICATION tured specifically to readers who WISH to 
participate and are willing to fulfill their 

Another good example is the use of hydro- 

NEVADA 
CORPORATIONS 

ASSET PROTECTIOlo 
PRIVACY 

. ESTATE PLANNING 
REDUCE OR ELIMINATE TAXES 

FOR INDIVIDUALS OR BUSIKESSES 

For more information about 
Nevada Corporations contact: 

CORPORATE ADVISORS 
CORPORATIONJ 

2810 W. Charleston Blvd., Suite G6723 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89 102 

(702) 885-9638 
ask for Cart Chri8tie 

gen peroxide. I intend to give you a lot of 
information regarding food grade hydrogen 
peroxide. It is exceptional for water purifica- 
tion. For example, 7 drops in a galIon of 
waterwillkillthevimsesinthewater- 
deliberately placed there or accidently con- 
taminating same. This, further, leaves no 
terrible aftertaste as do other additives. You 
may well taste it but it is not unpleasant as is, 
say, chlorine, which is used in almost all 
municipal water supplies. 

PHOENIX,LIBERATOR 
COMPUTERBULLETINBOARD 

To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message, 
simply dial (by modem): 

The point is that you can get hydrogen 
peroxide easily from many sources. It is not 
suitable to ship in the mail and there is no 
reason for you to have to get it through us if 
you wish to have it. It is a time of helping one 
another, where we can do so, that as many as 
possible may benefit. 

(805) 822-3309 for the free Patriot Information/ 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board. 

Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8- 1. 
The board uses Procom+ and most of the tiles are in zipped (or compressed) format using 

the program PKZIP. 

All such things must be structured as to 
do no damage to our primary work-THE 
WORD! WE MUST NOT EVER UNDER ANY 

Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds, 
constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn’s daily 

writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS and much more. 
THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0 
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work. 

If you have any questions or problems, call 
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545. 

Spread the WORD 
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News 
From 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

Reports 

All 
10/l/92 #l HATONN Off shore comes the BIG tests and this is 

why the reports from the public come from 
TOP OF THE DAY, TOP OF THE coastal areas. The massive blasts are too 

MONTH, damaging to land areas to allow for testing 
TOP OF THE LIST onshore-until “they” are ready to “let 

you have a good show-and-tell”. The ones 
Ah yes, this is how it should be with you in the desert are simply covered as 

ones sharing that which is going on and “testings” wherein no information is given 
allowing for my input. Thank you for other than a statement as above. 
hearing my petition and responding. This 
gives credence to “facts” without causing LASER “DRILL” ON 
more decisions about feelings regarding TUNNELING MACHINERY 
myself. 

The “tunneling” machinery used for 
“GREEN” LASERS: these massive tunnels we have spoken of 

EVIDENCE OF “TESTING” utilizes this kind of “nosen power for both 
digging and melting of the particulate into 

In Palm Desert (area in Calif. of latest glass. The equipment in this instance is a 
series of earthquakes and other phenom- type of machine labelled “Subterrene”. It 
ena): A”green-beam” laser is being tested. was first produced and utilized at Los 
It has had to be reported because the Alamos. It is nuclear-powered and is spe- 
traces of the blasts are being felt and seen cihcally for the purpose of tunneling. It 
over a very widespread area. This beam burrows through rock, deep underground, 
leaves ‘scorch” marks even on the desert by heating whatever stone it encounters 
sands. into molten rock (magma). First it pulver- 

This type of beam is capable of “melt- izes, then melts. This cools after the 
ing” almost any kind of crystalline matter. Subterrene has moved on and the result is 
You will find that prior to ability to repro- a tunnel with a smooth, glazed lining. 
duce ‘greenA light lasers, healers (e.g., Is this new? NO. Several years ago a 
Edgar Cayce) used ultra-violet lamps with prototype of this machine, or one very, very 
green lens Nters. This frequency of light similar, was featured in a German maga- 
beam can destroy viruses and any other zine (DerSpiegeZ) and it was tested at Rand- 
living crystalline structure. Because of the Los Alamos. It contained a mini-nuclear 
=frequency”, these beams can penetrate reactor and was equipped with a ‘cone’ 
almost any material leaving virtually “ex- made from something called “wolfrumn. It 
ploded” particulate. The light is cold but was heated by a graphite heating element. 
the vibration frequency is so ‘high” that It could bore through blocks of granite 
incredible heat is produced when left fo- many feet in thickness without having 
cused. ‘sound” or leaving any waste material. 

The blast itself, depending on power The equipment is far more sophisti- 
used, is both silent and/or tremendously cated today and, as the burrowing inter- 
loud in “report”. Since this is a type of acts with the hard rock material in moun- 
“photon” beam, it is invisible and is now tainous areas, produces a humming/whin- 
being tested from your photon-beam-pow- ing sound which can be heard (and is) on 
ered craft such as the Aurora. Many of the surface. The “x-ray” pulses are also 
these massive sonic blasts are being heard “felr on the surface. These are damaging 
and felt [as an earthquake) in widespread but, to many persons, they are particularly 
a&&s&%!&fo”riiid~d ot%?f;‘&%&I’arZa~:“ debilitating if pulses through the atmo- 

Over 
sphere are of contradictory nature. The 
body will effort to balance the two as they 
collide in living tissue. That becomes too 
long a story so we shall leave it here. 

INSLAW CASE 

I ask that we start, as soon as practical, 
in the LIB,!%!AToR, the information we 
have been holding on the =Inslaw” case. 
There has been a hard thrust to stop the 
probe into this scandal and yet some in the 
House Committee have demanded a hear- 
ing investigation. I feel you need refreshing 
information about the scandal as so many 
scandals are passed over you that it be- 
comes hard to remember each and then 
how they ALL fit together. After we do 
today’s tid-bits to attend, we shall speak on 
this subject so that our Editors can pre- 
pare their placement in the paper. Thank 
you. You readers must understand that 
this is the way we communicate and these 
messages are necessary but can be edited 
out if space becomes critical. 

IRS SNOOPING ON 
SILVER AND GOLD TRANSACTIONS 

This following communication is so ex- 
cellent and valuable that I shall just retype 
it for you: Thank you, M.H. 

Sept. 30, 1992 

Sir, I am writing a few quick notes 
that you may like to have for confirmation. 
I have been having some challenges getting 
faxes out without them screwing up, so 
please bear with me if I have to do it a few 
times to get it all through. p: Please, for 
you who send faxes to these terminals, 
i.e., Dharma (for me) or for E. J., etc., we 
constantly have “surges” and tamper- 
ing with the lines which cause necessity 
of replacing the capacitors frequently- 
driving the telephone company person- 
d&l& ~k~‘C’~t;‘c~“rSCatiC?;iPa: -2 
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phone Iine causes blips and often de- that his hunters have told him. He said THE MILITARY PRACTICES 
struction of several Iines of print. Know that he’s had several guys who had rela- RETALIATORY PSYCHIATRIC TESTS 
that we get assistance when this hap- tives who ended up serving in the Desert 
pens but bear with us if it seems you Storm operation. They reported that it was Dahart Daily Texan: Sunday, Sept. 20, 
can’t get through.] ridiculous; no one knew what was going 1992. Washington (AP): GROUP SAYS 

Monday night, September 28, 1992, on! One guy said that this brother was MILITARY PRACTICES RETALIATORY 
I met some interesting individuals at a Tax there and spent the whole war on a fork lift. PSYCHIATRIC TESTS, The military uses 
Information meeting on legally ending your He said they’d have him unload one thing, psychiatric examinations and forced hos- 
contract with the IRS. One was a gold- then move it back, then unload it again, pitaIization in mental ward6 to intimf- 
smith w&o deals in jewelry, coins, metals, and on and on. No one knew anything. date and discredit people who disclose 
etc. He said that he would now have to wrongdoings, an advocacy group contends. 
report all customers who trade over CAMPAIGN AND The Commission on the Reform of 
$10,000 using cash or money orders. He 1 WALL STREET JOURNAL Military Medical Abuses, made up of former 
said that not only was he to report when and current military personnel who say 
someone spent more than $10,000 in a In the Wall Street Journalof about Sept. they were victimized for speaking out, said 
day, but that he was REQUIRED to check 24th (I haven’t yet seen it personally), I am that hundreds of people were being “taken 
his records and REPORT EVERY INDI- told that there was a mid-section “pull- against their will, without due process and 
VIDUAL WHO HAD TRADED A TOTAL OF out” that had the proposed actions of locked up in psychiatric hospitals.” 
MORETHAN$lO,OOOINCASH ORMONEY Bush and Clinton. One of the things Former Navy.. .J .M.. said retaliatory 
ORDERS WITH HIM! He was mad because Clinton says he’d do, to fight the war on testing has *resulted in the personal de- 
this is so ridiculous that he should have to crime I guess, is to create a FEDERAL struction” of many good performers who 
research back into all of his records to find ARMED POLICE FORCE. [H: Too late! were conscientious enough to speak out 
every single person who has purchased Yen already have it under the command about problems. 
more than $10,000. The letter stated that of the UN.] He said that they would pick . . ..sa.id he was ordered to a Navy 
he had 30 days to sign the document and the people to be on it (college students hospital for psychological evaluation after 
return it, OR THEY WOULD “SEND OUT were mentioned-probably more easily di- he complained about a superior he said 
AN AGENT TO MAKE SURE THAT HE UN- rected). Bush said that in order to keep all was obstructing a drug intervention pro- 
DERSTOOD WHAT WAS REQUIRED OF those bases going, since so many people gram. 
HIM”! He was not sure what he should do, have complained about them getting shut He said that after a five-minute in- 
but was quite shaken-up about the letter. down, he would be so kind as to keep terview, he was classified as an Uobsessive 

Another man at that meeting, while them open-USING THEM TO HOUSE compulsive with narcissistic tendencies” 
we were at a restaurant after the meeting, AND TRAIN UN TROOPS!!)! [H: Thank and had his security clearance removed. 
said that lawyers now are required to re- you son, I do appreciate the confirma- M.T. of Dallas, a former Navy chief 
port on a form (8300 Form) any client tions.] petty officer, showed the slippers pasted 
paying in cash over $10,000. with happy faces he was forced to wear 

When I brought up the subject of MARS OBSERVER? when he was locked up in a medical ward 
‘Rainbow Money” in Fort Knox and even for four days. 
at the Federal Reserve in Denver, they said In the Vail Dairy newspaper of Tues- The 23-year veteran, who has testi- 
that they, too, had heard about the Denver day, Sept. 29, 1992 there was an article fled before Congress and appeared in sev- 
Federal Reserve having colored money, titled: “Mars Observer begins a new era eral television exposes on alleged medical 
and that it was supposed to replace our of Russian-US cooperation.” It was abuses, said he was hospitalized after re- 
current money. FROM Pasadena, CA on the AP net- porting payroll fraud at the Dallas Naval 

(II: Here is some useful informa- work(!) This “joint venture” was quite a Air Station in 1983 and 1984. 
tion.] The goldsmith said that the best leap, all right. .The article said, “the *I was wounded in Vietnam, but that 
way to get silver cheap is to buy 1964, or launch of the first American spacecraft (hospitalization) overrode my Vietnam ex- 
earlier, dimes, quarters, and haIves. You sent to Mars IN 17 YEARS heralds an era perience,A T. said. “A common criminal 
can buy rolls of them and they carry very of unprecedented U.S.-Russian coop- has more rights than a man in uniform.” 
little premium; much less than silver eration in space. Eleven Russians be- T., who heads a group called 
bullion. long to the spacecraft’s science team, Wounded Eagles, which is similar to the 

One couple there said that what he and the Orbiter may help relay pictures. commission in point at first of article, said 
and some of his friends have been doing is and data from Russian probes sched- he has documented 280 cases of retalia- 
informing business people about the things* uled to land on Mars in 1995 and 1997, tory testing. 
that are going on, and then establishing said NASA scientist Arden Albee.” It 1 Others at the conference refused to 
trade agreements with them to trade in does sound like quite the joint venture! give their names, saying the stigma of 
silver and gold. He said that he gets gas They useda Titan 3 rocket, and launched having psychiatric testing on their military 
from one guy at 35 cents a gallon-he just Friday, Sept. 25 from Cape Canaveral. records has made it difficult to get jobs. 
pays in silver coins! He also mentioned a The article said, “The observer wiII study One man said he was administra- 
man in another small town (I guess it the planet’s atmosphere, magnetic field tively discharged in April after serving 11 
would be best not to mention the name) in and surface from space after an 1 l- years as an Air Force linguist. He said he 
Colorado, who has a cafe, and puts two month-long trek.” There was no mention was declared to have a personality disorder 
prices on each menu item; one for silver, of US involvement other than that they are after filing five complaints with the military 
one for Fed money. using our money and launch pad. inspector general. 

*+* “WY lost our careers; we lost our 
TALES OF DESERT STORM Thank you, M.H. These are the kinds of credibility,” he said. 

INEPTNESS confirmations you ones need to provide A former Navy doctor said she was 
insight without wasting time pondering my suspended from duty after it was discov- 

My brother is a hunting guide and status. ered she had written her congressmen 
was’telling,me~‘aboytI.~rn@.Q~,~tle Wnm , ., t: : _’ a1 , ,..,i I , ~ !’ !. ,I.~ ..:, . . _. ~ , _, ,, _, . sbo~ t .a$$? .Wwtle. ;,Sfie ,*fl $afI in ;ly 
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next months she was put in a psychiatric 
ward for a week, tied in leather restraints, 
diagnosed as having a severe personality 
disorder and charged with wounding a 
member of a SWAT team that broke into 
her apartment. [H: Still think there is 
nothing to the “tailhook” scandal?] 

She said that after nine months in 
solitary confinement she was declared 
incompetent to stand trial and was given 
an honorable discharge. 

Rep. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., who 
in 1990 introduced a bill banning psy- 
chiatric examinations to punish military 
whistleblowers, said in a statement to 
the group that she was “appalled to 
learn . . . that this barbaric practice exists 
in our military establishment.” 

She said she has again proposed 
such a ban and the House has included 
it in next year’s defense authorization 
bill. 

Latest Update On 
That Slippery Rascal 

“John Coleman’s 
10/l/92 #l HATONN 

Letter to Mr. George Green 
27 Sept. 1992 
Dear George, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . In just the past few days 
an additional batch of material has reached 
me concerning the doings of “Dr.” John 
Coleman; he is definitely a professional 
con-man.. . . . .relates to Coleman’s various 
activities for about the last ten years. Ap- 
parently, he is from South Africa and all of 
his academic prowess stems from various 
diploma mills. It is alluded that he was 
connected with diamond smuggling in 
Florida and North Carolina in the late 70s 
and deeply ripped-off persons in Metairie, 
Louisianawho were in the publishing busi- 
ness and were taken in with his glib writ- 
ings. Most of his material has been traced 
to E. Mullins and L. LaRouche; stolen, of 
course. There is some feeling that Coleman 
may be an ADL plant. He has been in- 
volved with Blanchard and the late Bob 
White, among others, and to varying de- 
grees. There, apparently, is good evidence 
that he is or has been, involved, together 
with his wife, with the Mafii in interna- 
tional diamond smuggling. His passport 
is under the name of John Alexander 
Clarke (number C241706C). His wife is 
a Danish citizen, home address is c/o 15 
Skovgarfds Alle, Varlose, Frederiksberg, 
Denmark, her name is Lean Sondahl and 
she carries a Danish passport, number 
P5596966. His ‘son” goes by the name 
William John Clarke and carries a British 
passport, number CO2476 1D. 

An interesting aside from my position 
was that in about early December 199 1, 
Coleman (Clarke) contacted me by letter 

would very much like to meet me and could 
I meet him that evening at (I believe) the 
Hilton. I declined because of other com- 
mitments. He had gotten my name from 
the booklet and then traced me 
through Weisman Publications. He may 
have surmised (wrongfully, of course) that 
I had money and had planned to put the 
“arm” on me . . ..who knows. But then, 
also, why me? [H: I can tell you “why 
you”! Because you are just about to blow 
the lid off the “other” conspirators 
against the citizens of the U.S. and 
world by helping us disclose the real 
frauds among the heaps of investor- 
publishers who deal in vast sums of 
“your” money, citizens, and proclaim 
themselves to be “born again Christian” 
and great evangelists of fundamental 
Christianity while bilking you of mil- 
lions. Please feel free to join the ranks, 
son, of ones who REALLY DO NEED MY 
PROTECTION!] 

There are other current indications 
THAT HE AND HIS ARE EN-ROUTE TO 
COLORADO AND WILL BE THERE BY 
THE END OF THIS MONTH, SEPTEM- 
BER ‘92. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 
Sincerely, 
J.E.B. 

*** 

Now, again, I suggest that some of you 
who got sucked into this man’s trap and 
aided and abetted him in efforting to de- 
stroy my team and my work-do your 
buddy a favor in ColoradeAND WARN 
BARBARA ANN THAT HE IS COMING 
AND FULLY INTENDS TO GET HER 
MONEY. HE ASSUMES THAT SHE HAS 
NOW HAD TIME TO RETRIEVE IT. IT IS 
TIME FGR YOU WI$G HELPED G,ET INTO 
+I-i~~$Ati~, N&t&Il$““kidt’%U$?k#~‘I~ 

THE PHOENIX LIBERil TOR 

ANOTHER BEWARE RE: ‘COLEMAN” 

J.E.B. also sent a “notice” which he 
had received toward the end of August. All 
of you had best be aware for you will again 
get sucked in if you do not take note. We 
know that Coleman went to this area of 
Belmont, CA because we have misdirected 
phone calls from Express Mail deliveries 
directed to this phone number. This, of 
course, was a testing to see if the hounds 
could be pulled from the real trail (they 
didn’t even sniff?) but more innocent per- 
sons are apt to get sucked in. Beware of 
anything called Vigilance Society of 
America and one CLAIMING TO BE Lowell 
Roberts! The “ad” goes like this: [DONE 
ON OUR COMPUTER WHICH COLEMAN 
STOLE! You observant sleuths can tell 
this was done by Coleman, himself, by 
the punctuation and “spacing” of same 
for habit causes slips to occur here and 
there.] 

VIGILANCE SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
(ADDRESS AND PHONE NO.) 

August 30, 1992 

Dear Fellow Patriot: 
Dr. John Coleman and I have joined 

forces with several dedicated close friends 
in an urgent last ditch effort to unite the 
millions of honest and concerned Ameri- 
cans that have been watching helplessly 
for many years while their freedoms have 
been systematically stripped away and their 
once great nation has been reduced to the- 
point of economic collapse. 

Now is the time and the opportunity 
for every American patriot to stand up and 
be counted. We MUST act ~1 There will 
be no second chance. 

Dr. Coleman has become world re- 
nown through his writings and lectures 
warning of the conspiracy that has been 
undermining our freedoms and has brought 
us to the brink of disaster. John has held 
steadfast over the last two decades in spite 
of ridicule and disbelief, in spite of numer- 
ous attempts to silence him. As a result of 
excellent intelligence sources and a bril- 
liant mind that can assimilate and dis- 
burse information in a clear and concise 
manner, he has achieved an accuracy of 
over 97% in his predictions of coming 
world events. [H: Just remember: a 
prophet REQUIRES lOO?/o (ASK DANIEL).] 

Like most of you, I have recognized 
for many years that something very wrong 
was afoot, but I lacked the knowledge to 
fully understand the depth of deception to 
which we as a nation are being subjected. 
Thanks to John, I now understand. And 
now that the problem has been defined, a 
solution can be implemented. 

The VIGILANCE SOCIETY, GF 
AMERICA has the solution. “It! wilihot .be 
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easy, but it is absolutely not impossible. this historic movement to defeat our this man has stolen mailing lists from 
All we need are lots [of) energetic and would-be oppressors and to create a EVERYWHERE he has time to set up 
patriotic Americans like yourself. Golden Age of freedom for many genera- thieving access. IF YOU RECEIVE ONE 

Col. James’Bo” Gritz, anothergreat tions to come. OFTHESEPETITIONSDONOTRESPOND 
American patriot who also recognizes the With Greatest Sincerity, TO THIS LEST YOU WISH TO BE ON HIS 
crisis, has met with Dr. Coleman and has RIP-OFF LIST FOREVER-IT IS A FARCE 
agreed that our two organizations must Lowell Roberts. AND YOU WILL BE STUNG BADLY WHEN 
work together in this last ditch effort to THE SMOHE CLEARS. In fact, it would 
snatch freedom from the jaws of enslave- * * * * * * * * * * * * [H: Yes, and my name be helpful for us to hear from you if you 
ment. [H: Thi s i s an outright blatant is “Howdy Doody”. I’m sorry we do are somehow on this mailing list he is 
LIE!] not have the “manual” mentioned but using, for we are efforting to see how 

We urge you to carefully consider the I understand it has a great many ways many lists he has actually taken and 
enclosed manual on the VIGILANCE SO- you make contributions!. I also ask all what he sends as mailings. Thank you.] 
CIETY OF AMERICA and then join us in LIBERATOR readers to be on GUARD- * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Gifted Nostradamus Interpretations 
101 l/92 #l HATONN The fact is, none has unraveled these another, out of his Epistle and another 

two anagram-EVER. time reference. 
THE SEER’S CORNER Now we have. Correctly, too. 

For the people and they must hw, EPISTLE, PARA 10 
I have had wondrously warm response for as Commander Hatonn has said over 

over the Nostradamus puzzle-solving by D.J. and over--TIME IS RUNNING OUT!” ‘...From the time of human redemp- 
1 am asking that as much as D.J. is willing to tion. to the detestable heresv of the 
share with us will be forthcoming. I cannot CENTURY IX:50 Saracens, about 625 years elapsed. From 
take space enough to reprint all of the ?or- OLD FRENCH this one can easilv add UP the amount of 
respondence”-which is colorful in its own time gone bv.” 
right-but I would hope that there be a “MENDOSUS’ tot viendra A little history. The Saracens were 
compiling of the information asit is presented a son haut regen, Moslems who took Palestine (The Holy 
from her, for publication in a volume on the Mettant arriere un peu les Land) in the year 1300 Anno Domini, they 
subject. Meanwhile what is shared with us, Norlaris: took a great deal of places, in fact. Go read 
we will share with you-it beats the daily Le rouge bleme, le male a history and learn about it, but believe me, 
horoscope at any rate, in fun and games. I l’interregen, the Saracens have plenty of reasons to hate 
find the interpretations to be accurate and Le jeune crante et frayeur “Christians.” You can add such to 1349 
yes, I do know from whence comes that good Barbaris.” A.D. +/- a number ofyears. I use that date 
information-but it is personal and private Now, for the shockers, folks, hang onto because that was when Nicea was taken, 
and none of our business. your seats. all through the fourteenth century the 

I will say that early on this person did Saracens kicked backsides all the way up 
everything possible to “uncover” me and my CENTURY IX:50 to the Danube, so pick a date and add. 
crew but you see, as the puzzles became TRANSLATION . . ..I need to inform you, _I, this little 
unraveled, THERE WE WERE, RIGHT ON being, had little to do with the translation 
“TIME” AND “SCHEDULE”, DOING EX- “DOM ESUS” (Lord this morning. I was.. .“coaxed” to look at it 
ACTLY WHAT WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE “Jesus”[Esu]) quickly coming and unravel it. ..CORRECTLY. I cried like I 
DOING! I am truly sorry that each and every with His Lofty Reign, was five, not thirty and five, when I was 
one cannot get this kind of recognition and (Or influence.) done. I always knew ‘norlaris” was not an 
confirmation. This person has a great, great First setting behind the few, anagram for Lorraine, France. I did not 
gift in receiving-please, let us keep protec- at the time of Iran: have that....” key” till I began to read the 
tion for, already, each writing and connection (THOSE WHO BELIEVE) PHOENIX JOURNALS. 
made brings the helicopters and intelligence The male with the inside My most important goal is to ‘give 
agents. We must protect our resources for, influence, the ghastly Red, up” this information and be the best Zhan 
especially when they axe out and “away” (Communism) Yeas (Greek Origin: GUARDIAN spirit) to 
from this little ‘hub”, it can be very frighten- The young fearing the Bar- my son that God entrusted into my care. 
ing and lonely-however, this person is cer- barian terror.” I will also send you the information 
tainly not apt to be intimidated by very much Rules: Norlaris is ‘Lors Iran.” Lors on the ‘pilot” that went down in 79 or ‘80, 
on this placement. in French means ‘at the time of...” too . . . ..He was approximately 6’6”, 220 

There was only the Ottoman Empire pounds, (American), dark chestnut hair, 
QUOTING: in Nostradamus’ time, there was NO Iran! golden skin and emerald eyes. I know he 

Not till.. .? was not wearing contacts and no ‘earth- 
Sept. 24, 1992 19051’ And the ‘time of Iran” was ling,” has eyes that color. (H: This person 

not till the late ‘70’s! writing is an intensive cue Nurse] Four 
Well, here goes. I have never Dom is a title used in the Church, of men came in with him, he was uncon- 

just...tran,slated any of the, quatrains as I great respect. It is derived from Latin, scious, a closed head injury. After caring 
did.this morn. dominus and means i Lord. L. _L -_ Now, here: is for him ’ in trauma ‘c&e fo.r nearly five .I, *_.,a . i. ,,I ,, I 
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hours, thugs in full radioactive suits came 
in . . ..with Geiger counters. The pilot was 
covered in some kind of’fuel”, onp that set 
the counters off like a ten alarm fire. Of the 
five that worked on him, three of us that I 
know developed cancers of bone, thyroid 
and breast, myself included. One is dead 
that I know of. He was dressed in a flat 
forest green jumpsuit with a dull sheen to 
it. (Flightsuit?) We cut it off him and 
washed him down because he was covered 
with the fuel, It was decided that he was 
going to be taken to Oak Knoll Naval Hos- 
pital in Oakland, Calif. Only.. ..they took 
him away in a small black helicopter, rather 
like an Apache, but....they didn’t make 
them then. Or did they? Not till an 
acquaintance sent me a pirated copy of 
your SPACE GATE did I ever make the 
connection, not till I described the Patch. 
[H: There is no way that I can reproduce 
in words the drawing, but that is the 
reference in point.] Not till years later did 
I know the symbol was very similar to the 
Greek letter for Esu Immanuel’s name. 

The greatest oddity? A militarv pilot 
listed as.. . John Doe? Yes, that is right and 
I am too uneasy to pry into the old records 
to see if they are even there. I can remem- 
ber the doctor being very, very nervous 
suddenly. It IS NOT DONE to ship a closed 
head injury like that. Nor did I realize till 
years later that our pilots aren’t tall! That 
they should have known his name, social, 
et cetera. The helicopter took him south 
from Reno’s Washoe Medical Center. I 
don’t know where or why. Why do I know? 
Well, I was in the trauma room that night 
and I took care of him the entire time. Four 
men in suits with guns were there, every- 
one was edgy and I was too busy taking 
care of him. 1 only remember the ones in 
the suits trying to “wake” him and I be- 
came the Nurse from Hell; they backed off 
then. 

Here’s what I remember of his patch, 
the letters were sort of silvery-iridescent. 

For what it’s worth, I am more sorry 
than you can ever know. No. He never 
regained consciousness. [H: At least, not 
in YOUR presence!] 

[H: Now I would like alI of you to pay 
close attention and honor this writer for 
there is most personal information 
shared herein and I respectfully give 
gratitude that it would be given into our 
ability to share.] 

Sept. 23, 1992 
D.E.J. 

Dear....., 
I sit here not because I am.$isane, 

but you might think so shortly, sir. I read 
over and over about the way the ADL and 
other Jewish organizations attack you and 
precious dharma. 

I have a solution to prevent such 

attacks upon you all. You see, I am of 
Khazarian/Jewish descent, second gen- 
eration on my mother’s side. I was married 
in the Temple Immanuel in Reno, Nevada, 
USA in 1980. So.. . there you have it. Freely 
I give permission to use my name, there- 
fore, when addressing me, a Khazarian 
“Jew”, they can do nothing but stomp, 
whine and throw tantrums . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
[H: No, precious, it is NOT all they can do 
and never shall I make your way more 
difficult. I wiIl share your information 
but I will not give the enemy the “edge”. 
They already know where you are and 
that you are gifted. It is enough that 
YOU know and that others accept that 
they simply have not been given 
TRUTH-thousands upon thousands are 
exactly as you.] 

My full name is . . . . D.E.J.E . . . . No. I 
am not a practicing Jew, but my great 
grandfather was indeed a rabbi. Abraham 
was his name, my maternal grandfather 
was David, he stopped practicing Judaism 
when he escaped the Czar’s army in 1914 
by coming to America. 

By addressing ‘me” in writings of 
such, they merely become much needed 
lessons to this “Khazarian Jew” and there 
can be no snotty anti-Semitism accusa- 
tions slung at any. 

I too now wonder just what is being 
hidden, for I did indeed lose family mem- 
bers in the Holocaust, that is no excuse for 
deceptions of ANY KIND! Being of such 
descent I can and do ask for any and all 
information, (as vile as it seems to be) 
concerning such an issue. 

And yes. I am the Same one that 
sends the quatrains of Nostradamus to you 
all, with much love and great relief of the 
burden, actually. Indeed, there are ‘Jews 
for Jesu$ but those of Zionist persuasions 
do not like to talk about the fact and it will 
give an Orthodox Jew a coronary to even 
mention such a thing. No. I do not 
consider myself a =Jew”, but by the blood- 
lines and more, indeed I am of Khazarian 
lineage, right down to gold-tinged skin and 
almond-shaped eyes, folks. No, I don’t feel 
too grand getting a double-whammy here, 
but...Oh, well. Great lessons. 

So, very humbly, I do offer myself to 
put a stop to all this . . . . . that is thrown at 
you bringers of Truth. I know that those of 
the Hosts hardly need my help, but dharma 
and the rest of your scribes could be saved 
much grief. No! I am no sacrificial lamb! I 
do offer up my initials for ‘lessons” which 
will put a stop to such. You may indeed 
publish this letter or use it as you need. 
They can hardly call ME anti-Semitic, nor 
do I. find any of your words anti-Semitic. 
What I DO find is many narrow-minded, 
very, very frightened Jewish organizations 
who do not even bother to READ the mate- 
rial before condemning you all. (“Chris- 
tians” too. for that matter.) O-I-DO-NOT- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

LIKE-ZIONIST-POLITICS! 
. . ..No. sir. I have notyetgotten to the 

TRILLION DOLLAR LIE; I read four jour- 
nals a week (when I can get them) and am 
trying fiercely to ‘catchupA with every- 
thing else, but I promise you, I WILL now 
seek out the numbers and facts, whether 
or not anvone likes it. 

Sincerely, 
D.E.J. 

Sept. 26, 1992 
Here is another mentioning Dom Esus. 

CENTURY IX:45 

“Ne sera seul jamais de 
demander, 

Grand MENDOSUS 
obtiendra son empire: 

Loin de la tour fera 
contremander 

Piedmont, Picard, Paris, 
Tvrron le pire.” 

TRANSLATION 
*No being ever demanded 

of, but... 
Great Lord Jesus (Dom 
Esus) will obtain His Em- 
pire: 
The court to make counter 
summonings from a long 
way off. 
Piedmont (Italy), Picard, 
Paris and Tyrron the 
worst.” 
Italy, bastards, (Or inno- 
cents) France and Germany 
the worst.” 

As I wrote before, MENDOSUS IS the 
anagram for Dom ESUS, Lord Jesus. TVrron 
could be phonetically spelled “tiron”. 
Meaning of a “T” or the Tau Cross. The first 
‘Christian” cross was a Tau Cross. The 
first Church is the Catholic Church. To be 
exact, Tiron is a, ‘cross of iron.” And of 
course, the iron cross stands for Germany. 

The Picards were a religious sect in 
the fifteenth century who tried to renew the 
practices of the Adamites, i.e., going naked 
in supposed ?nnocence” of the spirit. It is 
also a term that means rascal which is the 
equivalent of calling someone a bastard or 
S.O.B. in our times. It was a rude term for 
those of Flanders, what is now Belgium, 
the Netherlands and part of Germany. 
Essentially, those of Rome, et cetera are 
going to decry THE WORD given us. (Don’t 
they do so already?) I must admit, I too 
thought you all crackpots.. . till I deciphered 
the anagrams dealing with God and Esu. 

The clincher was that-of “The writ- 
ings of the Commander of the Phoenix.” 

(Editor’s note: Seepages 26 and27of 
last week’s LIBERATOR for the incredibly 
uified translations from D.E. J. revealina that 
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Nostradamus did, indeed, speak of both 22, you better go read them. 
Space Command attdThe Phoenix. Makes Much of what Hatonn speaks of is 
one wonder who was working with mirrored in the words of Nostradamus. No 
Nostradamus on that project!) one knew what “MENDOSUS” meant. 

Ponder it! Great trials before eight 

are quite another, Commander! I am, alas, 
not one of a placid disposition. Do you 
want me to send the quatrains that lined 
up with the ephemeris? If you do not want 
dates and times known, I will delete them, 
for I know you said that they weren’t get- 
ting them from you.) 

Nor can I take just a small portion years have passed! Only to have much, 
and then denounce the rest. I give you much worse come upon us. If you do not 
Revelations, Chapter 19: 19. prepare yourselves and families shelters, it 

“And I saw the beast, and will not really matter whether you believe 
the kings of the earth, and their in nine-foot-six Pleiadians or not. Any who 
armies, gathered together to make lived in the Great Depression, speak up. 
war against Him that sat on the It is so different now? Remember 
horse, and against His army.” “Hoovervilles?” We now have Reagan Town 

Just for mulling over, the Beast is and Bushdumps, do we not? . . ..A war is 
many things, it is YOUR social security the only way out of a Depression. As soon 
number, WE ALREADY ARE ‘MARKED” as I complete those pertaining to J.C. and 
BY THE BEAST. It is the World Bank code Company, I will send along the others. 
of 666. It is like the abstract concept within Just for confirmation, here are some 
ReveZation..“The beast that thou sawest facts for your readers: we are 
was, and is not...” And... u The seven biochemoelectrical beings. Brain waves 
heads are seven mountains, on which the and heart rhythms attest to that fact. With 
woman sitteth.A a lamp cord or such, I can do much worse 

Rome just happens to sit on seven than extra low frequencies to a human 
mountains, doesn’t she? and how many body. Anyone can make the toys that 
off-shoots are there of the first Church?... Hatonn speaks of. You can’t see electric- 

And what of Job 38:3 13 ity, but it’s there, ever hear of reflex-arch- 
*Ca.nst thou bind the sweet influ- ing, anyone? Do you even know what or 

ences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of where the node is that keeps those stony 
Orion?” little lumps you call hearts beating? 

Or Amos 5:8 (Yeah, I am angry after reading the 
“Seek Him that maketh the seven satanic letters and such to George and the 

stars and Orion, and turneth the shadow of rude things they write. And...NO! I have 
death into the morning, and maketh the no patience with such baseborn manners! 
dav with night: that calleth forth the waters Disagreeing is one thing, threats and libel ^ _ * - . 

[H: Yes, student, you have listened 
well and I am well pleased. It only takes 
understanding of the signals and it makes 
sense as the receiving is deciphered. We 
would like all you are willing to share 
with us. The readers long for this kind 
of unfolding. I said that I WON’T GIVE 
DATES”- I did not say that 
Nostradamus couldn’t. All “dates” 
are only approximations at their best 
for in the worlds of non-space and non- 
time they have no meaning at all 
However, in your experience use. 
quence” usually is attached to a per- 
ceived “timem and you are in the mod 
interestins Vimen of all. Let us en403 
it as it unfolds. So what if your projec 
tion is not to the minute in percep- 
tion-arrival at those times and dates 
is far more interesting oftentimes than 
the actual arrival. Whatever you wish 
to share with us now, or that which 
you were receiving prior to now, would 
be most welcome. I sincerely request 
that you continue your work and allow 
consideration of binding the volumes 
for publication.] 

of the sea, and noureth them out upon the 
face of the earth: THE LORD IS HIS NAME:” 

‘Pleiades” MEANS, seven stars! 
*** 

CENTURY II:46 Painful Letter From A Patriot 
“Aprees grand touble 
humain, plus grand 
s’apprete, 

Friend In New Zealand 
Le- Grande moteur les 
siecles revouvele: 
Pluie, sang, lait, famine, 10/l/92 #l HATONN you have done your bit and now it be- 
fer et peste. comes another’s to see to the next step. 
Au ciel vu feu, curant Delivered this moment is one of the You can easily see that it is NOT only 
longue etinecelle.” most difficult and saddening pieces of car- New Zealand in point here. Brother 

respondence Dharma and E.J. have re- Edward must not feel loss and ending- 
TRANSLATION ceived. ‘Next go we, Father?” is the peti- he has only just begun! “They” should 

tion. Oh, chelas, it is a hard, hard path for not have done this thing. It is, however, 
Themselves affected after some of you. not unusual as you refer back to the 
great troubles for human- We hear from my beloved son/brother early parts of this day’s writing-it is 
ity, still greater, in New Zealand. He has been sharing(for happening here also, and all around 
The Great Mover renews protection of source) information directly your world, without ability of the public 
(Or renewing) the Ages: from one E.J. Hart (who did in fact, send all to find out. The day of the Lord 5s at 
Iron and plague, raining the wondrous information regarding the hand, chelas, and that which is un- 
blood, milk and famine. Committee of 300, etc., The New Zealand known shall be made known and a swell 
Seen in Heaven, fire; a long Bank fraud-which got him incarcerated- shall arise across the nations and man 
moving spark.” and now more and more information which shah bow down in fear and terror for that 

Iron means the sword/war and the I hold in security until such time as it is which is EVIL shall cease to stand. An- 
renewing Ages is the year 2000 Anno better to print it. I do promise to see to it gry God? Perhaps! Angry “Hosts”? Yes 
Domini. After a nuclear war, the rains are that this daring man will not have risked indeed. 
like “milk” because of all the fallout/ invain. I do not have to have the papers E.J. Hart has been forced to sign this 
debris in the sky. If you do not know to present the information, beloved ones, document [See next page.] OR spend his 
about the words that Hatonn spoke in and I shall see to it when the time is remaining life incarcerated in a mental 
SKrLETONS IN THE CLOSET, pages 14- --. appropriate. Hold steady dn the course; institution under heavy sedation. “They” 
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have ‘broker?’ him, his health is bad arid 
now they have closed down his work- 
forever, I am told. No, his work shall not be 
stopped and it only gives more confirma- 
tion to the readers hereof-we bring Truth, 
chelas, and none shall escape this scourge 
upon mankind. It will touch you ALL and 
I bow in honor unto you ones who reach out 
in spite of the threats and blows and SPEAK 
and ACT. In the end the beast shall destroy 
itself. May we now allow God to take the 
better course that HIS will be served and 
that we serve in willingness and without 
ego that TRUTH may be again brought 
upon this Earth Shan. I salute you, broth- 
ers. Be not dismayed-simply accept this 

as your confirmation of Truth and walk in 
PEACE for you have done that which you 
could. GOD asks no more! The enemy More Great 
shall have great regrets over his actions 
this day! 

Let us close this portion, Dharma, for I 
see that you need a break to recoup for you Nostradamus 
see, readers, the brotherhood of our rela- 
tionships. stretches across the globe and 
within the cosmos. You need not have 10/2/92 #1 HATONN 
vision or touch to allow hearts to attach 
and feel mortal pain at the hurt of an- QUATRAIN FOR THE DAY 

other-no matter where he/she might be- 
and ever KNOW: MY WINGS ARE BIG FROM: D.E.J.: 
ENOUGH TO SHELTER YOU! SALU. Just becauac those helicopters 

Hatonn to clear. tweaked my temper up, I am sending an- 
other quatrain. It goes hand in hand with 
THEY CALL HIS NAME IMMANUEL. [Ev- 
ery time this person calls Tehachapi or 
writes for us, the military helicopters 
show up.1 

1, EDWARD JOHN HART of Christchurch, Retired Air Force Sergeant swear that: 

1. I will cease my investigations into the internal economics ald politics of New 

Ze2!and. 

2. I have destroyed all the papers that I had collected and retained as evidence 

during my investigations. Some such papers have passed into the hands of other 

people, but those papers are no longer in my power or possession. 

3. I pledge to discontinue making allegations of corruption against politicians and 

other prominent people, including the Minister of Police. 

v? 

4. I will ASG cease to harrass the police regarding their refusal to investigate my 

allegations. 

SWORN at Christchurch this ) 

21st day of September 

1992 before me: 

A Solicitor of the Hieh Court of New Zealand 

OUfl REF: UPZG!I 

CENTURY VI: 18 

“Par les Phisiaues 
le grand Roi 
Delaisse, 
Par sort non art de 

1’Ebrieu est en vie, 
Lui et son genre au 

regtne haut pousse, 
Grace donnee a gent 

qui Christ envie.” 

TRANSLATION 

“The Great King 
forsaken through 
natural philoso- 
phies. 

- By destiny not the 
skill of the Jew, 
East He lives, 
He and his family, 
shoved to reign in 
eminence. 
To those which 
carry envy (want) 
Christ, Grace and 
the fundamental 
ideas.’ 

Rules: Phisioues means natural 
philosophy, I.E., constitution or trance. 
They th&ght Him dead. “Est” can mean 
‘is” or *East” in French. French articles 
can mean many different things, unlike 
English. So, when looking over 
Nostradamus’ words, one must go to the 
OLD FRENCH, not the interpretation of 
another. In French, donnee literally trans- 
lates to ‘data” or fundamental (primary or 
basic) ideas...Truths will be given to those 
seeking Christ. 

No hocus pocus, just the facts. Do I 
know a of the quatrains’ meanings? 

Nope, sure don’t. .Don’t want to, 
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use punctuation nor did he have a dic- 
tionary, many words are phonetically 
spelled, both French, Latin and names. 
With just the mark of an accent or cir- 
cumflex the entire word and meaning qf 
a sentence can and does change. Here is 
‘Leoni’s translation of the above: 

“The great King 
abandoned by the Phy- 
sicians, 

By fate not the Jew’s 
art he remains alive, 

He and his kindred 
pushed high in the realm, 

Pardon given to the 
race which denies 
Christ.* 

As any can see, there is a big differ- 
ence, yet without this WW-II cryptographer 
who kept the Old French pure, it would not be 

possible to decipher even the simplest qua- 
train. As so many have.done by butchering 
the Old French, they have never found the 
Truth with Michel dWostredame’s words. 
Such. an announcement as the one above 
would have guaranteed that Michel 
d’Nostredame would have been slowly roasted 
over hot coals as a heretic, just as Joan d’Arc 
was, just a short while before. 

Dieu vous garde, D.J. 

The Incredible IALS’L4WTravesty: 

U.S. Justice Dept. At Work 
For Our Government’s Drug Business 

10/2/92 #l HATONN 

Our papers have been running so large 
that we have been holding for far too long 
a series of articles regarding the =Inslaw” 
case which the Nupu Sentinel granted us 
opportunity to utilize some months past. 
It was the best write-up I have seen on the 
subject. Now it is coming again to the 
forefront so it is time to leave something 
else out of the L~EI?AToR, if necessary, 
and catch you up. 

As introduction I shall reprint here an 
article from this last issue of Spotlight. We 
will then see if there is room to give you 
some additional information on the sub- 
ject or if we should turn our attention to 
other things and consider you sufficiently 
informed. It is IMPORTANT because it fits 
with everything else criminal which was 
and is going on simultaneously. 

[QUOTE:] 

PROBE OF INSLAW DEMANDED 

A House committee ‘has asked for a 
special prosecutor to investigate the Inslaw 
scandal, a tale of murder, conspiracy, cover- 
up and thef&---ull allegedly perpetrated by 
the U.S. Justice Departmeti. [H: Isn’t this 
just dandy-the CongressfustVOTED to 
have no more SPECIAL PROSECUTORS.] 

By Andrew Arnold, Spotlight: 

The House Judiciary Committee has 
called for the Justice Department to name 
an independent counsel “to conduct a full, 
open investigaiion of the Inslaw allegations 
'dfB~~~~~~~vei~~~~~i~a~~~t~~~~'t~e Jus- 

tice Department.” 
The Inslaw scandal centers on a $10 

million computer program (said to be worth 
over $280 million) designed to track crimi- 
nal cases, which its makers contend was 
stolen by the Justice Department in 1982 
while Edwin Meese was attorney general 

Further, they charge, Justice offi- 
cials engaged in a conspiracy to drive them 
out of business when they demanded pay- 
ment; and Justice officials illegally redis- 
tributed the program to domestic and for- 
eign law enforcement and intelligence agen- 
cies and conspired to cover up the 
department’s criminal actions. 

Private investigations of the affair 
have centered around several suspicious 
deaths of people involved, and allegations 
that the CIA and other U.S. intelligence 
agencies distributed the software to for- 
eign counterparts to facilitate spying on 
them. The software, it is alleged, contained 
a “back door”-a secret command known 
only to the CIA-that would permit agency 
snoops access to the foreign system 
whereby they could rummage undetected 
through the foreign intelligence database. 

COMMITTEE WANTS PROBE 

The committee, headed by Rep. Jack 
Brooks (D-Texas), wants an investigation 
to determine if Inslaw’s software was stolen 
from the Justice Department, then trans- 
ferred to other federal agencies and foreign 
governments illegally. 

When Inslaw sued for payment for 
the use of its proprietary software, the 
Justice Department balked, raised a 
%hanY contract dispute and tried to force 
the company into Chapter 7 bankruptcy 

which would have necessitated Inslaw sell- 
ing its assets, including the rights to its 
Enhanced Fromis software. 

The Judiciary Committee has asked 
for a special prosecutor to see if individuals 
in the private sector and government offi- 
cials-including former attorneys general 
Edwin Meese and Richard Thornburgh- 
were involved in a theft and cover-up con- 
spiracy. 

LAW IS SET TO EXPIRE 

The independent counsel law is set 
to expire at the end of this year. [H: 
Actually it is worse than that, it expires 
before the end of the year, lilce some- 
where around December 2 1. In addition 
to that, the Special prosecutor that you 
have, Lawrence Walsh, and his own scalp- 
hunting assistant, Craig Gillen, have 
been fined by the District of Columbia 
for failing to pay city income taxes. It 
seems that neither of these holier-than- 
thou gentlemen managed to pay their. 
D.C. taxes during their multi-year peri- 
ods of residency. In further addition, 
both are under investigation by the Gen- 
eral Accounting Office to determine 
whether or not they have made inappro- 
priate use of taxpayers’ funds during 
their lengthy imbibing at the public 
trough. It will be interesting, I would 
assume, because these gentlemen rolled 
up massive personal expenses tti.YOU 
paid for. We’ll look at it more closeIy if 
we have spare space.] The White House is 
opposed to renewing it [H: Boy, I would 
guess so!!!] unles- ‘be law is changed to 
include Congress as subject to investigation 
by an independent counsel. 
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taken by the Department to harm the 
company or its employees.” 

In March, 1982, the Justice Depart- described computer expert-admitted un- 
ment awarded Inslaw Inc. a $10 million, der oath he “was involved with the mod& 1 
three year contract to implement a version cation of proprietary Enhancedhmis soft- 
of the Prosecutor’s Management Informa- ware” on the Cabazon Indian Reservation 
tion System (Promis) at 94 U.S. attorney’s near Indio, California. 
offices, according to the Judiciary Com- Under federal law, modification of 
mittee report, entitled The Znslaw Affair: copyrighted software without the author’s 

Within one month, the Justice permission is a crime. 
Department’s C. Madison Brewer suggested The Promis system was allegedly also 
the government terminate the contract. illegally modified for use by the Royal Ca- 
According to testimony Brewer said he nadian Mounted Police and the Canadian 
does not remember making the recom- Security and Intelligence Service, accord- 
mendation, but if it was made, it was made ing to Riconosciuto. 
“in jest”. Riconosciuto was arrested on drug 

William Hamilton, owner of Inslaw, charges in 199 1. Some allege Riconosciuto 
failed to see the humor. Hamilton’s corn- was set up on the charges to discount his 
pany was on the verge of bankruptcy in worth as a witness against the Justice 
early 1985 after the federal government Department. [H: Chelas, THE WHOLE 
withheld at least $1.6 million in payments THING WRAPS AROUND THE COMPUT- 
for use of the software. ERIZED RUNNING AND TFUWRING OF 

A federal bankruptcy court judge, THE ‘GOVERNMENT” DRUG BUSINESS 
George Bason, later called Brewer’s re- and of course it was a total frame-up. 
marks “the smoking gun that clearly evi- Other people got very DEAD in this 
dences Brewer’s intense bias against game, such as Danny Casolaro, an inves- 
Inslaw, and his single-minded intent to tigative reporter-who also just hap- 
drive Inslaw out of business.b pened to know and be involved with 

other whi6tleblower incidences as “Oc- 
RULINGS UPHELD tober Surprise”, etc. The intrigue is 

endless.] 
Bason and a federal district judge 

upheld rulings against the federal govern- ILLEGALLY PROVIDED OR SOLD 
ment before the U.S. Court of Appeals 
overturned the decision. Other sources, including a surplus 

The judiciary report questions why computer dealer and two former Israeli 
Brewer was given the position of oversee- intelligence officers, said Promis has been 
ing the Inslaw contract; Brewer worked for illegally provided or sold to foreign govem- 
Hamilton until 1976 as counsel for the mentsincludingcanada, Israel, Singapore, 
Institute for Law and Social Research, which Iraq, Egypt and Jordan. 
later became Inslaw. 

Brewer left this position under ques- (Editor’s note: This writing session was 
tionable circumstances. Hamilton claims interrupted to attend other business.) 
Brewer was encouraged to leave by man- 
agement; Brewer says he departed in a SATURDAY. OCT. 3. 1992 
favorable light. 

In addition, Brewer, by his own tes- The report said the committee was 
timony, is ‘not a computer person.” blocked from investigating the role of the 

Hamilton accused Brewer of holding CIA in international Promis sales. 
a negative bias in his dealings with Inslaw. Hamilton claims other federal agen- 
The Department of Justice nevertheless ties such as the FBI, the Drug Enforce- 
kept Brewer on the assignment. ment Administration and federal intelli- 

If Inslaw was forced into Chapter 7 gence services have also illegally acquired 
bankruptcy, a rival company, Hadron Inc., Promis. 
could buy the rights to Enhanced Fromis. Former Attorney General Elliot 
Hadron is run by Dr. Earl Brian, a friend Richardson, counsel to Inslaw, has de- 
of Meese, and is a company in which scribed thecircumstances surrounding the 
Meese’s wife, Ursula, was an investor. Inslaw case as a possible criminal con- 

spiracy involving Judge Lowell Jensen, 
MEESE KNEW Meese, Brian and several current and 

former officials at the Department of Jus- 
The Enhanced Promis was later pro- tice. 

vided to Brian by the Justice Department “The Attorney General should take 

MORE PROBES CALLED FOR 

In addition, the committee voted for 
investigation into: 

* The death of journalist Danny 
Casolaro. [See story below.] 
* Whether or not current and former 
Justice Department employees per- 
jured themselves in regard to Inslaw. 
* Whether or not private sector 
individuals participated in the al- 
leged conspiracy to steal Inslaw’s 
Promis software and illegally distrib- 
ute it. 

(H: The factrr, of course, are that they 
did & the6e things including silence 
Casolaro along with many others. It iir 
obvious why there has not been, nor k 
there wanted to be, any hind of investi- 
gation-especially until there is no 
longer a law which allows for indepen- 
dent prosecutors.] 

The committee does not have the 
authority to order the Justice Department 
to investigate any of these matters. In fact, 
none of the findings contained in the com- 
mittee report are legally binding. These 
are 6imply recommendation6 from Con- 
a666. 

[END OF QUOTING.] 

What, I wonder, happened to that old 
Constitutional Congress who, when it or- 
dered something, saw to it that it was 
DONE? I hope that by actions this day you 
can see that you are in for a long and 
serious journey from here to change-about. 

IF THE UN CAN FREEZE (STEAL 
OPENLY) ANOTHER NATION’S (IRAQ) 
WEALTH, BANK ACCOUNTS AND STILL 
IMPOSE EMBARGOES-ARE YOU FAR 
BEHIND? NO! YOU ARE NOT BEHIND AT 
ALkIT IS COMING DOWN ON YOU-THE- 
PEOPLE VERY, VERY SOON NOW. YOU 
SEE, GUILT OR INNOCENCE OF ACTIONS 
HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH IT. 

ABOUT CASOLARO 

The death of investigative journalist 
Danny Casolaro has prompted Congress to 
call for a special counsel. Mr. Casolaro was 
researching the connection between 4 
MER OF Bush administration scan- 
dals at the time he was murdered-includ- 
ing the In6law ca6e. 

Specifically citing the unsolved and 
‘allegedly...with~ the knowledge and con- immediate steps to remunerate Inslaw for mysterious death of investigative joumal- 
currence of then-Attorney General Meese the harm the Department has egregiously ist Danny Casolaro, has caused the House 
who had earlier worked with Dr. Brian in caused the company,” the report said. Judiciary Committee to call for the Justice 
the Cabinet of California Gov. Ronald “The amount determined should include Department to name an independent coun- 
Reagan’and later at the Reagan White all reasonable legal expenses and other se1 to investigate the Inslaw affair also. It 
H~use,~ the report said. costs to the Hamiltons not directly reIated is hard to work through this since, at the 
‘I ‘L-*‘*: iiite’r, MWkelRicono6ciuto-6 self to’ the *con-traot‘ but caused !by the action& time l of 4 the In&aw + case, ‘the ahead of the 
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Justice Department, Attorney General 
Meese, was a major part of the criminal 
actions and was then aided and abetted 
further, by Richard Thornburgh, when it 
got too hot for Meese. 

Casolaro had tied an investigation of 
Inslaw, the Bank of Credit and Commerce 
International, Iran-contra and the Octo- 
ber Surprise into a nice neat web. Casolaro 
referred to this web as “the Octopus”. 

Casolaro’s death was simply the most 
prominent of a series of deaths of people 
connected in one way or another to Inslaw 
or to Casolaro’s broader investigation. 

since he had received a third rejection 
notice for his book. I don’t doubt it for 
nobody would publish such information- 
and stay alive themselves. Besides, all the 
major publishers are part and parcel of the 
cover-up and major players in the Elite’s 
“New World Order”. He also had a large 
balloon payment due on the mortgage on 
his home-$178,000. This is absurd ifyou 
knew the man-he would simply have 
moved and/or filed for bankruptcy and 
would have come out very well. 

NOW IT GETS NASTY 
The Inslaw scandal centers on a soft- 

ware package believed to be worth some 
$280 million as we just outlaid for you. 
Since the software is designed to track 
criminal cases it is “logical” that it would 
be stolen by the Justice Department, and 
was, in 1982-right under the direction of 
Edwin Meese. I ._ 
. 

Even though Casolaro lived and had 
family in nearby northernvirginia, West 
Virginia AUTHORITIES ORDERED THE 
BODY EMBALMED BEFORE THE FAM- 
ILY WAS NOTIFIED OF THE DEATH AND 
BEFORE A CORONER COULD INVESTI- 
GATE THE CAUSE OF DEATH. 

The October Surprise affair, remember, 
involves an alleged conspiracy by the 
Reagan-Bush campaign team to delay the 
release,of American hostages held by Iran 
in 1980 until after the elections to prevent 
the reelection of Jimmy Carter. This-also 
involved now pretty well known people 
such as Russbacherl Brenneke, etc., whom 
we have written about in the past at great 
length.. As we have time and space, ?t is 
appropriate to run them again. I also have 
information from ones inside the circle 
who have presented my scribe with docu: 
ments but I have chosen not to publicize 
that information yet. It bears the same 
information in basic outlay as is .coming 
through now so would enhance nothing 
and possibly hurt a lot of people. 

The Judiciary Committee report casts 
even more doubt on the official findings. 
Some evidence indicates the death scene 
was not sealed immediately. The room was 
cleaned before an investigation took 
place. This was all in the valid report. 

Casolaro was in contact with at least _ ,. 
two federal sburces in the weeks prior to 
his death, according to the committee re- 
port. 

FBI Special Agent Thomas Gates told 
the committee he received several phone 
calls from. Casolaro beginning approxi- 
mately a month before the author died. 

Gates reported that ‘Casolaro sounded 
very ‘upbeat’ and certainly not like a per- 
son contemplating suicide,” the report in- 
cluded. 

Casolaro was ready to publish hisfind- 
ings in a book. This would have exposed 
many of the most powerful people in Wash- 
ington. He was only one of several who 
were revealing such information 30 this 
would have nailed the coffin lids on some of 
the slick shysters. 

At the time of his murder he was in West 
Virginia to meet secret sources whom he 
expected to provide the final evidence 
needed to prove his Octopus theory. 

“Special Agent Gates felt that the 
amount of injury found to be inflicted to the 
arms of Mr. Casolaro was not consistent 
with injuries inflicted by an individual who 
had slit his own wrists,’ the report contin- 
ued. “Special Agent Gates said he was told 
by Martinsburg, West Virginia, Police in- 
vestigators that: He (Casolaro) hacked his 
writs-the wrists were cut, but they were 
cut almost in a slashing or hacking motion. 

It is nice to know that tucked away in 
a handy spot is a tape of Bush in the 
cockpit of the SR-71 which flew him 
BACK from the Paris meeting. VaIid? 
Good enough to make a few Busbies and 
twiglet 6qUirm. 

“Based upon my prior testimony con- 
cerning my contacts with Casolaro and 
also with the captain of the Martinsburg 
Police Department, there is cause for sus- 
picions to be raised,” Gates told the com- 
mittee. 

Casolaro’s body was found in a bathtub 
in a West Virginia hotel room on August 10, 
1991. The death was officially ruled a 
6uicide de6pite a slew of questionable 
circumstances rurrounding the death. 
Is it not interesting that ‘suiciding” is 
getting to be the major cause of transition 
for a major number of honest people trying 
to uncover Governmental crime? 

. Investigators of the death. speculated 

Perhaps you now begin to have a more 
healthy respect for the protection I must 
provide to my people. I know you want 
more and more information. I know that 
you want information that “nobody” else 
has-but your desires are not going to 
cause death to my brave people if I can help 
it . I can help it-IF-they attend my 
requests. Take selves outside my permit 
zone and it gets bad very, very quickly. 

I know you are offended when I must -. _ . . 
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information but you have to go within your 
own guidance for your own directions--I 
cannot involve my scribe or my publication 
crews. There is a whole world out there 
where you can “locate”, “serve”, ‘be in- 
volved” and do whatever you are guided to 
do. This place where I write is as dangerous 
as any place on the globe for you who just 
want to “seek and find” possible place- 
ment. It is worse than having no security 
other than my own but the attempts against 
health, life and limb are unceasing. It is 
not a pleasant place to be located unless 
you remain in total service unto God ac- 
cording to HIS plan, for the assaults are not 
particularly individually buffered if you are 
“game” playing. ., 

I know that the majority of you think 
that “If I am doing something or other for 
God, I arn secure in a little cocoon.” No you 
are NOT, for many of you simply THINK you 
are serving and are actually being used by 
the Adversary for his own needs. 

Some think you can do a “betterjob” of 
explaining what Hatonn or God “means”. 
No, you cannot and it simply causes prob- 
lems which I must then attend. The “at- 
tending” is often most unpleasant for the 
original perpetrator. Also ‘gossip” is at- 
tended the same as truth. For instance, 
Patricia says to John: “I understand 
Laughlin has been hit and broken open by 
the IRS.” Laughlin is one of the finest 
agents for Nevada Corporations around. 
What could that mean? NOT A THING! 
Number one, it is false information; and 
number two, it couldn’t happen the way 
described in any sense of the word. I shall 
write about this at the top of the next 
session. Death, however, becomes a very 
real and terrifying confrontation to my 
people-every day! Be patient, please, if 
they seem abrupt or reclusive when you 
would like a little personal meeting or two. 
In addition, the piles of correspondence 
come in by the pound. We love it, for that 
gives us sharing information on current 
inquiries. 

Robert Stavin, a former prosecutor with 
the Department of Justice’s Organized 
Crime Strike Force, recounted for the com- 
mittee a conversation he had with Casolaro 
a week before the journalist’s death. 

Stavin and Casolaro mentioned Inslaw 
and the Octopus, but had not tied all the 
threads of this theory together yet. 

THREATENING CALL 

Around the same,.time period Casolaro’s 
housekeeper reported he had received a 
phone call stating: “You’re dead, you bas- 
tard.” Now, this, goes even beyond ‘Slimy 
little pukes and I’ll f- get you,” that 
my scribe received from a notable speaker. 
Then there were the, “You won’t ever know, 
you bastards, when you try to start your. 
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up” and “Get out of town, you won’t last 
here-the ‘Christian community’ will be 
around to handle you bunch of Satanist 
anti-Semites.” This goes on constantly 
when you are about to blow the socks off 
the big boys. 

In addition, the housekeeper noticed 
that a stack of typed papers that usually 
lay on top of Casolaro’s desk was missing 
shortly after his death. Maybe that is also 
why it is easier for us to simply type all this 
information directly into the CIA, Edwards 
AFB and several other data banks at the 
same time. These guys do not, however, 
play fair. It would seem the least they can 
do when they bungle the writing equip- 
ment and wipe out a writing that they 
would reproduce it for us. I welcome their 
attention because it reinforces the fact that 
the “top bananas” know exactly who I am 
and that we only give scribes information 
already present-somewhere. It won’t usu- 
ally be “interpreted” but it has been an- 
nounced somewhere or other. God does 
have 6ome rights, after all. 

In addition to the death of Casolaro, a 
number of other sources, believed used by 
Casolaro in researching his Octopus theory, 
have also caught that fatal and incurable 
disease, SUICIDE. Lets look at just a few: 

1. Defense analyst Alan D. Standorf. 
His body was found at Washington Na- 
tional Airport on the floor of a car beneath 
luggage and other personal items. Standorf 
worked at a secret military listening post in 
suburban Virginia. This was “obviously” 
suicide. 

2. Former Nixon aide Michael Allen May 
died four days after the Napa SentineZ 
reported his connections to the alleged 
October Surprise scandal. An autopsy 
said May had pharmaceutical drugs in his 
system. 

3. Reporter Anson Ng, of the London- 
based Flnuncial flmes, was working with 
Casolaro investigating ties between Inslaw, 
the Cabazon Indian tribe and Iran-contra. 
Ng was found dead in Guatemala with a 
bullet wound in his chest. This was also 
ruled a suicide. 

4. Dennis’ Eisman, U.S. intelligence 
operative Michael Riconosciuto’s lawyer, 
was also found with a gunshot wound in 
his chest. This too was ruled a suicide. 

5. Engineer Barry Kumnick disappeared 
after inventing a new computer program 
that could project the thoughts and char- 
acteristics of criminal or military individu- 
als and predict behavior or movement. 
Kumnick’s system is designed to work with 
Inslaw’s Promis. He has not been seen in 
more than eight months. 

This list could go on and on, especially 
if you get into that which we have already 
given you on the San Luis Obispo Connec- 
tion and all the suiciding that went on as 
that was coming a bit unglued and big boys 
gota.esty”,. -Qnc @ aw.w *bk bP!is &&f-f 

giving away a whole big bunch of agree- 
ments with. China. 

I can only remind you that with the 
water contaminations and fo+ced in- 
oculations-soon the entire of the na- 
tion will %uicide” for it is the latest 
thing in population control. A good 
epidemic of suiciding beats having to 
simply murder everyone one at a time. 
A good nuclear %uiciden is also-in the 
offing in case you alle curious. 

salu, 
Hatonn to clear, please. 

****** 

(Editor’s note: Before we begin the outlay of 
the INSL+A W material from the Napa Senti- 
nel, we present a transcription of a tele- 
phone message that Commander Hatonn 
instructed Dharma to record almost a month 
ago, when tactics were heating up to derail 
the LNSLJ W investigatiofi) * 

SKOLNICK PHONE MESSAGE 
TRANSCRIPTION 

(September 10, 1992) 

Hi! Sherman Skolnick, citizens’ Com- 
mittee To Clean Up 7’he Courts, 9800 Oglesby, 
Chicago, Illinois 606 17; 3 12-73 l- 1505. 

There is an obstruction ofjustice in the 
Proceedings of the Inslaw special Federal 
Grand Jury in Chicago,” charge knowl- 
edgeable sources. 

The special Proceedings are inquiring 
into allegations of corruption and criminal 
conduct of high level present and former 
Federal Government officials and others 
regarding the alleged pirating of super 
software designed to manage criminal 
cases. 

The Inslaw Grand Jury, going over 
the head of the Special Ju6tice Depart- 
ment Coun6e1, i6 reportedly preparing 
to hand out criminal indictment6 nam- 
ing George Bush, Ronald Reagan, former 
U.S. Attorney General Edwin Mee6e and 
top espionage officials present and former. 
The Special Counsel Nichola6 J. Bua is 
accused of seeking to block evidence and 
witnesses coming before the Grand Jurors. 

The former Federal District Judge in 
Chicago who left the bench in 199 1, Bua, 
nevertheless, reportedly has threatened a 
Grand Jury witness and Grand Jurors 
with contempt, calculated to intimidate 
the Grand Jurors who vowed to use their 
power to hear all witnesses and evidence. 

Not a special prosecutor, Bua has re- 
portedly cowed the Grand Jurors. Bua is 
pretending to still have judicial powers as 
nonexistent prosecutorial authority.. Bua 
is blocking and obstructingjustice, sources 
say, because he was promised an ambas- 
sadorship or other benefits if he brings the 
Special Grand Jury to a dead end or pre- 
vents indictments. 
_.. . ~9F~‘~“~P?~~A .&!&‘.l@;k,$~$j~~ ‘iRF> 
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partment OfTicial quote6 Bua a6 saying, 
“The whole Special Grand Jury matter 
is a nui6ance”, preventing Bua from mak- 
ing a good living now as a private attorney 
with Chicago-based Burk, Bothelman and 
Weaver. 

With two associates, the head of a court 
reform group recently visited Bua in his 
private law office about the Inslaw case, 
also in the presence of Special Prosecutor 
Charles Knight. Bua said, in so many 
words, that he does not intend to prosecute 
anyone and wants the matter behind him. 

Sherman H. Skolnick, head of the citi- 
zens’ Committee To Clean Up The Courts, 
has been looking out for the public interest 
for more than thirty years. I don’t believe 
Bua said, “No Grand Jury witnesses are in 
danger of their life”, Skolnick says. First in 
contempt, Bua is failing to protect key 
witnesses from harm, such as former Jus- 
tice Department employees including Lois 
Bottisconi, who complained to no avail. 
Some forty witnerrses have already been 
murdered and Bua is not interested”, 
Skolnick says. 

.Testimony before Congress and else- 
where shows the software called Fromis, 
Hermes and other acronyms has been 
adapted to act as aTrojan Horse to spy on 
other spy masters after being reportedly 
unlawfully sold in violation of copyright to 
foreign intelligence agencies, including 
Israel’s Mossad, Iraqi Intelligence, Sweden 
and others. The software has also been 
adapted to track individuals as targets 
worldwide and to gather personal financial 
data on Federal Bankruptcy Judges and 
Trustees. 

The Special Grand Jury is reportedly 
out of control, going over the head of Bua 
and others seeking to protect Reagan, Bush 
and others, with the Grand Jurors assert- 
ing the legal authority to be independent. 
“Runaway Grand Juries are rare,” says a 
legal historian. The U.S. Supreme Court 
recently ruled that Federal Grand Juries 
are a legal entity independent of being 
subjected to control by any of the three 
branches of the Federal Government. 

Just another story suppressed by the 
liars and whores of the Press, the 
newsfakers. 

(Editor’s note: And now to the first 
seven installments of the Napa Sentinel’s 
INSLAW material. Keep in mind, both 
when considering the above message and 
the outlay below, what Commander 
Hatonn earlier said about the lNSLA W’S 
computer program, Promis, being impor- 
tan;, to assisting our government’s track- 
ing of it’s upn’vate” international drug 
business. Then the many seemingly- 
disconnected facets of this matter all of a 
sudden aren’t so disconnected any more! 
Finally, note that the OIEditor’s notes” 
within this material are those of the Napa 
w~em~, .;I 1: ,I:; ;:>&T,Y ~i’:I-~:f:u:\.f~).’ I!-2 __.__ ,c Il( 
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rights to PROMIS would be sold at auction. might otherwise have cooperated with the 
INSLAW . U.S. Trustee Cornelius Blackshear COT- investigation.‘The report states, ‘the staff 

By Harry V. Martin - * roborated Pa$iuto’s story.’ Two days after learned through various channels of a 
: l + 

A NEW SERIES ‘ 2 
he wasvisited by Justice Department off’- number of Department employees who 

cials, Blackshear issued a sworn affidavit desired to speak to the Subcommittee, but 
Copyright Napa Senlfnel,. I991 - recanting his earlier testimony. who chose not to out of fear for their jobs.” 

I 

’ March li. 1991 “. - 
* - -* The Justice Department recommended Congressman Jack Brooks ofTexas has 

that Pasciuto be fired. The memo seeking 
hisdismiss& re%ds! 

opened anew investigation into the INSLAW . but for Mr. Pas&to’s case -’ Brooks is investigating allegations 
EDITOR’S NOTE:. When ~i~&sir$ the highly irresponsible’action’s, the Depart- tkiat Justice Department officials - includ- 

widespread corruption in t&federal Bank- ment would be in a much better litigati&. ing M&e - conspired to force INSLAW into 
raptly Courts, it is difficult tofocus onjust posture than it presently finds itself.! bankruptcy in order to deliver the firm’~ 
the Northern California jurisdiction. This Federal Bankruptcy Judge George F. software to a rival company. The rival firm, 
new series will focus on the ercteti of the Bason, Jr;, ruled in 1987 that the Justice according to court records and law en- 
corruption throughout the nation and its Department had acted illegally in trying to forcement officials, was headed by Ear-1 W. 
linkage to various wurts. put INSLAW out of business. Bason sent Brian, a former Cabinet officer under then 

When the U.S. Government sent An- Edwin Meese a letter recommending that California Governor Ronald Reagan and a 
thony Souza to Northern California to in- he designate an appropriate outside offi- longtime friend of several high-ranking 
vestigate what government officials called cial to review the dispute because of the Republican officials. Meese had accepted 
‘the dirtiest system” in the United States, prima facie evidence of perjury by Justice a $15,000 interest-free loan from Brian. 
it was aware that the entire bankruptcy Department officials. Meese did not re- Meese’s wife was an investor in the rival 
system is unraveling. - Former LendVest spond. company. This is the same company that 
Trustee Charles Duck was the main focal Later that year after nearly three weeks allegedly sought to buy INSLAW from 
point of Souza’s investigation-even though of trial, Bason ruled in favor of INSLAW in Hamilton and made the alleged threat. 
a local bankruptcy judge called him the its suit against the Justice Department. 
most =honest man* he had ever known. “The department (of Justice) took, con- What hanpened to PROMIS? 
Duck’s ties to bankruptcyjudges through- vex-ted, stole INSLAW’s software by trick- 
out the Bay Area is providing a picture of ery, fraud and deceit,” the judge stated, * The program is in use throughout the 
intense corruption going deep inside the adding, “the Justice Department engaged nation and has been used also for military 
law enforcement agencies. Even Souza in an outrageous, deceitful, fraudulent intelligence information. It has the ability 
admits privately that his hands are tied. game of cat and mouse, demonstrating to track troop movements. 

There has been one known murder in contempt for both the law and any prin- * An official of the Israeli government 
Northern California that has strong pos- ciple of fair dealing.” Judge Bason ordered claims Brian sold the PROMIS program to 
sible links to the bankruptcy system. There the Justice Department to pay INSLAW Iraqi military intelligence at a meeting in 
have been several more in Texas. This $6.8 million. Bason’s verdict was upheld Santiago, Chile. The software could have 
series will focus on different incidents from on .appeal by. U.S. District. Court Judge been used in the recent Persian GulfWar to 
various parts of the country. William B. Bryant three months after track U.S. and allied troop movements. Ari 

One of the most bizarre cases of corrup- Bason’s ruling, he was denied re-appoint- Ben-Men&he, a 12 year veteran of Israeli 
tion in the bankruptcy system involves a ment to the hnkruptcy court intelligence, made the statement in a sworn 
small Washington-based computer soft- Hamilton’s trouble began when a friend affidavit to the court. 
ware firm called INSLAW. In 1982 the firm of Meese attempted to buy out INSLAW, * The software is now operative with the 
signed a three year contract for $10 million but Hamilton turned him down. In a court CIA, the National Security Agency, the 
with the U.S. Department of Justice. The document, the potential buyer is quoted as Defense Intelligence Agency, and the U.S. 
software program INSLAW developed was a saying, “We have ways of making you sell.” Department of Justice. Only the Justice 
case-management computer program It was after that the trouble for INSLAW Department is authorized by the COUP? to 
called PROMIS. The software, which was began. use the software. 
developed by Bill Hamilton, enabled the The Senate Permanent Subcommittee l Brian now claims he acquired the 
U.S. attorneys to keep track of information on investigations, chaired by Senator Sam property rights to the software and con- 
on cases, witnesses and defendants, and Nunn, began an investigation into the summated a sale to Israel, although he had 
to manage their caseloads more effectively. INSLAW case. Once the inquiry got under allowed its use by the Israeli intelligence 

Though the U.S. Attorney’s Office placed way, the Senate Judiciary Committee’s forces for as many as five years before the 
the PROMIS program into operation in chiefinvestigator,.Ronald LeGrand, received actual sale. 
several of its offices, it refused to pay a phone call from an unnamed senior In essence, a small company in Wash- 
Hamilton. Subsequently Hamilton’ was officer at the Justice Department - a per- ington developed avery sensitive computer 
forced into the bankruptcy court. Former son LeGrand has known for years. The program which the Justice Department 
U.S. Attorney General Elliot Richardson, caller told LeGrand that the “INSLAW case obtained. The courts ruled in favor of the 
representing Hamilton, advised him to sue was a lot dirtier for the Department of developer and the iudne who made the ruling 

’ the Justice Department for stealing his Justice than Watergate had been, both in was never reappointed. The software was 
software. its breadth and its depth.” acquired by a friend of Meese and the Justice 

Anthony Pasciuto, who was the deputy The Nunn Committee completed its in- Department has never paid for its use and 
director of the Executive Office for U.S. vestigation and published its report. It hasallowedother agenciesthe rightofitsuse. 
Trustees, which oversees bankruptcy es- recognized that INSLAW has been a victim The bankruptcy court was a tool - as 
tates on behalf of the court, had stated that of the system and stated that “the Justice it appears to be with other jurisdictions 
the Justice Department was improperly Department had been uncooperative, re- - to support the economic gain of a few. 
applying pressure on his office to convert fusing to allow witnesses to testify without Charles Duck was not alone - as the 
INSLAW’s Chapter II reorganization into a representatives of the litigation division record will prove 
Chapter 7 liquidation, which would mean being present to advise them. The effect of (To be continued.) 

that all company assets, including the theirpresence was to intimidate those who How The Justice Department Used, L 
l 
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The 3ankruptcy Court 
By Harry V. Martin 

Second of a New Series 
Copyright Napa Sentinel, 1991 

March 15.1991 

The corruption of the bankruptcy sys- 
tem is endemic of a political patronage 
system with its roots going back to former 
U.S. Attorney Edwin Meese, according to 
many former employees of the Department 
of Justice. The INSLAW case : reported last 
week in the Napa Sentinel - is a microcosm 
of the entire system. 

As a result of the INSLAW cases, many 
heads in the Justice Department were 
lopped off. When Judge George Bason, a 
bankruptcy court judge, refused to liqui- 
date INSLAW, ruling instead that the De- 
partment of Justice used deceit, trickery 
and fraud, he was one of only four who 
were not re-appointed to their jobs. A total 
of 132 were re-appointed. 

But to show the collusion of the Justice 
Department, when it removed Judge Bason 
from the bench after his ruling against 
them and for INSLAW, they had S.- Martin 
Tee1 appointed to the bench to replace 
Bason. Who was Tee13 He was a Depart- 
ment of Justice attorney who unsuccess- 
fully argued the INSLAW case before Judge 
Bason. 

Tony Pasciuto admitted that he was 
ordered to pressure the bankruptcy judge 
to rule against INSLAW. After being sub- 
poenaed by INSLAW’s attorney, Pasciuto 
was offered a long-awaited transfer by the 
Justice Department from Washington, D.C. 
to Albany, New York. Pasciuto bought a 
home in Albany and then changed his 
testimony. After the testimony was com- 
pleted, the Justice Department cancelled 
his transfer. Pasciuto had to commute 
from Albany to Washington. 

Former Attorney General Elliott 
Richardson made a list of the baffling ques- 
tions ofwhythe Justice Department wanted 
INSLAW declared insolvent and why it 
wouldn’t pay a $6.8 million settlement to 
the smalI company. INSIAW received an 
offer to sell their company and they re- 
fused. The buyer informed the company 
that he had powerful political influence 
and ‘We have ways of making you sell.” 
Within 90 days of that threat, the Justice 
Department commenced its attack on 
INSLAW. 

The company that made the attempt to 
buy INSLAW had financial connections to 
Meese and some of Meese’s cronies. When 
the battle ended, INSLAW was broke, an 
attorney, a Justice Department whistle- 
blower and a judge were out of work, but 
INSLAW was saved by a corporate giant - 
IBM, who rescued the company virtually 
from the auction block. 

The company that allegedly made the 
threat was Hadron. It has had brushes 
with the Security Exchange Commission, 
it has gone to the brink of being broke and 
one of its companies has been accused by 
the SEC of fraud and manipulation of stock 
prices, the company lost $4.3 million in 
one year. It soon sunk $12 million in the 
red. 

But once Meese became Attorney Gen- 
eral, Hadron suddenly received lucrative 
Pentagon contracts, along with the Agency 
for International Development. The com- 
pany was also awarded a $40 million con- 
tract from the Justice Department, despite 
protests against the bidding process. One 
member of Hadron’s board was Dr. Earl 
Brian, who was in Reagan’s California cabi- 
net along with Meese. Meese was chief of 
staff in California. The Deputy Attorney 
General was D. Lowell Jensen, who had 
competed against INSLAW years earlier. 
The person in charge of making Justice 
Department payments for INSLAW’s soft- 
ware - and who didn’t - was an employee 
who had been fired from INSLAW. Jensen 
was also in trouble when the Senate was 
investigating the Iran-Contra scandal. 
Apparently the Senate committee discov- 
ered a memo written by Jensen to the 
National Security Council warning that the 
Miami federal prosecutors where on Ollie 
North’s trail. The memo revealed that the 
Justice Department, who was supposed to 
prosecute the Iran-Contra affair, actually 
was tipping off the government in advance. 

One Justice Department official testi- 
fied at the INSLAW hearing that INSLAW’s 
software could be dangerous. Thomas 
Stanton testified INSLAW could besmirch 
the U.S. Trustee program. ‘The program is 
so sophisticated that it could trace all 
assets, track all trustees and judges.” 
Another Justice Departmen& employee 
stated that the U.S. Trustee program was 
flagrantly political. ‘It was a way of getting 
cronies into office. There would be 50 or 6Q 
positions to be filled.. . it was Meese’s baby.” 
The official. also stated, “It was always 
puzzling to me how he got away with what 
he got away with. He’d do things that were 
blatantly wrong and no one would question 
him-it’s kind of scary.” 

The Meese program would concentrate 
too much power in one government depart- 
ment: “It’s supposed to act as a watchdog 
over lawyers and trustees, but the problem 
is it’s more. It has a considerable amount 
of power to control the adniinistration of 
cases. When a case moves from bank- 
ruptcy to liquidation, the U.S. Trustees 
offke names the trustee; who converts the 
assets, oversees the auction, and retains 
appraisers who will put ‘a price tag on the 
leavings. The U.S. Trustee’s program also 
links Justice and the IRS. The thing that’s 
a little frightening about it is that the U.S. 
Trustee department sees itself as a part of 
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the tax-collecting function of government. 
The Justice Department represents the 
IRS, and the IRS is often the biggest credi- 
tor in liquidation,” states a leading bank- 
ruptcy attorney. 

(To be continued.) 

Bankruptcy, Justice Scandal 
Could Equal Watergate 

By Harry V. Martin 

Third in a NEW SERIES- 
Copyright Napa Seniinel 

March 22.1991 

As if things weren’t getting hot enough 
for the federal bankruptcy court system, 
but now the INSLAW case is becoming 
another Watergate. INSLAW was a Wash- 
ington, D.C.-based computer firm that sold 
a highly technical tracking software pro- 
gram to the U.S. Department of Justice. 
Federal judges have upheld INSLAW’s con- 
tention that the Justice Department, un- 
der Attorney General Edwin Meese, stole 
INSLAW’S computer .program. 

A bankruptcy judge that made the rul- 
ing was not re-appointed to a 14-year term. 
Several Justice Department officials have 
since been fired or quit over the case. 

Now a U.S. House Subcommittee is 
investigating the case and putting a lot of 
heat on the Justice Department. Attorney 
General Dick Thomburgh has been placed 
in an awkward position because of the 
case. Though he was not Attorney General 
at the time the INSLAW scandal broke, he 
was the man who investigated it and cleared 
the Justice Department of wrong doing. 

Testimony has come forward that the 
Justice Department, under Meese, pres- 
sured the bankruptcy courts to declare 
INSLAW insolvent, forcing the company to 
release its assets - including the critical 
software. INSLAW was once threatened if 
it didn’t sell its company to a close Meese 
asticiate. After the threat, INSLAW’s life 
was made miserable by the Justice Depart- 
ment. When INSLAW sued the Justice De- 
partment it was awarded $6.8 million. The 
judge who made the award was fired and 
replaced with a newly appointed judge 
the man who imosecuted the case fm the 
Justice Department. A second judge 
upheld the fast judge’s ruling. 

The House subcommittee is adcusmg . . 
Thornburgh of . stonewalling the 
Committee’s request for hundreds of docu- 
ments involved in the INSLAW case. Two 
years ago, the same stalling tacticsby the 
Attorney General’s office played havoc with 
a Senate investigation of the same prob- 
lem. But Texas Congressman Jack Brooks 
is putting the heat on the Justice Depart- 
ment to turn over its recordson INSLAW - 
Brooks’ committee controls the purse .A 
strings of the Justice Department andhas 
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more clout than did the Senate Committee. 
The protected software has been pi- 

rated to the Canadian government. Those 
who were found responsible for the pirat- 
ing were close associates of Meese. “No 
sooner had the piracy beenconfirmed in 
Canada than an Israeli intelligence officer 
alleged that PROMIS (INSLAW’s software 
program) was being used illegally by the 
CIA and other U.S. intelligence agencies,‘? 
states James J. Kilpatrick in the March 15 
edition of The Miami Herald. 

After the reappointment of the federal 
bankruptcy judge was halted because of 
his ruling on the INSLAW case, almost 
every bankruptcy judge that is handed the 
case declines to have anvthinn to do with it. 
“Nobody wants to touch the case,” states 
Chief District Judge Aubrey Robinson. 

According to Brooks, the Justice De- 
partment is now ready to turn over the 
documents, states the Legal 7hes ofwash- 
ington, D.C. The scandal touches many 
high officials in the Justice Department or 
formerly associated with the Department. 
They include: 

* Edwin Meese, former Attorney Gen- 
eral. 

* Attorney General Richard 
Thomburgh. 

l U.S. Attorney Jay Stephens. 
l Justice Department Watchdog 

Michael Sheheen, Jr. 
* Gerald McDowell, chief of the Crimi- 

nal Division’s Public Integrity Section. 
l Lawrence McWhorter, head of the 

Executive Office of the U.S.- Attorney’s 
Criminal Division. 

* Bankruptcy Judge Cornelius 
Blackshear. 

* North District of California Federal 
District Judge D. Lowell Jensen, who was 
a former Deputy Attorney General and 
once chief competitor to INSLAW in Cali- 
fornia. 

The Brooks Committee has also learned 
that the Justice Department’s computer 
system is ‘all botched up” and has also 
learned that there is a lot of sensitive data 
within the Department of Justice com- 
puter flies that is not secure. The INSLAW 
program was to organize everything and 
track cases all over the country. 

The Justice Department is the prime 
law enforcement agency in the United 
States. A scandal there could rock the 
nation in a similar fashion as Watergate 
did during the Nixon Administration. 

The Justice Department oversees the 
Federal Bankruptcy Court and the Trustee 
system. The Justice Department is inves- 
tigating the Federal Bankruptcy Court an’d 
the Trustee System. The Justice Depart- 
ment has been caught using the Bank- 
ruptcy System for their own interest. In 
other words, the Justice Department is 
investigating the Justice Department’s 
Bankruptcy System for potential wrongdo- 

ings by the Justice Department. 
But is there really justice in this land? 

(To be continued) 

Bankruptcy Court Examines 
Software Allegations Agaiust 
Justice Department Pirating 

By Harry V. Martin 

Fourth in a NEW SERIES 
Copyright Napa Sentinel 

March 29. 1991 

If you own a VCR or rent or buy movies, 
you will be familiar with the warning that 
appears on your screen that the film you 
are viewing is protected by a copyright and 
that the Federal Bureau of Investigation or 
Interpol can arrest you for copying the film. 
The warning is to prevent “pirating” of 
someone else’s copyrighted material. 

But what’s good for the goose is not 
always good for the gander. The United 
States Justice Department stands accused 
of pirating copyrighted material - having 
supplied it to the Canadian government, 
the Israeli government and Iraqi 
govemment...and to the FBI, itself. 

That is how deep the INSLAW computer 
software case has become. The case started 
out when the Justice Department bought 
PROMIS, a copyrighted software program 
that helps to track criminal cases through- 
out the United States. When friends and 
associates of then Attorney General Edwin 
Meese attempted to buy the software com- 
pany, INSLAW turned them down and then 
life was made miserable for INSLAW. Within 
90 days the Justice Department reneged 
on their contract with INSLAW and refused 
to pay for the software program, even though 
they were using it. The Justice Depart- 
ment is accused by federal judges of at- 
tempting to bankrupt INSLAW and then 
hasten the bankruptcy court to declare 
them insolvent. Instead, the courts ruled 
that the Justice Department used “fraud, 
deceit and trickery” against INSLAW and 
awarded the small computer software com- 
pany $6.8 Million in damages. 

The case became deeper when friends of 
Meese began to sell the program to foreign 
military establishments and the Justice 
Department began to provide the copy- 
righted material to other U.S. goverment 
agencies. A man who was once fired from 
INSLAW was put in charge of INSLAW’s 
payments -which were never forthcoming. 
Another Justice Department official, who 
is now a Federal Judge in Northern Cahfor- 
nia, was a direct competitor to INSLAW in 
California. The Judge who made the $6.8 
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tice Department -over the INSLAW case. 
The Justice,Department is now under 

investigatin by a House subcommittee and 
this committee is receiving many docu- 
ments to support the premise that the 
Justice Department has a skeleton in its 
closet that stinks greater than Watergate. 

But new documents emerging in the 
case demonstate a wider scandal. In an 
affidavit dated February 17,199 1, Ari Ben- 
Menashe describes his 12 year service for 
the Government of Israel in foreign intelli- 
gence and provides an eyewitness account 
of a presentation to an Israeli intelligence 
agencyin1987inTelAviv,byEarlW.Bria.n 
of the United States. 

Brian is a close associate of Meese from 
his California days. Brian and Meese were 
both in Ronald Reagan’s California Cabi- 
net when Reagan was governor. 

According to Ben-Menashe’s affidavit, 
Brian stated in his presence that he had 
acquired the property rights to the PROMIS 
computer software and that as of 1987, 
“all U.S. intelligence agencies, including 
the Defense Intelligence agency, the Cen- 
tral Intelligence Agency and the National 
Security Agency, were using the PROMIS 
computer software.” Ben-Menashe fur- 
ther states in his affidavit that Brian con- 
summated a sale of the PROMIS computer 
software to the Government of Israel in 
1987. 

He further claimed that Brian also sold 
the PROMIS computer software to Iraqi 
Military Intelligence. According to Ben- 
Menashe’s affidavit, the Israeli intelligence 
officer learned of this sale from an eyewit- 
ness who helped Brian broker the sale in 
his office in Santiago, Chile - Carlos 
Carduen of Carduen Industries. Carduen 
has been a major supplier to the Govem- 
ment of Iraq withweapons and munitions. 

The Federal Government of Canada has 
admitted that INSLAW’s PROMIS software 
is currently operating in at least two fed- 
eral departments, including the Royal Ca- 
nadian Mounted Police. The Mounties are 
using the program in 900 locations in 
Canada. 

INSLAW never sold its software to 
Canada, Iraq, Israel, the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency or the National Security 
Agency. It also has not been paid by the 
Justice Department for its use, despite the 
$6.8 million ruling in INSLAW’s favor. 

The Justice Department insists that the 
FBI is not using the PROMIS program; Yet 
FBI Director William Sessions and Deputy 
Assistant Director Kier Boyd, have made it 
clear that the FBI now is unable or unwill- 
ing to provide assurances that pirated soft- 
ware is not included in the case manage- 

milllion ruling lost his job. The attorney for ment information system used by FBI field 
the Justice Departmentwho foughtagainst offices. 
the Judge’s ruling was promoted to the And in a startling development, a man 
Judge’s vacant position. There have been named Charles Hayes has asserted that 
wholesale changes and firings at the Jus- the U.S. government has pirated the 
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PROMIS computer program. The Justice criminal and military movements. Accord- U.S. Department of Justice. 
Department has sued Hayes in the U.S. ing to sworn affidavits, Riconoscuito was According to Riconoscuito’s court affi- 
District Court in Lexington, Kentucky, seek- allegedly told. by U.S. Justice Department davit, Brian was spearheading-the plan for 
ing to compel him to return copies of officials that if he did testify in the INSLAW the worldwide use of the PROMIS com- 
computer software left on equipment Hayes’ case he would be criminally prosecuted in puter software - which was licensed and 
salvage business purchased from the U.S. an unrelated savings and loan case and patented to INSLAW. “rhe purpose of the 
Attorney’s Office in Lexington. Hayes has would suffer an unfavorable outcome in a PROMIS software modifications that I made 
publicly claimed that the salvaged equip- child custody dispute. in 1983 and 1984 was tosupport a plan for 
ment contained pirated copies of INSLAW’s The threat was made by telephone and the implementation of PROMIS in law en- 
PROMIS software. a recording was made of the conversation, forcement and intelligence agencies world- 

One cover-up begets another cover-up? according to Riconoscuito. He indicated wide.” He said that some of the modifica- 
This is how Watergate spread. that two copies of the recorded telephone tions that he made were specifically de- 

(to be continued.) conversation were confiscated by federal signed to facilitate the implementation of 
agentswhenhewasarrested. Riconoscuito PROMIS within two agencies of the Gov- 

Watergate...Iran-Contra...Saving 86 told the St. LouisPost-Dispatchthat at least ernment of Canada: the Royal Canadian 
Loan Scandal...INSLA W The.....Federal one other copy remained in a secured Mounted Policeand the Canadian Security 

Bankruptcy Scandal...ClA Covert location. and Intelligence Service. ‘Earl W. Brian 
Operations.. . Riconoscuito’s testimony, along with would check with me from time to time to 

Did you euer -wonder what the others, claims that the U.S. Justice De- make certain that the work would be com- 
fathers of our counGy would think partment illegally distributed INSLAW’s pleted in time to satisfy the schedule for the 
aboutitif theycameback tovisit software to military and intelligence agen- RCMP and CSIS implementations of 

today? ties in Iraq, Libya, South Korea, Singapore, PROMIS.” Brian, without permission from 
Israel, Canada and other nations. INSLAW, but acting with the U.S. Depart- 

A Federal Judge ruled last week in ment of Justice and U.S. Attorney General 
Key Witness In INSIAW Case Arrested Wasfiington, D.C., that the INSLAW case Edwin Meese, reportedly sold this version 
By Justice Department As Predicted be transferred from the Bankruptcy Court of PROMIS to the Government of Canada, 

By Harry V. Martin to the U.S. District Court. according to Riconoscuito.” 
During the early 198Os, Riconoscuito Riconoscuito predicted his own arrest 

Fifth in a NEW SERIES served as the Director of Research for a eight days later. In his affidavit filed with 
Copyright Napa Sentinel joint venture between the Wackenhut the court on March 2 1,199 1, he states, ‘In 

Corporation of Coral Gables, Florida and February 1991, I had a telephone conver- 
April 2, 1991 the Cabazon Band of Indians of Indio, sation with Peter Videnicks, then still em- 

California. The joint venture was located ployed by the U.S. Department of Justice. 
Within eight days of signing a damaging on the Cabazon reservation. The joint Videnicks attempted during this telephone 

statement against the U.S. Justice Depart- venture sought to develop and manufac- conversation to persuade me not to cooper- 
lment in the INSLAW software case, a key ture certain materials that are used in ate with an independent investigation of 
witness against the government had been military and national security operations, the government’s piracy of INSLAW’s pro- 
arrested and held without bail. Michael J. and biological and chemical warfare weap- prietary PROMIS software being conducted 
Riconoscuito was arrested Friday night ons. The Cabazon Band of Indians are a by the Committee on the Judiciary of the 
.md is being held without bail at Snohomish sovereign nation and thus have immunity U.S. House of Representatives.” 
::ounty jail in Everett, Washington. from U.S. regulations and stringent gov- llidenicks stated that I would be re- 

Riconoscuito is being held without bail ernment controls. warded for a decision not to cooperate with 
(md no charges have been filed against The Wackenhut-Cabazon joint venture the House Judiciary Committee investiga- 
him. He was arrested with two local men was intended to support the needs of a tion. Videnicks forecasted an immediate 
who had just sold him computer equip- number of foreign governments and forces, and favorable resolution of a protracted 
ment for $1000. The two were known drug including forces and governments in Cen- child custody dispute being prosecuted 
users. Riconoscuito, according to jail off& tral America and the Middle East. The against my wife by her former husband, if 
cials, is being held at the U.S. Marshal’s Contras in Nicaragua represented one of I were to decide not to cooperate with the 
Office - not on any alleged local criminal the most important priorities for the joint House Judiciary Committee investigation.” 
violation. venture. The joint venture maintained ‘One punishment that Videnicks out- 

Riconoscuito, and the two other per- close liaison with certain elements of the lined was the future inclusion of me and 
sons, were arrested Friday night by more U.S. Government, including representa- my father in a criminal prosecution of 
than a dozen U.S. Drug Enforcement Ad- tives of intelligence, military and law en- certain business associates of mine in Or- 
ministration agents. forcement agencies. Among the frequent ange County, California, in connection with 

On March 2 1, Riconoscuito, a corn- visitors to the Wackenhut-Cabazon joint the operation of asavings and loan institu- 
puter software technician, filed an af’frdavit venture were Peter Vi&nicks of the U.SI tion in’orange County. By way of under- 
in the INSLAW case, In February, Department of’Justice and a close associ- scoring his-power to influence such deci- 
Riconoscuito was called by a former Jus- ate of Videnicks, Dr. Earl W. Brian - who sions at the U.S. Department of Justice, 
tice Department official and warned against served in the California cabinet of Gover- Videnicks informed me of the indictment of 
cooperating with an investigation into the nor Ronald Reagan and who has very close those business associates prior to the time 
case by the House Judiciary Committee. ties and business dealings with Meese. ’ when that indictment was unsealed and 
The former Justice Department official is In connection with Riconoscuito’s-work, made public? 
reported to have threatened Riconoscuito he engaged in some so&ware work in 1983 ‘Another punishment that Videnicks 
with criminal prosecution ifhe talked about and. 1984 on the PROMIS computer soft- threatened should I cooperate with the 
the INSLAW case. The Justice Department ware product, developed by INSLAW but House Judiciary Committee, is prosecu- 
has been accused by a Federal bankruptcy being used - without payment - by the U.S. tion by the U.S. Department of Justice for 
Judge of stealing INSLAW’s PROMIS soft- Department of Justice. A federal court has perjury. Videnicks warned me that cred- 
-vare which has the capability of tracking awarded INSLAW $6.8 million against the ible witnesses would come forward to con- 
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tradict any damaging claims that I made in Grand Jury indicted Riconoscuito on one computer. The General Accounting Offke 
testimony before the House Judiciary count of distribution of methamphet- has expressed grave concern over the sal- 
Committee, and that I would subsequently amines. He is still being held without bail. vaged computers, noting that the U.S. JUS- 
be prosecuted for perjury by the U.S. De- Whether or not the U.S. Department of tice Department has sold surpluscomput- 
partment of Justice for my testimony be- Justice retaliated against Riconoscuito’s ers without first erasing sensitive informa- 
fore the House Judiciary Committee. willingness to testify before the U.S. House tion from the memory banks. 

AS predicted, after Riconoscuito’s affi- Judiciary Committee, the House investiga- “The error may have put some infor- 
davit was filed with the court and reported tors are questioning Riconoscuito at Kitsap mants, witnesses and undercover agents 
in the St. Louis Post-Dispatchand Washing- County Correctional Center. One member in a life-and-death’ situation,” the GAO 
ton Post, he was arrested and is now being of the investigation stated that the House states. The data could include the names 
held without bail and with no charges. Committee is deeply concerned with the of government informants, federally pro- 

The INSLAW case is becoming another timing of Riconoscuito’s arrest, particu- tected witnesses and undercover agents, 
Watergate and involves former Attorney larly after he signed an affidavit stating he grandjury proceedings, sealed indictments, 
General Edwin Meese, a federal judge, was threatened with arrest if he did testify. confidential FBI investigations and per- 
several high officials of the U.S. Depart- The Judiciary Committee is investigat- sonal data about Justice Department em- 
ment of Justice and even former White ing allegations that top Justice Depart- ployees. These computerswere sold by the 
House aide Robert C. McFarland, who trans- ment officials under former Attorney Gen- Justice Department for as little as $45. 
ferred INSLAW software to Israel. eral Edwin Meese engaged in a criminal The man in Lexington, Kentucky, who 

There are so many affidavits being Bled conspiracy to steal software developed by found the pirated PROMIS software in 
in thecase toverifywrongdoingon the part INSLAW and then furnished it to other the U.S. Justice Department surplus 
of the Justice Department; yet the Justice countries including, Iraq, Libya, South computer also found sealed grand jury 
Department continues to refuse to supply Korea, Israel and Canada. indictments. 
the House Judiciary Committee with any Congressman Jack Brooks, chairman Charles Hayes was the man who bought 
documents in the case. The Committee is of the Committee, has accused the Justice the equipment in July 1990 for $45. He 
now threatening to cut U.S. Department of Department of a cover-up by withholding has now been sued by the U.S.. Justice 
Justice funding if they don’t cooperate in more than 200 documents in the INSLAW Department for the return of the comput- 
supplying these documents case. A U.S. Bankruptcy judge ruled in ers, stating that the memory bank had not 

(To be amtinued.) 1987 that offrcia,ls of the Justice Depart- been erased. The U.S. Justice Department 
ment stole the sensitive computer software did not go after Hayes until after he signed 

House Judiciary Investigators - used to track criminals and also military an affidavit about the protected PROMIS 
Seek New Declaration movements ‘through fraud, trickery and software. It is not certain whether the U.S. 

By Harry V. Martin deceit”. The ruling was later affirmed by Justice Department wants the sensitive 
ahother federal judge. material back or they want the computers 

Sixth in a NEW SERIES Riconoscuito has a previous drug con- to block them from being used as evidence 
Copyright Napa Sentinel, 1991 viction for manufacturing PCP aboard a against them in the INSLAW case. Hayes 

Seattle houseboat 18 years ago. did return the equipment. This was not an 
April 5. 1991 Riconoscuito’s declaration states that he isolated case. Another U.S. Attorney Ofice 

was hired to modify INSLAW’s PROMIS notified federal agents that again sensitive 
Congressional investigators have flown software so that it could be sold to Canada data that could potentially identify agents 

to Tacoma, Washington, to interview and other customers. During the time of and witnesses may have been lost. 
Michael Riconoscuito - a key witness in the modification, Riconoscuito was working (To be continued.) 
INSLAW case. Riconoscuito provided a on a joint venture with a private security 
damaging statement against the U.S. Jus- firm and the Cabazon Indians in Indio, Canadians Begin Probe On Pirated 
tice Department in the stolen software case California. The joint venture also included Software From Justice Department 
that potentially could become another military equipment and biological and By Harry V. Martin 
Watergate. chemical warfare weapons for use and/or 

Riconoscuito stated in his declaration sale in Central America and the Middle Seventh in a NEW SERIES 
that the U.S. Justice Department had East Copyright Napa Sentinel, 1991 
threatened to have him arrested should he One Indian and two companions who 
cooperate with the House Judiciary Com- were opposed to these operations and who April 12.1991 
mittee investigation into the U.S. Justice alleged that tribal money was being filtered 
Department’s role in the INSLAW case. into foreign banks, were found slain execu- The growing INSLAW software theft is 
‘Iwo federal judges have ruled that the U.S. tion style in Ranch Mirage. No one has now reaching foreign proportions. While 
Justice Department stole INSLAW’s been arrested in the case. The sister ofone the -U.S. House Judiciary Committee is 
PROMIS software and used *trickery and of the slain men reported the Indian ties investigatingthe theftofINSLAW’sPROMIS 
deceit” in the case. One of those judges with the Iran-Contra scandal and the soft- software by the U.S. Justice Department, 
was not re-appointed to the bench after his ware modification. That report was deliv- the Canadian Parliament will commence 
ruling. The House Committee has already ered to a New York television studio seven its own investigation. 
heard testimony that accuses the U.S. yearsago. She isnow preparing all ofit in lko agencies of the Canadian Govem- 
Justice Department of attempting to inter- declaration form and supplying it to the ment, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
fere with the courts in an effort to have U.S. House Judiciary Committee investi- (RCMP) and the Canadian Security and 
INSLAW declared insolvent. Instead, the gation. Intelligence Service (CSIS) - equivalent to 
courts awarded INSLAW $6.8 million in In other related matters, another affida- the CIA - are using the pirated PROMIS 
damages. vit was filed in the INSLAW case which software, allegedly supplied to them by Dr. 

Within eight days of Riconoscuito’s dec- reports that a man bought U.S. Justice Earl Brian, a close associate and financial 
laration he was arrested and held without Department computers and court comput- partner of former T 1 S. Attorney General 
bail. Drug Enforcement Agency agents ers for salvage and found the pirated Edwin Meese and a former Califomiacabi- 
made the arrest. On Wednesday a Federal PROMIS software program in the surplus net officer under then Governor Ronald 
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Reagan. 
A Federal Bankrupt* judge - who was 

not re-appointed to the bench after his 
ruling - said the U.S. Justice Department 
used trickery, fraud and deception in “steal- 
ing” the PROMIS software. The sophisti- 
cated software is used for tracking criminal 
and military activities. It was illegally sold 
to South Korea, Iraq, Israel, Canada and 
Libya by the United States. 

According to an affidavit, the software 
was converted in a joint venture between 
Wackenhut Corporation of Coral Gables, 
Florida, and the Cabazon Band of Indians 
of Indio, California - an independent na- 
tion. The declaration by Michael J. 
Riconoscuito alleges that Dr. Brian was 
deeply involved in the joint venture. One 
Indian and two of his companions who 
objected to the joint venture - which also 
dealt with military weapons, biological and 
chemical warfare - were found murdered in 
execution style. That execution was re- 
ported on 20/20 by Barbara Walters and 
the CIA was named as the prime suspect in 
the case. The software was specifically 
modified for the Canadian government. 

Riconoscuito stated in an affidavit he 
was warned by officials of the U.S. Justice 
Department that if he cooperated with the 
U.S. House Judiciary Committee he would 
be arrested. Eight days after he signed the 
affidavit he was arrested by more than a 
dozen Drug Enforcement Agency officers 
near Tacoma,. Washington. He was held 

without bail for several days and then 
charged with a single drug count. Though 
arrested in the State of Washington, he 
was held without bail awaiting a federal 
marshal to pick him up. 

He, along with several others, have stated 
in an affidavit to the court and to the U.S. 
House Judiciary Committee, that the PROMIS 
software was modified and sold to several 
countries, including Canada. 

Late last week, Members of Parliament 
demanded that the. Solicitor General of 
Canada, Pierre Cadieux, appear before a 
parliamentary committee to answer charges 
the RCMP and CSIS are using stolen com- 
puter software. Cadieux’s ministry is respon- 
sible for the RCMP and CSIS. 

Though both the RCMP and the CSIS 
originally denied they are using PROMIS, 
court documents show a Canadian commu- 
nications department official admitted last 
year that the RCMP was using PROMIS, 
although INSLAW never authorized its Cana- 
dian sale. 

“Did CSIS and the RCMP use PROMIS 
software or modifications of it? If so, what 
were the circumstances of the acquisition? 
Was the software stolen, and if so, was the 
Canadian Government aware of it?’ These 
axe the questions Parliament wants to ask 
Cadieux. The Canadian Solicitor has indi- 
cated that the Government is already 
launching its own investigation into the 
pirated software scandal. Canadian offi- 
cials are indicating that the pirated soft- 
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ware sales may have helped to illegally 
fund the Contras in Nicaragua. Contra 
funding and supplies was one of the most 
important aspects of the Cabazon- 
Wackenhut joint venture. Riconoscuito 
has had inside connections with the CIA 
and U.S. Justice Department and some 
testimony put forward states that he helped 
to launder $40 million for the Bush-Quayle 
campaign - that report has riot been sub- 
stantiated by any more than one govern- 
ment source. 

Brian is the owner of a holding company 
which has interests in the Financial News 
Network, United Press International and 
Hadron, Inc. Hadron was the company that 
was unsuccessful in buying out INSLAW. 
Affidavits on file with the court allege that 
Hadron, through Reagan cronies, attempted 
to force INSLAW out of business after it was 
awarded a $10 million contract by the U.S. 
Justice Department. 

The scandal involves Meese, Brian, former 
National Security Advisor Robert McFarland, 
several senior staff members at the U.S. 
Justice Department, and even federaljudges. 
The V ancouverSun, the leading newspaper in 
Western Canada, states, “The pirated soft- 
ware battle already has been compared to 
Watergate and the Iran-Contra scandal.” 

[- in next LIBERATOR.] 

If could probably be shown by facts and figures 
that there is no distinctly native American crimi- 
nal c/ass except Congress. -- Mark Twian 

Update From Soltec: 
All Is Far From Quiet 

10/2/92 #l SOLTEC 

Soltec, present in the Light of Holy God, 
the God of Creation and Radiance. It is 
good to be with you again after a bit of a 
respite. Know that the attacks upon you 
and your household are a sign that you are 
on track. Stay close now and the illness 
will fade away. The changes that have 
occurred in the past two weeks will, in the 
long run, open new avenues, and we shall 
take the lemons and make Zemon me- 
tingue pief 

At our last writing we addressed the 
changes that are occurring upon your 
Earth-Shan and those that are yet to take 
place. You are in an accelerated state of 

change now and the pace shall quicken the 
closer you near the year 2000 of your 
counting. Though at times it may seem 
that not much is occurring on the geo- 
physical level, know that all things affect 
the other and that all is inter-related. It will 
most likely remain fairly “status-quo” until 
the elections of next month. Then, stand 
back, because much is in the planning 
stages for that time frame. You will begin 
to see acceleration after that time, but it 
will get into full swing just after the inau- 
guration of your new president, which is 
planned to be Clinton. 

Just today Ross Perot announced that 
he is again in the race, and this changes 
the face of the political games. Whether he 

takes votes away from Bush or Clinton is 
not of too much consequence, as the die 
has already been cast but it does make for 
interesting gossip and speculations. The 
plan is to keep your eyes and ears so busy 
with the political games that you will pay 
no mind to what is really occurring. 

Also, do not rest too comfortably upon 
your money, as the collapse is still sched- 
uled for sometime between October 24, 
1992 and January 1993. Look for addi- 
tional bank closures, insurance compa- 
nies defaulting and even more unemploy- 
ment and mortgage foreclosures. The plan 
is to get all property out of the hands of 
private citizens before 2000. 

Those of you who reside in the Califor- 
.- . .d _,..,_ _*, ._ 
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nia area are still experiencing continual 
shaking and shuddering and the nausea 
that accompanies the motion. It is merely 
done in hopes of unbalancing you the 
people and keeping you off guard. It is 
quite disturbing to the physical senses and 
affecting the emotional state of many. When 
will the *BIG ONE” occur? This is the 
question that is most ask. We cannot tell 
you this, for we are not fortune tellers; 
however, you must know that the land can 
only take so much of the pulsing and 
sooner or later it will surrender and give 
way. It could occur today or it could take 
another 30 years, for God is not in control 
of this, nor is the Host. I would say, though, 
that it is closer to today than it is 30 years. 
It will give way and the “BIG ONE” will 
occur when your Elite forces determine it. 
You are being used as pawns in avery large 
game of chess, Chelas. The question is 
when will the players be in a position of 
‘Checkmate”? 

You can, from projections based on 
current data, expect an unusually cold 
winter this year. Many areas in the North 
will experience bitter cold and unheard of 
blizzard conditions. Know, however, that 
all things are subject to change, especially 
the future. Too many circumstances must 
be calculated in to play a game of predict- 
ing the future. Our best advice is to be 
ready for just about anything. 

Has the geological activity died down? 
Absolutely not! The potential for major 
activity in your Pacific “Ring of Fire” still 
exists and grows actually larger every day. 
The only question remaining is when will it 
be most advantageous for the Elite to set it 
off for their own benefit? It remains in an 
extremely tenuous condition, which means 
that it could go at any moment. And once 
the chain reaction has begun, the momen- 
tum will build of its own accord. 

All eyes and ears are at this time fo- 
cused on the political and economical are- 
nas. Do not be fooled, Chelas, for these are 
but distractions to take thine eyes from 
that which is truly going on behind the 
scenes. Keep in your minds that the news 
you receive is all orchestrated and planned 
well in advance and censored from the very 
sources. You see and hear exactly that 
which they want you to see and nothing 
more. You must learn to listen and read 
between the lines-you must become 
smarter than the enemy! 

You still have much trouble with your 
ground water and the poisoning which 
has taken place. Know that your valley 
in Tehachapi is not alone in its plight; 
this is a global occurrence, happening 
everywhere. You, my dear ones, were 
merely astute enough to recognize that 
which is happening. There are literally 
billions of people to which this is happen- 
ing, but they know not the cause. 

Why do you think that so much atten- 

tion is being given to the subject of medical 
care in your country? Do you truly believe 
that it is because they care about you? Do 
not be so blind. More and more people are 
being affected by strange diseases and 
viruses because of the genetic engineering 
experiments that are taking place and grow- 
ing of artificial viruses, along with all the 
unnatural chemical compounds that you 
are being exposed to daily in lethal doses! 
Many of these viruses are ‘evolving, which 
means that they are becoming a higher 
form of life and are unaffected by the old 
standby antibiotics. Some are actually 
thriving and growing on them! Gther vi- 
ruses are what would be considered 
“smart” and are able to change and be- 
come symbiotic with the host in (or on) 
which they are living. They become like 
chameleons, in that they change and con- 
form to the host, which means that each 
person may have the very same virus, but 
it will appear different and react differently 
in each person. So, therefore, no one 
remedy will work on all people. (That is of 
course, assuming that your medical 
community wanted to try to find a cure! 
And that, Chelas is assuming an awful lot!) 

So are things quiet? I ask you to restudy 
the circumstances and then decide for self. 
If you perceive that all is quiet, then you 
have been duped alongwith the rest ofyour 
world. Learn to hear that which is not 
being said; learn to see that which is not 
being shown and you will be informed. 
Keep yourselves close to God in these times 
of peril, never turning away, for this is the 
only assurance you have. 

Also know that all these things which 
you see occurring have long been foretold 
by enlightened souls. It is a time of chaos, 
but out of this chaos will come the purging 
and purifying. The dirt must be swept from 
under the rug where it has been for so long. 
You have chosen to participate in these 
times of chaos, so take each lesson as it 
comes, whether it may seem bitter or,sweet 
and know that so long as you stay close to 
God and to the Host you will not wander far 
awsy from the Truth. However, do not 
become complacent, thinking that all is as 
it should be, for you are here for a purpose. 
You have a physical task to attend to, else 
you would not be here in the physical form. 
Complacency leads to apathy. And apathy 
is death. You must continue to fight the 
good fight in whatever way you have the 
means to and not lie down and play dead. 
The Adversary would like nothing more 
than for our people to give up and lie down 
and become apathetic. 

We shall get there, Chelas, by the grace 
of Almightly God. Keep up the good work, 
for you are the light and the hope of your 
world and you are held in our deepest 
affection. 

I shall stand to clear this session. Soltec 
to clear. salu. 
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W&t Is ccBo99 Gritz* 
Ballot Status? 

(Correct as of October 2, 1992) 

When carefully reviewing Bo’s status within 
each state, it becomes difficult to project 
with any degree of certainty the precise 
status. Many of the states are in question 
or in a state of flux. To further confuse 
matters, the guidelines for independent 
write-in candidates vary from state to state. 
Realizing there is room for change in this 
projection, the following applies to Bo Gritz: 

Bo is ballot qualified in the following 
states: 

Hawaii, Arizona, Washington, Idaha, Mon- 
tana, Utah, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, 
Illinois, Ohio, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mis- 
sissippi, Tennessee, Alaska, Nevada, and 
New Jersey. 

Bo is qualified as a write-incandidate in 
the following states: 

Colorado, Kansas, Texas, Missouri, Indi- 
ana, Geqrgia, West Virginia, Oregon, Cali- 
fornia, Michigan, and Maine. 

The states where Bo’s status is unclear 
are: 

Wyoming, North Dakota, Alabama, Ken- 
tucky, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, 
New York, New Hampshire, Connecticut, 
Rhode Island, and Vermont. 

The states where Be’s status is in con- 
tmversy or litigation are: 

Florida and New Mexico. 

The states where Bo is either not ballot 
qualified-or write-insampmh~dare: 

South Dakota, Nebraska, Virginia, Okla- 
homa, South Carolina, Massachusetts, and 
North Carolina. 

* * * * Note: Bo needs some minor assis- 
tance from somkone in North Dalcota. Ifyou 
can help, contact Sim Jarborough at 706- 
534- 7564. 

-THE PHOENK LIBERATOR 

cThe Declaration of Independence states 
that our rights come from The Creator, 
and that we established government to 
protect those rights....1 have faith 
today’s Americans are willing to do 
is necessary to defend our birthright. 

’ -- Col. James “60” 
From the Introduction to his book 

L Called To Serve. 
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-WHAT EiSE YO-u &N 
DO TO R&ULY HELP 

BO GRITZ’S ELECTION CAMPAIGN 

We all know the media is controlled. 
Does it help to contact the media in your 
area demanding them to provide informa- 
tion about Be’s candidacy? Yes, particu- 
larly at a local level. But here’s what else 
can be done to apply pressure to the sys- 
tem: 

revision of the equal time law allowed for 
certain exclusions. 

When filing a complaint with the FCC 
concerning Bo’s media black-out, the fol- 
lowing suggestions might be helpful. 

The FCC (Federal Communications 
Commission) handles all complaints con- 
cerning the electronic media, i.e., radio 
and television. When asked whether it is 
appropriate to direct specific complaints to 
the local or regional branches, the re- 
sponse from the national headquarters 
was that &I complaints should be directed 
to: 

Grounds for complaint under the fair- 
ness doctrine: 

* abuse of the fairness act, 

* bias and prejudice by the elec- 
tronic media; 

* suppression of news on a 3rd 
party candidate who is 
ba1lotqua1i@iikc$ 

Edythe Wise 
Chief of Complaints 8s 
Investigations Branch 
Federal Communications Commission 
Room 8210 
1919 “M” St., NW 
Washington, DC 20554 
(202) 632-7048 (Complaints) 
(202) 632-7000 (Main number) 

* censorship. 

In 1934, the Communications Act was 
passed by Congress, the so-called equd 

Ifyou do not make your voice heard, who 
will? Besides Washington, D.C., you could 
also send a copy of your FCC letter of 
formal complaint to your local broadcast- 
ing stations, thus also putting them on 
notice that you know what game is -being 
played here. The good stations might then 
be encouraged to bend their “blackout 
orders” a bit in Bo’s favor, and the bad 

time law. This Act was amended by ones just might get a little nervous! 
Congress in 1959. The most relevant por- 
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Grand Jury concerning Randy Weaver, 
Ellsworth stated, ‘We don’t acknowledge 
the existence of a grand jury. Records are 
sealed and confidential.” When asked 
when the Weaver Grand Jury was impan- 
eled, Ellsworth’s only comment was “No 
comment.” When asked whether the citi- 
zens chosen for the Grand Jury were U.S. 
citizens or state citizens, he came out with 
another, “No comment.” They were “citi- 
zens of the District of Idaho,” Ellsworth 
then offered. “Do you mean to say they 
were citizens of the state?” the interroga- 
tion continued. “No,” says Ellsworth, “the 
Federal District.” When queried whether 
the Grand Jury was chosen by voter regis- 
tration or vehicle registration, Ellsworth 
came out, once again, with his informative, 
“No comment.# When asked how many 
served on the Grand Jury, Ellsworth reluc- 
tantly answered, “Twenty three.” 

When asked whether the indictments 
represent a true bill, Ellsworth answered 
in the affirmative. When asked whether 
the rumors were correct that the Weaver 
children were also being charged, Ellsworth 
said those were a “fabrication and a lie”. 

When the court clerk in Boise was asked 
about the Grand Jury the only reply was, 
“They are secret proceedings and notpub- 
Zic.” 

The judge who will, in all likelihood, sit 
on the Weaver case is Edward J. Lodge, 
Chief Judge of the District, a Bush appoin- 
tee. The two other judges are Harold L. 
Ryan, a1980 Reagan appointee, and Marian 
Callister, Senior Judge appointed by Carter 
in 1976. 

The indictments against Kevin Harris 
and Randy Weaver were handed down on 
September 16. 

tion of this document is Section 315. The - THE PHOENLX LIBERATOR Kevin Harris and Randy Weaver are 
charged with assault with a dead@ 

weapon 

Randy .Weaver 
(Continued from front page) 

Kevin Harris is charged with first de- 
gree murder of Marshal William A. 
Degan 

Randy Weaver is charged with aiding 
and abetting. 

The Weaver children (girls) are not 

Randy mentioned that the information 
presented by the two Marshals testifying at 
the arraignment did not match the physi- 
cal evidence. The information presented 
by Weaver’s side was entirely in alignment 
with the physical evidence. 

Weaver, having continually avoided re- 
sponding to endless queries by fellow in- 
mates about the standoff, today decided 
to share his story while in the yard. He, 
admittedly, became very emotional in the 
tellingand startedyelling. At thispoint the 
prison guards removed him into an iso- 
lated cell, fearing that a riot might ensue. 

charged with anything [. . .y&]. They are 
you !Tlie fPeoplk. currently in good health and care in Iowa, 

Randy’s, trial is scheduled to begin in as explained earlier. 
Boise Federal court on October 26. The trial is currently scheduled in Fed- 

eral Court on October 26, 1992. 
(For ji&her details of how to address 

letters to Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris, *** 

see the next two columns of information.) 
g/25/92 #l HATONN 

Randy continues to pray and wanted 
to express very clearly how much he 
appreciates the words of support from 

RANDY WEAVER TRIAL UPDATE 
SHARING WITH RANDY WEAVER 

g/30/92 LIBERATOR AND KEVIN HARRIS 

The U.S. Attorney prosecuting Randy Our beloved Laurie and family re- 
Weaver in Boise, Idaho is Maurice Ellsworth. ceived a beautiful letter from Randy 
Ellsworth, a Reagan appointee since 1985, Weaver in appreciation for her continu- 
was reappointed by President Bush in 199 1. ing loving letters. He asks that ones 

When questioned directly about the also write to KeuinHatiwho is at the 
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same address for Randy says he needs 
encouragement. 

Remember-what your “TEACHER” 
said to his disciples: ‘When I was hun- 
gry ye fed me; when I was sick ye nour- 
ished me; and when I was in prison ye 
visited me.” They then proclaimed that 
they had never done such unto Him and 
He replied: “When ye have done it unto 
the least of Mine-so have ye done it 
unto Me!” Hold these ones in Love for 
the pain of loss is so great upon them 
and only YOU ONES can set them free for 
they can do NOTHING for selves. 

Randy also says that his children are 
doing well on ‘Grandpa’s farm”. They 
need your support and love as well. They 
are at Rt. 5 Box 199, Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
50501. Thank you for these might well 
be your own children in these days of 
darkness upon your place. I can attend 
the Spirit-ye ones must attend the 
physical and bring hope unto the Spirit 
so that the gifts can be received. Salu. 

* * * 

(Edito+ no*: We thought the following response to our plea for help for Weaver from 
a patriot in Siuitzer~and to the Court of Last Resort would be enjoyed by our readers. 

JB.-" 

~~~ITZERLAND~ 28th of Sept. 1992 

COURT.OF LAST RESORT 
Box 986 
Tehaohapl, CA-93 581 

USA 

Dear Frierids standing for Truth, 

as I have got informed about that tragic case 

a&net Randy WEAVlZR(GRITZ), I eend you a cheque 

ae ti eymbolical sign of moral and material eupport 

to assist you in bringing that good patriot out 

of the handa of criminals. 

FOR THOSE WISHING TO HELP RANDY 
WEAVER’SFAMILY,YOUMAY SENDYOUR 
DONATIONS DIRECTLY TO: 

Thank you dear patriqts for standing to Truth 

and Freedom to save the land of Freedom and 

It8 Constitution. 

Weaver Children’s Trust Fund 
c/o: Deep Creek Resort 

Route 4 Box 628 

God Bleea you and America! 

Greeting8 form a patriot 

Bonners Ferry, ID 83085 

*+* 
Would you like to know what really happened on 
that mountain in Idaho? The Bo G&z-affiliated 
” We The People Commitiee”now has available 
the 110 minute video titled: Fire On The Muunzain, 
for $25 (money orders, preferably postal, or cash 
only please). $5 of this fee will go directly to the 
Weaver Children’s Trust Fund. To order: 

1 money order $ 500.- 

..,, ,.I(” 
. . . . . . . . *. ,1*...,,. I,, 

. . . . . . . . ., 

. . ,, @i-743,883,681 

Rre On l%e Mountain 
C/O: We The People Committee 

11910-C Meridian E, #142 
Puyallup, %+‘A 98373 

Issued b American Express 
rJ -’ Travel Ralat Services Company. Inc. 

I#, Enalewood. Colorado 

-’ I , :,,> 
Payahk, at 

UnIted Bank 01 Grend Junction 
Grand Junction, Colorado 

*** CALLED TO SERVE 
Patriots in jail often feel isolated, alone 

and out of touch with the great causes 
they have set into motion. Randy & Kevin 
have paid dearly for the Idaho Stiznd- 
off. Please send an encouraging letter of 
support to: 

BY JAMES “BO” GRIT2 

Randy Weaver & Kevin Harris 
Boise County Jail 

7200 Barrister Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83704 

This is the definitive account of a nation betrayed. A spider web of “pathots for profit ” operating from the 
highest positions of special trust and confidence, have successfully circumvented our Constitutional system 
in pursuit of a New World Order. They have infused America with drugs in order to fund covert operations 
while sealing the fate of our servicemen lett in Communist prisons. 
At the very least this book represents a factual, true-life adventure that will take you on a riveting journey from 
the white House, down a heroin highway, to Burma’s GoMen Triangle where you will meet General Khun Sa 
- undisputed drug overlord. You will infiltrate the jungles of Communist Asia to rescue U.S. POWs , and in 
turn be pursued. You’ll be taken behind the veil of U.S. covert operations to view deceit and betrayal. At 
best, this wii/ produce a crack in the facade of 20th - century American government, through which concerned 
citizens can view the looming per-i/ and act in time to reserve our course while God gives us ti’. 

“It’s not just the tide of my book, a’s the purpose of my life ” -Bo G&z 

see back page for ordering information 
-- PHOEN. LIBERATOR STAFF 
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Chlorella Ur,date 
by Rick Martin 

(Editor’s note: It has been quite a few 
months since Rick’s last report in the LIB- 
ERATOR on Chlorella. This is a single- 
celled green algae which contains 60% bal- 
anced protein with 19 amino acids, over 20 
vitamins, minerals, enzymes and Chlorella 
Growth Factor (CGF). It has a higher content 
of chlorophyll than any known plant, and is 
also a rich source of beta carotene, B- 12 and 
iron. Rick’s last report has generated a 
mountain of lively questions and other cor- 
respondence from you readers. So Rick has 
here taken to this public forum to address 
the many intelligent inquiries and questions 
sent to him. Being an extremely conscien- 
tious guy, Rick is as relieved to finally be 
answering that stack of correspondence as 
we are delighted to present this discussion.) 

One dominant characteristic of the gen- 
eration in which I was raised is wanting 
instant results. Since Hatonn’s original 
suggestion of growing chlorella at home in 
fish tanks, we’ve been doing a bit of re- 
search and experimentation on the sub- 
ject. Basically, it’s slow going and pa- 
tience is the key ingredient to home algae 
cultivation. 

Hatonn recently advised our local people 
to not be in the chlorella kit business. This 
suggestion was made for a number of rea- 
sons, which include possible interference 
by the FDA. However, I will herein share 
with you the latest I have gathered about 
both growing chlorella and purchasing 
same. Please remember, this is only one 
approach. 

For those whose goal is simply to have 
a supply of chlorella for present or future 
use, we now have a source for chlorella 
tablets WITHIN THE UNITED STATES 
ONLY which we are making available at the 
lowest unit price possible. I will outline the 
purchasing specifics later in this article, 
but first some words on the route of grow- 
ing your own. 

The Carolina Biological Supply Com- 
pany in North Carolina carries all of the 
necessary ingredients to grow chlorella at 
home. Their address is: 2700 York Rd., 
Burlington, NC 272 15 (919) 584-038 1. 
(Inquire about theirshipping rates within the 
United States). They sell bacteria-free chlor- 
ella(catalog# 15-2070, $4.75/ea. or$4.63/ 
10 or more) for ‘experimental purposes 
only,n not as a food source. When ordering 
from them, keep this in mind. 

If you do order a chlorella culture, you’ll 
receive a small glass test tube containing a 
gel-like growing medium with a ‘small 

m 

amount of green algae growing on it. When 
you receive this glass tube, open it and add 
to it about l/4” of distilled water and l/4” 
of their alga-gro freshwater medium. Then 
close the tube and place it in bright indirect 
light (such as a north-facing window) but 
NOT in direct sun. Every other day open 
the tube briefly to allow for fresh air. The 
alga-gro freshwater medium is also avail- 
able through the Carolina Biological Sup- 
ply Company (catalog #15-3752 $8.95/ 
qt.). There is also a booklet available titled, 
Culturing Algae, through the same com- 
pany, which is technical yet very informa- 
tive. 

Within several weeks the algae volume 
will grow to a quantity which fills the 
medium in the tube. When you see that the 
algae density is increasing, again, add more 
distilled water and more alga-gro. Within 
a few weeks you should have sufficient 
algae in liquid to transfer the entire culture 
into a small CLEAN glass jar. Add some 
distilled water and alga-gro in roughly 2/3 
to l/3 ratio. Set to the side while the algae 
continues to replicate. Again, within a few 
weeks, transfer the contents to another, 
perhaps quart sized, container. To arrive 
at this point will generally take several 
months. (As I said earlier, patience is the 
key.) If you elect to use artificial lighting, 
Cool White florescent bulbs are the best 
because their spectral output is weighted 
toward the blue end of the color spectrum. 
(Not flattering to the complexion, but great 
for growing algae.) 

The final stage of this project will be the 
transfer of the culture to a CLEAN fish 
tank. Ifyou are usinga tankaslarge as 10 
or 20 gallons, adding 1 quart of alga-gro 
medium to the tank filled with distilled 
water should be sufficient. The optimum 
Fahrenheit temperature for algae produc- 
tion is in the low 70s. An air pump is 
probably well advised as it provides air and 
agitation. You will notice that the algae has 
a tendency to fall to the bottom of whatever 
container it is growing in. Algae responds 
.favorably to gentle agitation so, ifyou shake 
the container on a daily basis, it helps 
(rather than hinders) growth. Various 
minerals in the growing medium are made 
more available to the algae through such 
agitation. Also note that, as the algae 
grows, it takes on afluffy appearance, like 
cotton. 

Hatonn originally suggested cultivating 
two tanks, one for the “mother” or seed 
culture and one for daily use. 

The drying of algae can present a chal- 
lenge, since it is single celled and thus too 
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small for most screens. Therefore, using 
“sun tea” containers ( CLEAN glass) with 
a spout is avery practical option. By this 
route you may continually add nutrients 
from the top, keeping the culture largely 
sealed from outside air and possible al-, 
gal or fungal contamination, and at the 
same time you are able to use the spout 
to pour a glass of “chlorella water”. This 
is just one possibility, 

Some frequently asked questions are: _ 
What is the recommended dosage 

for chlorella? 
In a normal diet, when taking dried 

tablets, 3 grams per day is recommended, 
say 6 tablets of 500 mg each, such as-3, 
in the morning and 3 mid-day. If you 
were to take chlorella on a survival ba- 
sis, 9 grams daily is a common dose, 
When taken on a survival basis, it would 
be prudent to combine your chlorella 
intake with additional vitamin supple- 
ments. 

How much do I drink? 
To give you an idea about how much 

algae will grow in a given volume, use a 
calculation of 15 grams of chlorella per day 
for every cubic meter (roughly 3 ft. x 3 ft. x 
3 ft.). A 20-gallon tank is 24” x 12” x 16”. 
Although it would take up to several quarts 
per day of liquid chlorella to equal the rec- 
ommended tablet dosage, several glasses 
of liquid per day would be the minimum 
recommendation. 

How do I dry it? 
There is no literature available on home 

drying methods for algae, so this is where 
experimentation comes in. The chlorella 
cells are so small they will go through most 
screens. Various fabrics present one logi- 
cal avenue for exploration. If you decide to 
grow chlorella in tanks, it may be best to 
stick to liquid consumption. The use of 
heat in drying foods is well documented; 
however, heat kills enzyme activity. 

How do I tell when the chlorella is 
ready to drink? 

The liquid container will eventually be- 
come filled with the cotton-like chlorella 
mass. It is best advised to be patient until 
the algae has enough density to it so that, 
when you begin drinking from it, the “re- 
covery” or regrowth time will not take too 
long. 

What tank size should I use for my- 
self? For more than one? 

When growing algae, basically, biggeris 
better. There is no fixed response to this 
question. I would say, however, that a 6 or 
10 gallon tank would be as small as you 
would want for one person. For more 
people, multiply the “single person” tank 
size by the number of people to be served. 

What is chlorella’s shelf life in dried 
tablet form? 

When stored in a dark, cool, dry place, 
chlorella’s shelf-life is indefinite, for all 
nractical intents and nurnoses. 
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What are the noticed advantages of This is the extent to which we will be 
using chlorella as a food supplement on a offering suggestions regarding the growing 
regularbasis? and obtaining (see order form) of chlorella. 

This, of course, varies from person to If you decide to try growing chlorella at 
person; however, I have found that increased home, do some independent experiment- 
omm!l energy and a sense of well being are ing. If you have any general questions not 
among the benefits. Chlorellacontains 60% answered in this discussion, call me at 
balanced protein, 19 essential amino acids, (805) 822-9545 during normal (Pacific time) 
over 20 vitamins, minerals, enzymes, and business hours. 
trace nutrients. 

How much chlorella would one person *** WARNING *** 
need for 1 year, iftaken as a supplement? 

5 bottles of 500 tablets for a tablet size of Like mushrooms, there are over 30,000 
500 mg per tablet. known varieties of algae, many of which, 

How much chlorella would one person when consumed, are TOXKl. Do NOT go 
need for 1 year, if taken on a surwival out to the nearby pond or lake in the woods 
basis? and gather algae for personal consump- 

13 bottles of 500 tablets for a tablet size of tion. To do so could be aSERIOUS mistake 
500 mg per tablet. unless you really know what you’re doing. 

An Interesting Historical 

Perspective &I Algae 
by Rick Martin 

If we let our imaginations wander back 
to prehistoric times, we may perceive tribes 
of hunters collecting flat masses of the 
gelatinous blue-green algae, then eating, 
raw or cooked, what the English would 
later term “star jelly” or “witches’ butter”. 
To enrich their diets, early hunters may 
also have consumed freshwater algae grow- 
ing in larger masses or collected the scums 
of Spimlina platensis from the shores of 
warm alkaline lakes.. 

Some scientists have speculated that 
the mm-mu of the wandering Israelites, 
which appeared miraculously on rocks fol- 
lowing a devastating dry spell and was 
described as tasting “like wafers made 
with honey”, may have been a form of 
dried, dormant Spirulina. 

When the Spanish conquistadores in- 
vaded the Aztec empire of Mexico, they 
found the natives subsisting on maize, 
beans, squash, and a mysterious green 
scum that abounded on Lake Texcoco of 
the Teotihuacan Valley, where Mexico City 
stands today. As recounted by the histo- 
rian Furst, Fray Toribio de Benavente 
reached the Valley of Mexico in 1524, 3 
years after the fall of the Aztecs. He de- 
scribed the harvest of tecuitlatt: “There 
breeds upon the water of the lake of Mexico 
a kind of very fine mud and at a certain 
time of year, when it is thickest, the Indi- 
ans collect it with a very fine-meshed net 
until their scales (canoes) are filled with it; 
on shore they make on the earth or the 
sand some very smooth beds, two or three 
brazas (3.4-5.1 m) wide and a little less in 
length, and they cast it down to dry, suffi- 
cient to make a case two dedos (3.6 m) 
thick. In a few days it dries to the thickness 
of a worn ducat and they slice this cake like 
wide bricks; the Indians eat much of it and 
enjoy it well, this product is traded by all 

In approximately 900.A.D. the Mayans 
were a culture in the Yucatan Peninsula of 
Central America where the jungle environ- 
ment was not well suited for agriculture. It 
is now believed that artificially constructed 
ponds, probably for the growth of Spirulina, 
were interspersed among the clearedjungle 
fields. Complex systems of waterways, 
perhaps to keep ponds flooded, have been 
discovered. Since the rainfall in the jungle 
is 70-90 inches ayear, archaeologists theo- 
rize that the waterways were constructed 
for the maintenance of algae pools rather 
than for field irrigation. Development of 
algae farms would explain how a Mayan 
population of two million was sustained in 
spite of discouraging agricultural condi- 
tions. 

a feature of the later Aztec society, some 
anthropologists like to theorize that this 
was the major source of concentrated pro- 
tein. However, human flesh is notoriously 
devoid of many B vitamins and is a less 
than ideal source of nutrition. The Aztec 
consumption of Spirulina, with its com- 
plete protein in a highly digestible form, 
would explain the vitality of the population 
that built enormous cities and the magnifi- 
cent temples of Tenochtitlan, waged war 
across the Meso-American heartland, and 
nurtured a .sophisticated culture of art, 
mathematics and philosophy. 

When the Spanish came, they could not 
understand the passion of the Aztecs for 
their tecuitlatl, nor appreciate the technol- 
ogy of the “chinamp&’ - the floating gar- 
dens of Texcoco. Since they never realized 
that the lowly green algae of the lake pro- 
duced more protein than the land could 
ever hope to yield, the Spanish began an 
aggressive program of landfill and swamp 
reclamation in order to provide tillable 
land surface. Today, most of the lake is 
gone, but it is ironic that one of the world’s 
most productive modern Spirulina farms 
is found on the remnant shore of Texcoco. 
Sosa Texcoco, the company that holds the 
concession for the production of caustic 
soda and soda ash from the remnants of 
Lake Texcoco, was aware of the existence of 
Spirulina during the 1960’s. They also 
knew that, as recently as a generation ago, 
some Mexican Indians who lived along the 
shores of the lake were still harvesting 
tecuitlatl. When tests conducted by the 
Mexicans confirmed the French report that 
Spirulina has nearly the same high quality 
protein as whole eggs and is rich in vita- 
mins and minerals, the Mexicans decided 
to produce tecuitlatl for commercial sale. 

There are those who point out that 
much of the chlorophyll and other nutri- 
tive factors of the algae are lost by the hot 
sun and sand drying and cooking. As far 
back as 192 1, Robert McCarrison, M.D., 
F.M. Pottenger, M.D., and D.G. Simonsen, 
Ph.D., demonstrated the destructive re- 
sults when foods are processed at high 
temperatures. More sobering still, they 
also showed the degeneration of primitive 
people that adopted citilized diets and 
demonstrated a correlation between soci- 
etal decay and diet. 

the merchants of the land, as cheese is Identification of tecuitlatl, however, did 
among us; those who share the Indians’ not come from Mexico but from Africa. 
condiments find it very savory, having a During the 1950s a world-wide interest in 
slightly salty flavor.” novel sources of protein to feed the growing 

human population led researchers to in- 
The Aztec civilization was notable for its vestigate possibilities of large-scale 

sophistication, culture, complexity and algaculture (i.e., the growing of algae as a 
large population. But their achievements commercial enterprise for human con- 
puzzle archeologists to this day because sumption). In 1963, the French Petroleum 
domesticated animals were scarce, since Institute became interested in reports of a 
cattle, sheep, horses, and other creatures dried algae cake called dihe that was eaten 
were not available to the Aztec. As human among people along the shores of Lake 
sacrifice and ritual cannibalism were also Chad in central West Africa. 

Page 37 
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While the French were experimentingwith 
Spirulina cultures under laboratory condi- 
tions, a Belgian independently discovered 
dihe and reported on @e indigenous tech- 
niques of its production. Jean Leonard, a 
civilian botanist who at the time was on a 
Belgian militaly expedition crossing the Sa- 
hara from the Atlantic to the Red Sea, became 
interested in the dihe a&es eaten by the 
Kanembu of Lake Chad and the blue-green 
algae from which the cakes were made. 

dantly in streams in Tartary. It was highly According to Johnston, species of fila- 
esteemed as an ingredient in soups. This mentous green algae, Oedogoniumand Spi- 
form of No&c was well known and eaten in rogym, are collected, sold, and eaten in 
Mongolia and China, in which countries it Burma, Thailand, Vietnam, and India. The 
was used extensively as an article of com- same holds for the flat thalluses of Prasiola 
merce, generally sold in dried form.” The yunnunica (resembling thin salad leaves) 
actual widespread consumption of a species in China and P. japnica in Japan, both of 
of Nostoc was noted by Johnston, a habit which have an appreciably high protein 
which was also observed in the Andes moun- content. It is, therefore, perhaps a legiti- 
tains of Peru. mate question to ask how unconventional 

According to Furst, the Kanembu, who 
at times get much of their protein from 
Spirulina, wait for winds to push the algae 
toward the shore, where it collects and 
becomes concentrated into a thick mash. 
Women with calabashes ladle the algal 
mass into circular depressions in the s&d 
where it is dried by the hot sun. As the 
blue-green sheet gels, the glossy surface is 
smoothed by hand and marked off into 
squares. When most of the water has evapo- 
rated or seeped into the sand, the squares 
are pulled up, dried further on mats, and 
cut into small, flat, brittle cakes. The 
Kanembu eat dihe in a thick, pungent 
sauce made of tomates, chili peppers, and 
various spices poured over millet, the staple 
of the region.. 

WHOLESALE ORDER FORM 

The Survival Storehouse 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd., Suite #G6723 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89102-1921 

SHIP TO: 

After careful examination it was deter- 
mined that consumption of SpiruZinu S. 
pkztensis is limited to a rather small area, 
east and northeast of Lake Chad, with a 
total population of 300,000. Of this popu- 
lation only the Kanenbou consume dihe 
regularly, whereas the fishermen and no- 
mads consume little, if any. As seasons 
vaxy, dihe is present in seven of ten meals. 
Direct consumption of the d&e biscuits 
takes place only for superstitious reasons 
among pregnant women. The reason is 
that its dark color will supposedly screen 
the unborn baby from the eyes of sorcer- 
ers. In general dihe is eaten as an ingredi- 
ent in sauces, with millet. The dry dihe is 
pounded in a mortar and the powder is 
suspended in water. Salt, pimento, toma- 
toes, and, if available, beans, meat, or fish 
are added to complete the sauce. In any 
given meal a person eats approximately lo- 
12 grams of d&e. 

That dihe may represent an emergency 
food may be deduced from the finding that 
its consumption decreases when the eco- 
nomic conditions, or local availability, al- 
low consumption of meat or fish. However, 
during periods of severe famine, dihe is still 
consumed extensively. 

When searching the algae literature and 
records for the uses of microalgae, one is 
left with the impression that this topic has 
been taboo for quite some time. Neverthe- 
less, Johnston was able to excavate an 
early report which he summarizes as fol- 
lows: ‘Dr. Hooker, in a paper read before 
the Linnean Society of London, January 
20,1852, mentioned that Nostocedule (= N. 
pnm@me, the“lake plum”) was found abun- 

Today’s Date: 

* All orders are shipped by UPS, a htreet address is required. 

PHONE: 

PRODUCT: CHLORELLA (l/2 LB) 

500 TABLETS PER BOTI’LE (500 MG EACH) = $32.00 

QUANTITY TOTAL AMOUNT 

Discount (If applicable) 

Shipping Costs 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

* 10% discount available when ordering lo-19 bottles. 
* 15% discount available when order 20 bottles or more. 

Note: As a su plement (for one person): 1 year’s supply = 5 bottles = $160; on a 
survival basis for one person): 1 year’s supply = 13 bottles = $374.40 (includes P 
discount). Tltese figures do not imzlude shippiq charges. 

* Ail orders will be processed as rapidly as possible. Please allow up to 4 weeks for 
delivery. Thank you. 
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” Throu h the coo eration of the THE PHOEAW 
LlBERAbR The 5 urvival Storehouse is now accepting 
Master. Card:.-Visa, and Discover.. . 
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apmteinsoume mi&are,amongthe90- 
cakdnuuelsouroes ofprotein. 

Themareth~occasi0naInewspapermport.s 
of the ‘Chlo& eaters? of Aumville, India ln 
Tamil Nadu, India there are umultiplication 
units”consistingofcement tanksfortberaising 
of blue-green algae. Large-scale algae produc- 
tionatstateseedfarmsarealreadyinitiat.edin 
the Indian states of Tamil Nadu and Uttar 
Mesh. 

The idea of producing micmalgae on a pm- 
ductionscalefjrstoccunedtoGermanscientists 
who thought about the means to abating the 
acute shortage of food supply during World War 
II. The primary idea was to produce lipids fmm 
nitrogen-starved diatoms which were shown to 
accumulate appreciable amounts of fat under 
labomtoiy conditions. Since the productivity of 
nutrientdeficient algae is rather low, tecbno- 
logical interest soon after switched to the pm- 
duction ofproteinaceousmicmalgalmatter, and 
thus scientists began to intensively investigate 
the potential of Cblomlla, which was known to 
doubleitsbiomassafewtimesperdayinbigbly 
illuminated laboratory cultures. If such a pho- 
tosynthetic organism with a crude protein con- 
tent of 50-60 or even 88% (as found by Spoebr 
and Milner) could be cultivated at the industrial 
scale, would this not lead to arevolution in plant 
production? This question has been carefully 
ezxamined since 1947 in seveml countries. 

The first systematic efforts toward tmnslat- 
inglabomtorymetbodsintoengineenngspecifi- 
cations for a large-scale algae plant wen2 con- 
ducted by Stanford University in their Depart- 
ment of Plant Biology oftbe Carnegie Institution 
ofWasbingtonfIom1948to1950. Attbattimethe 
Institute was headed by C.S. French, one of the 
leading photosynthesis researchers of the em, 
underwhomtbeflmtfullysausfyingappamtus 
for continuous production of Cblomlla was de- 
veloped. 

Around that same time, in 1949, a research 
and development pmgmm for large-scale pm- 
duction of green algae in ponds was started 
under Gummert in Essen, Germany. 

In 1951 the Cblorella pilot plant was con- 
structed and operated for the Carnegie Institu- 
tion by Arthur D. Little, Inc. in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. Another series of laboratory 
and pilot plant studies followed in Japan under 
theguidanceoITami.yaafterbisstayatStanfonl. 
HisstrongworkinggroupattbeiamousTokugaw 
Institute in Tokyo concentrated again on Cblor- 
ellaresearch Israel similarly conducted studies 
on Cblorella during this period. The results of 
tbisfirstwaveofappliednzaxcbonmicmalgae 
wempublisbedinabooktitledAk&~,and 
contains an interesting article on the use of a 
?ratuml~algalsuspensionconsistingmainlyof 
Cblorella for the nutrition and apparently suc- 
cessfultmatmentoflepmsypatient&yJorgensen 
and convit. 

In the l%Os, concern about diminishing 
world food resources was increasing. Jean 
Ieonard published a report about Spirulina as 
afood,andthisa~theinterestof~ 
F’renchengineers. ln1%7,aJapane~scientist 

IlZiIlldHiroshiN~~readaIlaI.tiClC! 
about Spirulina projects being conducted by 
the F’mncb National F+&oleum Center, and 
was intrigued by the possibilities. P&amum 
had long been intemsted in the potential of 
algaeasasowrceofpn&inforastarvingworlc!, 
buthehadnotbeenawareoftbesuperiorityof 
Spirulina over other species. Thereafter, 
Nakarnum and his Japanese colleagues be- 
came pioneers in the msearcb and develop- 
ment of Spirulir& commercial applications. 
In Japan, Spirulina is now recognized as a 
superior food for commercial fish and other 
domestic animals, and is also used as a 
therapeutic food supplement in some human 
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mizingfoodpRxluctionwithlimitf!dspaceand 
nzsoms, the Japanese are now leaders in 
Spirulinapmductionandconsumptlon. Japan 
isalsothemco@zedleaderinChlorellapmduc- 
lion. 

As we enter the 199Os, Chlorella and 
Spirulina are being commercially grown 
and processed in Japan, China, Taiwan, 
Mexico, Israel, Thailand, Korea, California, 
and Oregon. Because of the small space 
required to grow algae, one acre will yield 
40 tons of algae per year, compared to only 
half a ton of soybeans. This suggests an 
important new food business still in the 
early and exciting stages of practical devel- 

disease states. Long concerned about maxi- opment. 

7x2 WORD 
Tapes, Trankriptions & Videos 

In addition to audio tapes ofmeetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions 
of some taped topics, mE WORD is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected 
topics. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3.00 each. 
(Mexico or Canadaadd $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) 
Postage is included in tape and transcription prices. 

Since we are not set up to take credit card orders, please send check or money order to: 
WE WORO, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805-822-4176 if you 
have questions. 

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a 
$50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance 
reaches zero. 

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this material 
is usually either already in print or wilI be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #. 

2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4); 

W 

3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l); 4/4/92(3); 
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 

6/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In 

4/13/92(l) # “What is a Semite?“; 

Between” tapes 4-6; 

4/17/92( 1) # “Who Were the First Christians?” 
4/25/92(2) * # “The Photon Belt”; 
4/26/92(3); 
5/1/92(l) “L.A. Riots and The Bigger Plan”; 
5/2/92(3); 
5/8/92(2) radio talk show; 
5/9/92(4); 
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; 
5/13/92(3) meeting with European visitors over 
lunch; 
5/l 6/92(3); 5/23/92(2); 
5/30/92(3)* “The Divine Plan and Places In 
Between” tapes 1-3; 
6/l/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4); 
6/13/92(3); 6/21/92(3); 6/27/92(2); 
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt LakeCity, 

7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK, 
Salt Lake City, UT; 
7/l 2/92(3); 
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 
City, UT; 

1 O/4/92(3); 

7/26/92(3). 
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake 
City, UT; 

WE NOW ACCEPT VlSA,%MSTER 

8/8/92(2); 

CARD & DISCOVER CARDS 

SPECIAL AUDIO 8/16/92(3)* , Bo Gritz 
speech in Tehachapi; 
SPECIAL VIDEO 8/16//92(l)* Tehachapi 
Citizens’ Rally featuring Col. James “Bo” Gritz 
available for $12; 
9/S/92(2); 

9/9/92(2) radio program, KTKK. 
SPECIAL AUDIO Steven Vaus-“WE MUST 
TAKE AMERICA BACK” available for $5; 
SPECIAL AUDIO Brent Moorhead-“LET’S 
TAKE OUR NATION BACK” available for $5. 
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Please Help CLC! PHOENR JOURNALS LIST 
Dear Readers, THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES PLANET ZIONISM Is RACISM 

The Constitutional Law Center CALLED THE PHOEI’JfX JOUR- 42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
wishes to *ank al1 Of you for your NALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN 43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 
support and prayers. It is because 
of your dedication toward preserv- 

TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME 44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 

ing the Constitutional rights of 
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DE- 45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

Jveryone that we continue to be- 
CEPI’IONS AND OTHER CRITICAL 46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

:ome increasingly effective. 
MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A 47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS 

Currently, we are seeking ex- SPECIES. JOURIWALS ARE $10 VOL. I 

perts in Constitutional Law, as EACH PLUS SHIPPING. 

Well as other areas of law, to assist 
us with the tremendous research I. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 
that we must develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS 

search can be done in your area NAME IMMANUEL, I AM 
and forwarded to us via fax or SANANDA 
mail. 3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL 

We are especially in need of the REMOVED 
legalknowledge of suspended, dis- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC 
garred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER 
desirous of establishing contact 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED- 
with those who are naturally DON 
“drawn” to the study and practice 
of Constitutional (Common) Law. 

6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN 

We urge you to contact us if you, 
FEET FROM HELL 

or someone you know, are avail- 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 

able to perform such research for 9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 

Lhe Constitutional Law Center. 10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL 

And again, we thank you for your 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 

tremendous support. 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE 

Sincerely, PHOENIX 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 
5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX 
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 
55. MARCHING TO ZION 

Gene Dixon, Director 
Constitutional Law Center 
916-485-7901 

HE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

PHONE LINE 

805-822-0202 

Announcing a new ser- 
wice for our dedicated 
readers. Today’s Watch 
phone line will carry 
news and comments 
fromCommander 
Hatonn’s writings. This 
is our way of keeping 
you informed about 
breaking world events. 

The announcement ma- 
chine will answer after 2 
rings if there are any new 
messages for that day, 
and after 4 rings if not. 
In that way daily callers 
can hang up after 2 rings 
and save toll charges if 
no new message has 
been recorded. The mes- 
sage update(s), if any, 
occur by 6 PM PacificTime. 

13. SKELETONS IN THE 
CLOSET 
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE, 
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF 
THE PHOENIX 
15. RAPE’OF THE CONSTITU- 
TION 
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE 
DRAGON 
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 
18. BLOOD AND ASHES 
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 
21. CREATION, THE SACRED 
UNIVERSE 
23. BURNT OFFERINGS 

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES I & II (BOOK) 
$15.00 
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES III & IV 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES V 8z VI 
(BOOK) $15.00 
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XIII & XIV 
(BOOK) $20.00 
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX- 
PRESS VOLUMES XV 8& XVI 
(BOOK) $25.00 

FOR IlVFORMATIOlV ABOUT 
MY JOURXfALS OR BOOKS 
MElPTIOWED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT: 

America West Publishers, 
a Nevada corporation 

P.O. Box 2208 
Carson City, Nevada, 89702 

1-800-729-4131 

or 
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC. 
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723 

Las Veeas. NV 89102 

24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV- 
ENTH SEAL 

ANY NAME: KHAZARS 
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR- 
OWNER MANUAL 
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 
30. MA’ITER ANTI-MATTER 
38. THE DARK CHARADE 
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A 

25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 1-800-800-5565 
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS 
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY 

(Mastercard, VISA, Discover) 

SHIPPING CHARGES: 
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii) 

UP5-$3.75 1st title, $. 75 ea add’1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

RWity-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea adcf’l 

AWSKA B HAWAII 

Bookmte-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add’1 

P&rity-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add’l 

UPS 2nd day-$9. 00 I st title, $1.00 (II odd7 

CANADA &NExlCO 

5w@ce-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add1 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

is published by 

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR&x. 

2810 W Charkston Blvd. Ste. G6723 

Las Vegak, NV 89102 

Subscription orders may be placed by 
mail to the above address or by phone 
to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates 
are: $20 for 13 issues (US); $22 
(Canada/Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 
26 issues for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/ 
Mexico); $60 (Foreign); or 52 issues 
for $75 (US); $80 (Canada/Mexico); 
$110 (Foreign). 
Quantitv SubscriDtions: $97.50 for25 
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues( $500 for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Single copies of back issues of THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX- 
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back 
issue prices are as follows: I- 10 copies 
$1.50 each; 11-50 copies $15.00; 51- 
100 copies $25.00. Shipping included, 
postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 
tional shipping charges. 

CoDyright Statement 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENLY 
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this 
newspaper for private, non-profit use is 
expressly encouraged, as long as the con- 
tent and integrity remain absolutely un- 
changed. For commercial purposes, re- 
production is strictly forbidden until per- 
mission .is granted in writing from THE 
PHOENIX LIBERA TOR, INC. 
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